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EDITORIAL 

YOU HUD 
TO BE THERE 
P very other Thursday night I run an Age of Worms cam- 

F paign for the Paizo editorial staff. It's a chance for us 

M to unwind from the pressure of deadlines, throw some 

dice, tip back some beers, and laugh uproariously. Last 

week, the party set out from the besieged Blackwall Keep to 

the heart ofthe treacherous Mistmarsh, a forlorn swamp¬ 

land teeming with disease-carrying insects and ravenous 

monstrous beasts. In the early mornings, a thick fog seeps 

from the mire, giving the place its unusual name. To make 

good time, the party decided to travel throughout the day, 

lashing t hemselves together to prevent their separation. 

When 1 asked the players to line up their miniatures in 

marching order, 1 caught a few of them exchanging wor¬ 

ried glances, knowing that something terrible was about to 

occur. A couple successful Listen checks revealed sloshing 

water off the party s left flank, the sound of something large 

but still obscured by the morning mist. Then, the swamp 

exploded in a swirl of muck and flashing teeth as two giant 

crocodiles burst from the water to attack the PCs, 

The first snickers came when 1 put my monster minia¬ 

tures on the table, l hadn't quite been prepared enough to 

pick up giant crocodile figurines from the local toy store, so 

instead I used stand-ins from the D^D Miniatures line. “'That 

bulettc isn't really a bulette," I said with a crooked smile and 

a shrug. "And that fiendish tyrannosaurus rex isn't really a 

dinosaur, either. Try to pretend they're giant crocodiles,1* 

I'm happy to say they found it easier to imagine the croco¬ 

diles once 1 threw one character into negative hit points with 

a single bite, and enveloped another character—Dungeon 

Assistant Editor Jeremy Walkers red-skinned halfling sor* 

cerer Demon Boy—in the creature’s mighty jaw (thank you, 

Improved Grab!), The following round* the second giant 

crocodile snapped up Jason Bulmahn's dwarf, and suddenly 

the party found itself flanked by two immense reptiles with 

stubby little flailing arms and legs poking out between their 

teeth. Every round, the crocodiles chomped down harder, 

and gouts of blood shot out into the swampy muck. 

Naturally, everyone was howling with laughter Downer 

artist Kyle Hunter leapt from his seat and rushed to the 

whiteboard, rapidly sketching a croc casually gulping down a 

panicking Demon Boy. When the halfling went into negative 

hit points, Kyle quickly erased the akimbo arms and put a 

little slack into his near-dead form. The crocodile crossed its 

arms nonchalantly, as if bored with its mid-afternoon snack. 

Without question, it was one ofthe funniest sessions of DsrD 

I can remember, and it reminded me how integral humor is 

to the game we all love. 

As this is the April issue, I've been thinking a lot about 

humor in the game and its place here in Dragon, For years, 

the April issue lias featured presumably funny content, often 

of the yukyuk variety* such as assigning monster stats to 

the pizza and Doritos that frequently litter a game table. 

Some editors have derided to eschew the humor clement 

altogether. 1 fall somewhere in the middle. Cursed with a 

propensity' to take the game very seriously Jokey content 

makes me a little queasy* as it often seems forced and some¬ 

times seems absolutely useless in terms of gameplay. Humor 

in the game is often a spontaneous thing. I've no idea if the 

crocodile story above is as entertaining to read as it was to 

live through, hut 1 suspect the retelling falls somewhere short 

ofthe event itself Joke articles in Dragon often rank among 

our most controversial, which is funny when you consider 

that the most popular features in the magazines are our great 

cartoons* which mix jokes and gaming every single month* 

This year, we decided to kill two kobolds with one crossbow 

bolt by asking Zogonia'sTony Moseley to proride the funny* 

which he does admirably in "The Ecology ofthe Adventurer," 

Watch out for crocodiles, 

Erik Mona 

Editor-in-Chief 

ertkm@paizo.com 
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SCALE MAIL 

ME MAIL 
Tell us what you think of this issue Send an email to scatemail@paiio.com. 

Please include your name, city, and state. 

STUFF IHFLFCT10N 
J am writing in reference to Ben Vandg- 

rift's informative article on "Staffs of the 

Magi" (Deacon #338). In his historical 

and literary references I felt he over¬ 

looked a “recent" (1930) addition to the 

sub j eel worth mentioning to your read¬ 

ers. In Robert EL Howard's Solomon 

Kane stories, particularly "The Hills 

of the Dead,” Howard's puritan swash¬ 

buckler character Kane obtains an ebon 

staff—the head of which i$ vaguely 

catlike in appearance—from the Voo¬ 

doo mage N'Longa.The staff is used to 

help Kane contact NXonga, who proves 

to be a magical and spiritual advisor 

through dreams. Likewise the staff" 

helps Kane fight undead creatures. It 

is also sharpened to a point at one end 

for use against more pedestrian adver¬ 

saries and as a climbing tool One line 

I particularly like from the story is that 

the staff will help the warrior where his 

"gun and long knife fail..." 

Clearly there are solid sources in 

sword and sorcery fiction for hardy war¬ 

riors to use magic laden objects in addi¬ 

tion to the cliched physically weak sor¬ 

cerer of old. J hope these references get 

some thoughts going for your readers. 

Murray f Weed, Esq, 

HapeviHe, GA 

Thanks for the reminder to /00k bejamd fm- 

difinimljanfasy soNirrs/or inspiration* Any¬ 

one tvho thinks stu^s arejust for wfnfcfy old 

wizards would be wise to pick up the classic 

kungju movie S Diagram Pole Fighter, 

which for my money features the best staff 

fighting scene ewer recorded. The staffs aren't 

knobby at the end and they don't shoot jrrr, 

biit they hart reload when they hit you. 

Ah this staff-talk is a great excuse 

to bring public attention to the recent 

promotions of Dragon staffers Jason 

Bulmahn, Mike McArtOT, and F. Wes fey 

Schneider, three of the hardest working 

game professionals in the industry Con¬ 

gratulations* boys. See me for keys io the 

executive bathroom. 

340 (OVFR OUTRHGF 
No, this is not a complaint about the 

scantily dad woman on the cover, 1 am 

all for scantily clad women. 

However, you should not be allowed 

to use the phrase "The Stars are Right" 

without reference to the Cthulhu 

Myth os. It borders on a bait and switch 

technique of advertising. 

Kirk Foote 

Via Email 

We went going for “geeky nerd in-refer¬ 

ence as marketing pun," bat f can see your 

point Ffaqn. 

HAPPY SILVER HHHIYERiflRY 
Th is year marks my 25th as a Dungeon 

Si Dragons player/DM. As 1 lookback, I 

remember the anticipation of each trip 

to the mall (40 miles roundtrip where I 

grew up) hoping that the newest issue 

of Dragon would be waiting for me 

on the shelf ft's nice to know, 25 years 

later, that 1 still fed that same anticipa¬ 

tion when I go to the local hobby shop 

(shout out to The Hobbit) to purchase 

each month's issue. Maybe that is why, 

after all these years, l would still rather 

buy it theTe than subscribe. 

No versions and changes in the game 

since those early years have dulled my 

passion for the game. In fact, I think 

it is better now than it ever has been, 

and a lot of the credit for that has to 

go to Dragon and her sister Dungeon 

magazine. Thanks for the quality effort 

your staff puts into each issue, and 

MINIS OF THE MONTH 
^ * One of the more interesting figures from War Drums, the new Dungeons 

tt Dragons Miniatures set, is Snig, Worg Rider. Originally appearing in 

Archfiends as a common. Snig the Axe is back as a rare, with his trademark 

weapon and riding a fierce worg. The first of its kind, these two miniatures 

allow you to portray the same character both mounted and standing alone for 

different situations. 

Weighing in at just over twice the cost of the Arcbfends figure, this Snig packs 

quite a bit more punch, including an additional attack, a higher commander 

rating, more powerful minions, and a mounted melee attack ability 

that allows him to attack once at any point during a double move. 

To top it off, Snig also keeps his useful command ability, granting 

bonus damage to small figures. Add this in to his amazing 

speed, higher level, and double the hit points 

of his previous incarnation, and you can see 

why this Snig stands up as a viable com¬ 

mander. capable of delivering significant hits 

while staying out of harm's reach. 
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the great art that graces the cover and 

pages each month. 

Looking forward to my next 25 years 

of gaming and Deacon magazine* 

Walter A McWilliams 

Via Email 

Thanks Jbr flic fchjd words, Whiter! It's 

certainly an honor and a privitege to work 

on these magazines, which do influence 

the game from 11 nic fo lime* A lot of con* 

cep is ihal went on to become major parts 

of D8(Dfirst appeared in these pages, and 

it's Juit fo think fhaf something in this 

issue might stiff be Jbrcd/y remembered m 

2$ years* time* 

Readers who are interested in the his¬ 

tory of Dragon and some of the articles 

that went on to become classics should 

check out (he Dragon Compendium, a 

256 "page/u If color compilation of some of 

the best articles from the magazine's first 

$oyears. Initial response to the book was 

so strong that we sold through its entire 

print run in 64 days, and it is now in its 

second printing. All of the book's content 

has been updated to ihe latest version of 

Dungeons q Dragons, so you can do 

more than enjoy reading this classic mate* 
rial—you caJl actually ft \n your cur¬ 

rent game! The Dragon Compendium 

is available at your local hobby store or 

online at paimcom. 

HOHO-PfllHfllL MEMORIES 
Fantastic job with issue #339. Naturally, 

as a 2o+-year veteran of D&ft}, I have a 

soft spot in my heart when it comes to 

the so-called Campaign Classics. The 

Plan escape setting was a particular 

favorite with my gaming group* Kudos 

to rk post for the exquisite rendering of 

the lady of Pain, complete with tassded 

scarves, a la Tony DiTfcrlizzL IL made me 

realize just how much I miss that setting. 

Excellent move bringing The Order 

of fhe Sfidt on hoard. Id never read it 

prior to its appearance in your pages, 

but after reading the initial installment 

(in issue #338), I was hooked. Never 

mind that my gaming group had an 

encounter with a chuul that was eerily 

reminiscent of the one featured in 

lire Order's premiere episode; or that 

it happened a mere three days before 

issue #338 arrived in my mailbox* (And 

1 do mean eerily reminiscent* right 

down to the same confusion over the 

use of weapons while grappled,) 

Two thumbs up on the changes to 

the Class Ads format* I'm delighted to 

see you begin exploring the new (non¬ 

core) base classes, namely the hcxbJade, 

from Complete Warrior. Here's hoping 

that the swashbuckler gets similar 

treatment before long—there's a class 

with a ton of untapped potential. 

And finally, what would a letter to 

Dragon be without the obligatory crit¬ 

icism? In the Class Acts article on soi- 

cerer/wizard spells in issue #339, Jesse 

Decker asserts that in addition to pro¬ 

viding safe haven to the PCs, Mordeit- 

kainen's magnificent marasioo provides all 

the benefits of the clerical spell heroes' 

jeust* My criticism, of course, is leveled 

at Wizards of the Coast, who appear 

to have omitted that benefit from my 

copy of the PHB. The scoundrels* 

Jason Brown 

Portland, ME 

The wretches took it from my back, toof 

although F know Vve played if that way in 

(he past* The idea must have gortrn in aur 

heads somewhere... 

BOUND TO CHIDE CONTROVERSY 
While 1 can't help but agree that the 

original Conan film could have been 

better (really, what film is so per¬ 

fect that some aspect couldn't be 

improved?), why don't we take some 

of your genera] criticisms and apply 

them to the current King of the 

Mountain* Peter Jackson and his lord 

of the Rings films? 

“The original Conan movie is okay 

as far as mid-8os fantasy goes, but it's 

not a particularly good movie, nor is 

KNOWLEDGE CHECK 
Question; What is Olidammara's 

favorite animal? 

v y/AS T€ L A N D 

http: //cl 1 ao s - wa ste 1 and. dyndn s. org: 6969/ 
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Scati Requests 

4 Hells pike Prison 
4 Spell Compendium [Color] 
4 The Red Hand of Doom 
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4 Power of Faerun 
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4 Dragon Compendium, Vo I. I 
4 Dungeon #126 
4 Dungeon #129-133 
4 The Shackled City Hardcover 
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4 War of the Lance 
4 Holy Orders of the Stars 
4 Legends of the Twins 
4 Spectre of Sorrows 

4 Advanced Player's Guide 



SCALE MAIL 

BJP 
KNOWLEDGE 
CHECK ANSWER 
Answer Spell it backwards. 

it a particularly faithful adaptation of 

Robert E. Howard's literaiy character, 

whom I quite like. And even the most 

ardent fan of the film must admit that 

at times it is very, very boring,.," 

Now I wouldn't catapult Conan the 

Barbarian into the realm of great mov¬ 

ies, but is most certainly a good movie, 

and if you find yourself growing bored 

during a mere 2 hours of movie viewing, 

you might want to check your pulse. 

As lor the faithfulness of adaptation, I 

agree. It's kind of hit or miss, but in my 

opinion enough Corum comes shining 

through. {Aside: lets not forget that two 

of the writers were Oliver Stone and 

John Milius. Anyone think those two 

really cared about Howard?) 

Jackson’s turn. His adaptation of the 

Lord 0/fhe Rings trilogy was absolutely 

awful! Aside from the visual beauty of 

the landscapes, wardrobes, and special 

effects (and just nailing the Balrog), 

not one single thing was done well. 

Faithfulness is the benchmark here, 

one often noted by Jackson himself 

and he fell so short he can't even see 

the bench. Apologists say that the spirit 

of Tolkien's creation makes it through, 

but they're blind or, more often, 

haven't even read a word of the texts. 

I'd go point by point on this one, but 

something tells me the editors don't 

want a single letter to take up three or 

four pages. 

Moving on to keeping the audience’s 

attention, we can talk about the third 

film all by itself Peter Jackson seems 

to be the Stephen King of film, he just 

doesn’t know how or when to end a 

story. In our case my group of friends 

saw Return of the King at a midnight 

show and were naturally tired by the 

end, but even those who enjoyed the 

movie thought Ihe last 40 minutes 

were completely unnecessary, 

I don't owe Peter Jackson a dam 

thing. I think he owes the Tolkien fam¬ 

ily an apology. 

The key to all this movie nonsense 

is that it is all opinion and that any of 

us getting hot under the collar, or just 

undaterally heaping scorn and praise 

from on high and in print, is just silly. 

You like what you like, you hate what 

you hate, and everyone has their own 

reasons. Whatever floats your boat. 

As Miss Manners would tell us* 

'"everyone is entitled to their opinion," 

But if you think Jac kson's Lord of the 

Rings movies were good, you're wrong! 

Smile. 

Robert Hixon 

Frederick, MD 

t think Conan the Barbarian is itsdf evidence, 

as you state, that seriptwrilerc Oftwr Stone and 

John Mill us didn't rare about Houwd when 

creating theirfanmy masterpiece. On the other 

hand, nearly every scene of the Lord of the 

Rings triiqjy thrums ivilh mwrmcejbr Tdk- 

ien and the source material You can nitpick 

about minor plot details here and f/ierc, but 

in the end all you’re really doing is anjm'ngjbr 

more Fatty Bolger sad /river interesting things 

Jbr fhejmiafe characters fo do. 

Besides, what mates a movie goad or not 

isn't homjdithjid it is to the source material. 

Movies, like licensed comic books and even 

roleplqymg games, are merely Interpreta¬ 

tions of the original source material That 

something is true to the spirit of its source is 

When you make a mistake during the game, do you ever try to run back time? 

"Wait/ 1 you migh 1 say. "He doesn't actually just do that." We here in the Dragon 

offices sometime s wish our DM fia t and time control powers worked a little bet- 
ter in t be real woi 1 Id. Here we go. 

* Jan nary’s Campaign Classics is: >ue, Dragon tf 339. featured the article "Races 

of Spe lljammer" and a look back at some of the creatures and vessels of that 

spaced; a ring setting. Several of the ships m that article were based off new addi- 

lions t 0 the Spcli jammer setting a md artful reimaginings by Steven James, who 

was m istakenly k ll uncredited. Check out his campaign notes and art at silver- 

blade- suilcase.com. 

• The : Class Acts art til issue #340, attributed to Eric Deschamps, was actually Cre¬ 

a ted b} f David Bite :ham. We apologia te to David and Eric for the misattribution. 

more important than its strict adJierrnce to 

every iittie derail, or at trust it ought to he. 

Although parts of Conan the Barbar¬ 

ian are brill writ {particularly the hit about 

die lamentations of women), it has some 

extremely tedious segments and plenty of 

regrettable moments {Thu Is a Doom, any* 

one?). and it's ivorih watching and 

perhaps owning, but as 1 said before, it's not 

a partieulartygond movie The Lord of the 

Rings is three good movies, —Erik Mona 

Be Heard! 

Tell us what you think on 
our new messageboards* 

paizo.com 
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FIRST WATCH PREVIEWS NOTES. HMD NEWS FOR GAMERS 

Open lip your mind with the Complete 

Psion ie. including two new psionie classes, 

the ardent and Lhe divine mind, espers 

of these groups use a new system called 

"psionic mantles*" Especially popular 

with playtesters, mantles combine a phil¬ 

osophical theme with a granted power. 

Designers Bruce Cordell and Christo¬ 

pher Lindsay also add expanded feats, 

character options, and new items—like 

pre-built astral constructs that increase 

your power. Players can also master the 

dark thoughts of mind flayers with the 

creepified flayerepawn psychic. Addi¬ 

tionally, the book's master list of psionie 

powers unquestionably belongs in any 

psionics-using campaign* -S.R 

You are cordially invited to embark on 

the maiden voyage of’ Eberron s larg¬ 

est airship, the Golden Dragon. There's 

a catch, though. Unlike the rest of the 

passengers, you are expected to keep Lhe 

ship on course and safe from sabotage, 

hijacking, and general mayhem, If the 

ship survives, you and your allies can 

make use of it again and again. 

Designer Nicolas Logue details this 

state-of-the-art airship and its major 

NPCs, weaving together a series of lour 

adventures for yth-level characters. 

Voyage of die Cdde/i Dragon includes 

ship maps, detailed descriptions, and 

every thing you need to adventure on 

an airship of your very own. -S.B. 

NEXT MONTH IN DRAGON # 343 

Creature Catalog V 
by Wolfgang Baur, K 
Reynolds* et ai 
The Creature Catalog returns 
with twelve new monsters. From 
classic creatures like the norker 
to new terrors such as the hex 
dragon, these critters are hungry 
for the taste of adventurers* 

Rivals 
by Richnrd Lee Byers 
A new Forgotten Realms short 

story about betrayal, trust, and 

hunting dragons. 

: The third Fantastic Location* Fields 

: of Ruin, bookends two double-sided 

i maps with a battlefield-themed role- 

1 playing adventure for Sth-Level PCs, 

i Designed by Richard Pett, two maps 

i cover the Keep of Fallen Kings, one 

: features Encounters on the Road, 

l and Lhe last details the Dungeon 

\ of Blood. Besides being integral to 

[ this adventure, the maps mesh with 

: DS(D Miniatures set nine. War Drums, 

i and easily adapt to other scenarios. 

I Several monsters from the new War 

[ Drums set also appear in the adven* 

: tures battles, and their tactics are 

j fine-tuned to take full advantage of 

[ the adventure's multiple maps. -S,B. 

Take Cover 

by Hoi Maclean 
Rumbling up from below and 
swooping down from the 
skies, monsters have always 
had the edge when it comes 
to mobility* but not anymore. 
Learn the tricks to turn their 
edge against them. 

Plus! 

The Ecology of the Ettercap, 

Spells of Kyuss, Class Acts. First 

Watch* Sage Advice, Scale Mail, 

Wormfood, comics, and more! 
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reported by Shelly Baur, Joshua Fehlauer, Mike L Fiegd, Arid James Suiter 

LOTS OF LOVECRAFT 

Thanks to Chaosium (cha- 

osiunLcom), there's never 

been a better time to be a 

Lovecrafi fan. Confront 

the Great Old One Has- 

tur in the Tatters of the 

King campaign for the Calf 

of CfJndfw RPG, or build 

your own adventure using 

the Malleus Momfrorum, a 

brand new manual of mon¬ 

sters, minions, and alien 

gods. Plus, afler numer¬ 

ous delays, Secrets of San 

Frantkco is due to release 

this spring, [list want the 

stories? Arkfatrn Tales, the 

latest Lovecrafl fiction col¬ 

lection, comes chocked-full 

of pieces set in and around 

the infamous Massachu¬ 

setts town. -JS. 

WHAT BIG EYES YOU HAVE | 

The better to see you with, j 

my dear! And there's plenty' 

to see in the new third edi- I 

tion of Big Eyes, Small Mouth, | 

the three-time Origins Award j 

nominated multi-genre Japa¬ 

nese anime and manga RPG. j 

That's quite a mouthful, j 

but BESM presents a sys- j 

tern versatile enough to use 

with any genre game. The 

expanded and updated game 

mechanics feature a new- roll- 

high system, archetype tem¬ 

plates, streamlined weapon 

and mceha creation rules, 

new magic options, and a 

brand new dimension-hop¬ 

ping setting that comple¬ 

ments the BESM rule set. 

For more info, check out 

guard ianso rdcr.com, -M.LF, 

ON THE EDGE 

Adventure on the edge 

with two new Green Ronin 

releases this month. First is 

Robert Schwalb's Mansion 

of Shadows, the first in the 

Bleeding Edge adventures 

line. Pit your PCs against 

the sinister schemes of a 

treacherous noble family, 

and don't think that surviv¬ 

ing on the bleeding edge of 

dao fantasy will be easy. 

Also debuting this 

month is the Trutio Besti¬ 

ary, Browse and battle a 

bevy of brutal beasts suit¬ 

able for every genre cov¬ 

ered by Trweao: Adventure 

Redeploying—which is to 

say any setting you choose. 

Check them both out at 

greenronin.com. -J.C 

COURAGE HAS A PRICE 

One dragon overlord 

survived Krynn’s War of 

Souls—the white dragon 

Gellidus, This terrifying 

beast plans to achieve ulti¬ 

mate power through the 

dark magic of his dead 

cousins, and only the brav¬ 

est of heroes can hope to 

stop him. The Price of Cour¬ 

age, by Cam Banks, is the 

final chapter in a trilogy of 

Dragonlance adventures 

from Sovereign Press that 

began with Key of Destiny 

and continued in Spectre 

of Sorrows, taking charac¬ 

ters all the way From level 

i to level 20 and changing 

the face of Kymn in the 

process. For more, visit 

dragonlancc.com. -M*LK 

UNLEASHING THE HORDE 

Not content with directing the course of 

Warmodiinc, the fastest-growing metal 

miniatures wargame in the industry. Pri¬ 

vateer Press is releasing Hordes. All new 

but fully Wormochine-compatibk, Hordes 

eschews steam-powered waijacks in 

favor of giant warbeasts driven by pure 

fury. Instead of resource management, 

Hordes is ah about risk management. 

'Tt's about risking everything in one big 

attack,'says Privateers Nathan Letsinger. 

MIf it works, you'll completely destroy 

the enemy. If it fails, your warbeast will 

turn around and bite your head off” The 

full-color 208-page Hordes rulebook, Pri¬ 

mal, introduces the four factions of the 

game: the savage Troll blood, the myste¬ 

rious Circle Orboros, the dragon-tainted 

Legion of Evcrblighl, and the dreaded 

Skomc. each with their own history, 

units, and impact on the Iron Kingdoms 

world. Releasing with Hordes is a fully 

playable Battle Box, including everything 

you need to gore, maul, and trample your 

enemies into the dust. -M.E 
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FIRST WATCH 

ROLLING IN D'OHI 

Crystal Caste, long-time 

makers of dice, minia¬ 

tures, and gaming accesso¬ 

ries of all shapes and sizes, 

releases an all new dice 

innovation this month* 

Developed just in time for 

April Fool’s Day, their new 

line of “Doll Dice" replaces 

the V on dice of every shape 

with the word "D'oh,” that 

ever-popular exclamation 

that sums up what everyone 

thinks when they roll a 1. 

Available in every color, pick 

up a hunch for your next 

gaming session, or give 

a handful as a gag gift to 

gamers with a habit of 

rolling badly. To get your 

hands on some "d'oh ** visit 

crystalcasie,eom* -M.L.E 

\ BATTY BLOODSUCKERS 

1 This month, McFarlane 

i Toys brings their unique 

\ style and attention to 

! detail to the 199a Academy 

{ Award-winning film* Gram 

[ Stoker's Dranda. McFarlane 

| Toys notes that this is the 

\ first action figure license 

j granted by Sony for the 

j popular Francis Ford Cop- 

j pola interpretation of the 

j 1897 classic novel, Dracula 

I is the subject of the first 

j two releases in the new line, 

j appearing in both greasy 

j bat and hulking werewolf 

j forms* And the best thing 

\ about the new Dracuto toy 

! line: it’s impossible to ren- 

j dcr Keanu Reeves's accent 

; in plastic. See more at 

: spawn,com. -M.F. 

j RETURN TO KRYNN 

j In 1984, Margaret Weis and 

| Tracy Hickman's novel, 

\ Dragons of Autumn Twilight, 

\ introduced thousands of 

: readers to the world of 

j Draconiance* inspiring 

j fans and campaigns that 

! persist even to this day. 

i This month, Devils Due 

j Publishing (publishers of 

{ the Forcgttcn Realms: 

| The Legend of Drizzt series) 

| releases the latest incar- 

\ nation of tlse story that 

s started it all with Dbacon- 

I LANCf Chronicles: Dragons 

I of Autumn fanlight, a trade 

1 paperback edition of an 

\ eight-issue comic series 

j interpreting this classic 

j D^D novel. Check it out at 

\ dev its due, net* -M*F. 

| HAIL TO THE HEROES 

j Return to one of the great- 

j eat turn-based strategy 

j franchises of all time with 

| Heroes of Might and Magic V 

[ (mightandmagic.com). Com- 

j bining gameplay inspired 

| by the classic Heroes III 

; with cutting-edge graph- 

i ics unmatched in the genre, 

j take on the single-player 

j campaign with the legions of 

\ factions like Haven, Inferno, 

[ or Necropolis* or defeat chal- 

I lengers across the internet 

I with its enhanced multi- 

l playe r action* Series stan d bvs 

i such as a versatile map edi- 

| ton unit promotions, and a 

i wide variety of RPG-like hero 

: development options round 

l out what looks to be a very 

■ impressive package. -J.C 

THIS MONTH IN DUNGEON 133 

Chimes at Midnight 

by Nicolas Logue 

When’s Sham's master sleuth, Vik¬ 

tor Saint-Oemain, fails to get the 

recognition he deserves, he sets out 

to prove to the city’s people that they 

can’t live without him. An Eberron 

adventure for 5th-level characters. 

Ilf Made Graves 

by Kevin Carter 

The mighty dragon Oroshar lies 

dead, as does the barbarian king 

who slew him. Yet the dragon's 

wrath lingers in the dead king’s 

corpse, waiting to awaken into 

something far worse than a dragon 

of flesh and bone. A D8(D adven¬ 

ture for 7th-level characters. 

Kings of the Rift 

by Greg A. Vaughan 

Dragotha's phylactery lies hidden 

in a ruin now inhabited by tribes of 

giants and in the throes of a dra¬ 

conic siege. Can the PCs discover 

the phylactery’s vault before Drago- 

tha's minions tear the city apart? An 

Age of Worms Adventure Path sce¬ 

nario for iSth-fevel characters. 
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RETURN OF A TITAN 

Jason a mi ike Aigorcn iits. Mighty j 

Joe fourig. Clash of the Tllam. I 

With, revolutionary films j 

like these, Ray Hanyhausen ; 

established himself as one of \ 

the greatest movie animators i 

of ah time and is regarded by 

many as the father of stop* 

motion special effects. Now 

Billboard Books (watsongup i 

tiRcam) commemorates these j 

breakthroughs with The Art of \ 

Ray Hanyfiausen, a collection j 

of more than two hundred ! 

color and seventy five black- j 

and-white illustrations drawn \ 

from Harryhausen's slash of | 

never-be fore-seen sketches, j 

photos, storyboards, and \ 

more, all sure to impress and j 

inspire movie buffs and mon- 1 

ster lovers alike. -JS. ! 

GOBLINS ONLINE 

The hottest new thing on 

the Internet is podcasting, 

and the GOBLIN Gaming 

Broadcast Neftvorfc represents 

the gaming world through 

vidcasts and streaming 

media. Completely free, 

GOBUN provides a central 

point on the web for people 

looking for podcasts related 

to all aspects of traditional 

pen-and-paper gaming, with 

more than forty shows avail¬ 

able. Subscribe to individual 

shows like All Games Consid¬ 

ered or the OgreCave Audio 

Report or choose an entire 

theme like D#D, Magic: The 

Gathebmc, or Geek Talk, 

and get all the gaming you 

can handle. Check it out at 

gbncom.com. -M.L.E 

i FACE THE TRIBUNAL 

i Imagine a world w here myth } 

\ is real and wizards wield j 

j magic far beyond the under- ; 

\ standing of mere mortal j 

I men. Atlas Games presents I 

\ the new Gnmd Tribunal board j 

\ game, based on the popu- 1 

i lar Ars Magka RPG setting j 

I Players assemble powerful j 

| magical items and pres- j 

\ ent them for the approval I 

l of their fellow wizards. The j 

j new magical devices are j 

j then voted onT with the I 

| most innovative arcane j 

j inventors winning the rank j 

i of archmage. The game I 

| includes everything needed : 

j to play, including more i 

I than 100 cards and game 1 

j pieces. To learn more, visit j 

\ atlas-games.com, -M.L.F. \ 

NEW HORIZONS 

Assume the role of a 

mighty dragon and take to 

the skies with the massive 

online multiplayer RPG 

Horizons: Empire of fsfarfo 

(istaria.com). Choose a 

dragon or one of ten other 

playable races and explore 

this family-friendly persis¬ 

tent world. Open multi- 

dassing lets you create the 

perfect character for your 

adventuring needs. With a 

world that has been alive 

and expanding since 2003, 

Horizons has recently reset 

their game‘s storyline, add¬ 

ing a new plot, expanded 

history, and exciting new 

quests from the pen of 

Peter S. Beagle, author of 

The Last Unicom, -J.C. 

RPGA REPORT bv fan Richards 

Back in 2004, the RPGA launched 

its very first Dungeons # Oragqhs 

Miniatures Championship Tourna¬ 

ment. In this first year we saw just 

over 40 combatants and a lot of 

smack talk as they battled for the 

victor's crown. 

With 2005, we evolved and 

expanded, adding a second DtyP 

Minis championship for limited 

play,, building on the success of our 

first constructed event and chal¬ 

lenging players to make the best 

warbands by drawing minis from 

sealed booster packs. 

Now, in 2006, the challenge con¬ 

tinues, and you could he the next 

champion! 

We have a list of locations on the 

D^O Miniatures website (wizards, 

com/minis) where budding war¬ 

lords can win a paid trip to this 

years constructed final tournament 

in Indianapolis and vie For total 

supremacy. The overall champion 

walks away from Gen Con Indy with 

a unique advance release set of 

hand-pa In ted D&D miniatures as a 

trophy and the chance to work with 

the D^D Miniatures design team to 

make a miniature to be included in 

a future set. That is to say nothing 

of the scores of 0^0 Minis you-11 
have to fill your luggage with for 

the trip home. And, as If you needed 

more, the winner gets automatic 

qualification to the 2006 Limited 

Championship finals In Anaheim at 

Gen Con So Cal! 

It's hard to top that, but next issue 

well be looking at two of the biggest 

events in the RPGA's calendar The 

2006 D^D Open Tournament and the 

launch of the new Xen'drik D^D Cam¬ 

paign at Gen Con indy, 2 
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e ernative Uses for Divine Energy 

Clerics differ immensely in 

mission, role, and outlook 

depending on the deities 

they worship. No one would ever 

mistake a blood-soaked zealot of 

Erythnul the Many for a staid healer 

of Pelor, for example. Cleric domains 

reinforce tins notion, granting a 

wide range of specialized abilities 

and unique spells depending on a 

cleric’s specific field of expertise. 

Sometimes, even these specialized 

powers are not enough to truly define 

the diffefences in faith. A vicious 

cleric of Hextor and a vahanl cleric 

of Heironeous might both share the 

exact same domains of Law and War, 

Ibr example. 7lie following rules 

present new powers attached to the 

core domains presented in the Player's 

Handbook Many of these alternative 

powers go above and beyond the 

standard domain abilities and, as 

such, require the cleric to forego 

other abilities or take a feat 

ATTAINING 
IMPROVED POWERS 
The simplest way a cleric can gain access 

to the additional powers of his domains 

is through the selection oft he Improved 

Power feat. While other options exist, 

the DM must decide which possibilities 

he allows in his campaign and may add 

additional requirements as well such 

as a sacred quest or special ritual* Some 

DMs might even choose to make these 

improved powers a boon granted to 

clerics who reach a certain level. While 

the feat and magic item options aUowT 

these new powers to be incorporated 

into an existing campaign, the other 

options are best if presented to 

characters at the start of a campaign. 

Feat: The ability to use one of the 

improved powers represents deep 

devotion and time spent learning 

about one aspect of a deity. In this 

case* gaining access to an improved 

power is best represented by the 

Improved Power feat (see the 

Improved Power sidebar). Clerics 

who take this feat retain both of their 

granted domain abilities and choose 

domain spells normally. 

Magic Item: Temples have long 

known the secret of forging special 

holy symbols that enhance the tie 

between a cleric and his deity. These 

rare and valuable magic items 

bestow the improved granted power 

while worn (see the Devoted Symbol 

sidebar). Clerics who wear one of 

these symbols retain both of their 

granted domain abilities and chose 

domain spells normally. 

No Turning: Some clerics never 

give a second thought to undead, 

as such monsters are outside the 

ethos of their faiths. These clerics 

might wish for alternative uses for 

IMPROVED POWER 
■J 
i 

Chose one of your domains. 

Through your long devotion 

and hours of study, you 

have unlocked one of the 

improved granted powers of 

that domain. 

Prerequisites: Granted 
XI 

power of the same domain 1 

as the selected improved 

granted power. A 
Benefit: You may use the 

improved granted power of *S> 
I 

the chosen domain. 

Special: You can gain this A 
y 

feat multiple times. Its effects *4 
do not stack. Each time you 

take the feat, it applies to a 

new domain. 

by Jake Manley * illustrated by lamas Glorri/o 

xl J l 
) J \ 

V 
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DEVOTED SYMBOL 
These rare holy symbols 

enhance the bond between a 

derie and hEs deity, granting 

access to one improved granted 

power* Devoted symbols are tied 

to one specific domain and only 

grant the power if the wearer 

already Has that domain and 

is a follower of the same deity* 

A devoted symbol of Vecna tied 

to the Knowledge domain only 

grants the divine Inspiration 

ability if the wearer is a cleric 

of Vecna with the Knowledge 

domain. Devoted symbols are 

worn around the neck, taking 

up the amulet slot, and can be 

used as a Holy symbol for the 

purposes of turning or rebuking 

undead and as a spell focus. 

Moderate divination; CL 7th; 

Craft Wondrous Item, divination; 

Price 20,000 gp; Weight 1/2 lb. 

channeled divine energy* Instead of 

turning or rebuking undead, these 

clerics gain one of the improved 

powers associated with the ir chosen 

domains. They still gain both of the 

standard granted powers and may 

choose domain spells from either 

list as normal* The choice to use 

this option must be made when 

the first level of cleric is taken* The 

ability to turn or rebuke undead 

from other classes is not affected 

by this choice. 

Paladins may elect to use this 

option as well, but must wait until 

4th level to gain an improved 

power. As with turning undead, a 

paladin's effective level for these 

powers is that of a cleric three 

levels lower, A paladin must chose 

one of the domains associated 

with her deity, and if she has 

cleric levels the improved power 

must be from one of her chosen 

domains. A paladin with cleric 

levels cannot gain both improved 

powers through sacrificing the 

ability to turn undead from both 

classes. The choice to use this 

option must be made when the 

fourth level of paladin is taken. 

One Power: Some clerics focus so 

heavily on one aspect of their deity 

that they develop powers beyond 

those of their brethren. Instead of 

gaining two granted domain powers, 

these clerics choose one domain and 

gain the improved granted power 

instead of either of the standard 

granted powers. When choosing 

domain spells, these clerics may 

choose From both domains as 

normal. The choice to use this 

option must be made when the first 

level of cleric is taken* 

IMPROVED POWERS 
The following powers represent 

all of the domains present in the 

Player's Handbook, Other powers are 

certainly possible for domains from 

other sources. Unless otherwise 

noted, activating an improved 

granted power is a standard action 

that does not provoke an attack 

of opportunity. 

AIR 
Far-Reaching Wind (Su): The touch 

of your holy symbol imbues a 

weapon with the essence of air* Air* 

imbued weapons are guided to their 

targets by gusts of wind, allowing 

supernatural accuracy over long 

distances. While under this effect, 

ranged weapons have their range 

increments doubled, and melee 

weapons may be hurled as thrown 

weapons with a range increment of 20 

feet* Weapons enhanced in this way 

maintain their increased range for 

1 minute* You may use this ability a 

number of times per day equal to your 

cleric level. 

animal 
Totemie Spirit Companion (Sp): 

You can call upon the spirits of the 

natural world to aid you as a full- 

round action. This functions just 

like the spell summon nature's ally J 

using your cleric level as the caster 

level* All creatures summoned in 

this way have either the celestial or 

fiendish template as appropriate to 

the type of energy you channel* You 

may use this ability once per day for 

every two cleric levels you possess 

(miniumum 1). Additional uses of 

this ability may be expended to 

summon more powerful creatures, 

with each additional use spent 

increasing Lhe spell to the next 

highest level. For example, a 61 h- 

level cleric could use this ability 

to cast summon nature's ally I three 

times per day or summon nature's 

a/iy III once per day {or any other 

combination)* 

CHAOS 
Chaos Curse (Su): A forking beam 

o f mu 11 icolo red light s p r i ngs 

from your outstretched finger and 

strikes an enemy within 60 feet 

as a ranged touch attack. If your 

target falls a Will save (DC 10 + 1/2 

your cleric level + your Charisma | 

modifier), it becomes stricken with 

random misfortune for 1 minute. 

Each round, the target has a 50% 

chance to drop what it is holding (if 

holding anything) or to provoke an 

attack of opportunity (if threatened 

and not holding anything)* tf. 

neither condition applies, it falls 

prone. You may use this ability once 

per day for every two cleric levels 

you possess (miniumum 1)* 

DEATH 
Call of the Grave (Su): Creatures 

near you feel the inevitability of 

death and resist attempts to keep 

them among the living* When 

activated, all conjuration spells of , 

the healing subschool cast within 

30 feet of you heal half as much 

damage as normal. In addition! 

spells that restore life, such as raise 

dead, reincarnate, and reswrrectmn do 

not function when cast within 30 l 

feet of you. You may use this ability 

1 round per day per cleric level you 

possess. These rounds need not 

be consecutive. 

*1 
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DESTRUCTION 
Shattering Blow (£u): You may, as a 

free action, infuse your attacks with 

the destructive force of entropy for i 

round. While under this effect, your 

natural attacks and all weapons 

you use in melee are treated as 

adamantine for the purposes of 

bypassing damage reduction and 

object hardness. You may use this 

ability t round per day per cleric 

level you possess and these rounds 

need not be consecutive. 

EARTH 
Tremor Step (Su)s While standing on 

a solid, natural surface {caves or fields 

would both work; the upper floors 

of a tower would not) you may strike 

the earth to produce iiighly localized 

seismic vibrations. All creatures 

except you standing on the ground 

within 20 feet of you must make 

Balance checks (DC 10 + 1/2 your 

cleric level + your Charisma modifier) 

or fall prone. You may use this ability 

once per day for every two cleric levels 

you possess (minium urn 1). 

EVIL 
Torture Strike (Su): One living 

creature touched (requiring a 

successful melee touch attack) is 

wracked by agonizing pain* as if a 

branding iron had struck bare flesh. 

You gain a bonus on Intimidate 

checks against an affected creature 

equal to your cleric level for 1 

minute. In addition* the target 

creature also takes id<j points of 

Strength damage and is nauseated 

for t round. A successful Fortitude 

save (DC 10 + 1/2 your cleric level 

+ your Charisma modifier) reduces 

the condition to sickened and 

negates the Strength damage. You 

may use this ability once per day for 

every twTo cleric levels you possess 

(miniumum 1), 

FIRE 
Flame-Guiding Song (5u); Your 

voice has a hypnotic power over 

fire. You can cause flames to lash 

out at those nearby, attacking one 
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foe within 10 feet of an existing 

blaze, These hungry fames deal zd6 

points of fire damage and might 

cause the target to catch fire. The 

Reflex save DC to avoid catching on 

fire or to extinguish these flames 

equals 10 + j/z your cleric level + 

your Charisma modifier. You may 

also use this ability to automatically 

extinguish non magical fires no 

larger than a bonfire. You may 

use this ability once per day for 

every two cleric levels you possess 

(minium um 1). 

GOOD 
Saving Grace (Su): You can grant a 

divine boon to your allies, assisting 

them in their endeavors. You can 

bestow this boon upon an ally 

within 30 feet as a move action. 

This boon grants a sacred bonus 

equal to your Charisma modifier 

on the next saving throw, attack 

roll or skill or ability check he 

attempts within the next minute. 

You may use this ability once per 

day for every two cleric levels you 

possess (miniumum i), 

HEALING 
Healing Light (Su): You may 

channel divine energy as a free 

action to enhance a spell of the 

healing subschool When using this 

ability, such spells with a range of 

touch may be cast with a range of 

close (25 ft. -h 5 ft./z Levels). You may 

use this ability a number of times 

per day equal to your cleric level 

KNOWLEDGE 
Divine Inspiration (Su): You can 

glimpse into the mind of your 

deity, granting you unsurpassed 

powers of recall and intuition. You 

can channel divine energy to take 

10 on any Knowledge skill check 

as if you had ranks in if even if 

you are untrained, as a free action. 

You may add your Charisma bonus 

to the check in addition to your 

Intelligence bonus. You may use 

this ability a number of times per 

day equal to you cleric level 

LAW 
Zone of Enforced Order [Su): You 

can emit an aura that makes chaotic 

creatures uncomfortable. When in 

effect, all chaotic creatures within 

30 feet of you take a -2 penalty on 

attack rolls, saving throws, skill 

checks, and ability checks. You may 

use this ability 1 round per day 

per cleric level you possess. These 

rounds need not be consecutive. 

LUCK 
Charmed Existence (Su): You may, 

as an immediate action, use this 

ability to gain a +2 luck bonus on an 

attack roll, saving throw, skill check, 

or ability check. You must decide to 

use this ability before you roll and 

may only use this ability once per 

round. You may use this ability once 

per day for every two cleric levels 

you possess (miniumum 1). 

MAGIC 
Power Magical Device (Su): You 

can channel divine energy through 

a wand, staff, or other charged 

magical item, powering it with 

faith rather than the item's own 

internal reserves. Doing so requires 

only as much time as is required to 

activate the item normally (typically 

a standard action). The magic item 

produces all its normal effects, but 

no charge is drained. To power an 

item, your caster level must be at 

least equal to the caster level of the 

item. You cannot use this ability to 

duplicate spells with an XP or costly 

material component. Abilities that 

require multiple charges require 

you to spend an equal number 

of uses of this ability. You may 

use this ability once per day for 

every two cleric levels you possess 

(miniumum 1). 

PROTECTION 
Shield of the Martyr (Su): You can 

prevent harm to others at the cost 

of your own safety. Whenever an 

ally within 30 feet takes damage, 

you can channel divine energy as 

an immediate action to split the 

wounds between the target and 

yourself (each taking half damage; 

if an odd number you take the 

extra point of damage). This ability 

can only be used once per round 

and only against a single damage 

source. You may use this ability 

once per day for every two cleric 

levels you possess (miniumum i). 

STRENGTH 
Tremendous Might (Su): You can 

channel divine power into feats 

of truly superhuman might. You 

may add a +6 morale bonus on 

any Strength-based skill check or 

Strength check required to break, 

lift, drag, or push on object. This 

does not apply to attack or damage 

rolls* including grapple, sunder, or 

bull rush attempts. You may use 

this ability a number of times per 

day equal to your cleric level, 

SUN 
Vengeance of Day (Su): Rays of light 

brighter than the noon sun burst 

from your raised holy symbol. All 

within a 30 foot cone must make 

Will saves (DC 10 + 1/2 your cleric 

level + your Charisma modifier) or 

be dazzled for a number of rounds 

equal to your Charisma modifier 

(minimum 1 round). Undead and 

creatures with light blindness or 

light sensitivity, such as kobolds 

or drow, are blinded instead on a 

failed save. You may use this ability 

once per day for every two cleric 

levels you possess (miniumum 1). 

TRAVEL 
Second Wind (Su): You touch your 

holy symbol to a creature, imbuing 

it with renewed vigor for travel 

and great speed. You can remove 

the fatigued condition or make 

an exhausted creature merely 

fatigued. If the target creature 

has neither of these conditions, 

this ability instead increases the 

creature's base speed by +30 feet for 

1 round. You may use this ability a 

number of times per day equal to 

your cleric level. 
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TRICKERY 
Miraculous Deception (Su)i You can 

channel divine power to improve 

the skills you naturally develop m 

service of your trickster deity. Using 

this ability grants you a +4 divine 

bonus on a single Bluff, Disguise, or 

Hide skill check. You may use this 

ability a number of times per day 

equal to your cleric level. 

WAR 
Piercing Steel Talon (Su): When 

wielding your deity's chosen 

weapon, you can channel divine 

energy into a single deadly blow. 

You instinctively attack the weakest 

points of your target's defenses, 

allowing you to, as a free action, 

ignore either the target s armor 

or shield bonus to AC for a single 

attack. You may use this ability 

once per day for every two cleric 

levels you possess (miniumum i)t 

but no more than once per round. 

WATER 

JB£ 
yV 

Waves Protect Their Own (Su); 

When at least waist deep in water, 

you can summon a vortex of swill 

currents and crashing waves to 

aid your allies and bulFet your 

enemies. Allies within 30 feet 

suffer no penalties for underwater 

combat (as if under a freedom of 

movettfenf effect) and suffer no risk 

of drowning in even the roughest 

seas (although if they choose to 

dive below the waves they can 

hold their breath no longer than 

normal), Enemies in the area take 

a penalty on attack rolls equal to 

your Charisma modifier due to 

the impeding flow of the water 

(having a swim speed does not 

negate this penalty, although a 

freedom of movement effect does). 

You may use this ability 1 round 

per day per cleric level you 

possess. These rounds need not 

be consecutive. Z 

CHOOSING A DOMAIN 

Which domain's improved granted 

power you pick reflects a great deal 

about your character's interests and 

rote in the world. For example, a cleric 

of Ehlonna taking the totemic spirit 

companion power might be fiercely 

independent, since her power allows 

her to summon aid when traveling 

solo in the wild. A different cleric of 

the same deity who instead selects 

saving grace would probably be more 

social, since that power functions best 

with numerous allies. The powers 

taken Frequently by others in your 

character’s religious organization 

impacts how that organization is 

perceived. A group of clerics with the 

shattering blow (Destruction) power 

has uneasy relations with those 

valuing the integrity of their property, 

but such a group would be the first 

called upon to stop an iron golem 

gone berserk, 
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Death is a chilling and usually 

tragic constant in the lives of 

all mortals, A person who is 

vibrant and full of life one day can 

suddenly be gone the next. Most 

mortals fear death to some degree, 

either because it forces them to face 

the unknown or because il takes 

them away from their loved ones or 

great works, A person’s death often 

deeply affects those who knew her 

well, and even casual acquaintances 

or total strangers might mourn a 

person's death for weeks. Death is 

the end of the line, the final chapter 

in life, the first step on a new path 

into I he afterlife, Death is permanent 

and eternal. 

Except in Dungeons & Dragons- 

With the abundance of spells 

like raise dead and resurrection, death 

ceases to become a tragic, soul- 

searching event and simply becomes 

a nuisance. A character's death is 

usually do more than a stumbling 

block requiring a trip back to town 

and the hiring a cleric. For the 

deceased, death usually causes little 

more than the frustration of facing 

level loss, causing her to lag behind 

her comrades. Moreover, it becomes 

more and more difficult to decisively 

defeat a villain, especially one with 

an experienced cleric at his side, as 

a vanquished Joe can often reappear 

thanks to powerful magic. Since 

one of the cornerstones of fantasy 

rolcplaying is the ability to do the 

impossible, bringing a character 

back »tfrom the dead is perfectly 

appropriate given the extent and 

power of magic. 

Yet these spells and abilities can 

also cheapen death, a major event 

not only m the lives of all people, 

but also in storytelling. When the 

ability to raise a character from the 

dead is present, death ceases to have 

any dramatic or storytelling value. 

Such power transforms tragedy 

into a matter of economics. Why 

mourn the king's assassination or 

honor a paladin’s noble sacrifice 

when their faithful clerics can 

simply bring them back to life? 

Moreover* evil characters can avert 

their punishments in the afterlife 

by remaining alive for as long as 

possible. Granted, most of the 

spells that bring characters back 

from the dead have expensive 

material components, but even mid- 

level parties can often pool their I 

resources and sell a magic item or 

two in order to avert the natural 

process oflife and death. These are 

but a few examples of how magical 

resuscitation devalues death and— 

by extension—life, leaving many 

DMs seeking alternatives. 

BEEPERS OF THE HERD 
One of the simplest ways to 

make death more serious without 

drastically altering Lhe conditions 

of raise dead (and its relatives) is to 

limit those who have access to it* 

Rather than granting the ability to 

! clerics of any deity, perhaps only 

death-related deities can grant mfrf 

dead. Most of raise dead's related 

spells already specify that the 

target’s spirit must be willing to 

return to the body, so in addition to 

this caveat simply add that the deity 

of death must be wiDing to release 

the soul. This might mean only 

clerics of the death deity can bring 

people back from the dead or that 

followers of other deities must say 

special prayers or perform certain 

rituals before their deities grant 

such spells* 

This variant gives worshipers of 

the deity of death immense sway 

over the party. Adventurers quickly 

find themselves indebted to the 

| death worshipers, especially in a 

particularly lethal campaign, and 

any PC who worships such a deity 

becomes even more valued. The 

political influence of the death 

clergy increases drastically as well, 

as nobles and government officials 

who rely on such spells for their own 

safety suddenly find themselves at 

the mercy of a single church. With 

assassins and political enemies 

lurking around every comer, such 

a figure must be care fill to have a 

friendly contact within the church 

in order to ensure that death is no 

more than a passing phase, 

ADM might expand this alteration 

by prohibitingclerics from preparing 

such spells ahead of time, "just in 

case” someone in the party dies. In 

such cases* gaining access to raise 

dead (or a related spell) occurs only 

after someone has died, making each 

such spell's preparation unique to 

the dead person. 

The DM can further limit which 

members of the church have access 

to raise dead spells by requiring a feat 

to cast them. In that situation, only 

high-level clerics can gain access to 

EDM SCROLLS 
One other common means of raising 

the dead is to obtain scrolls with the 

relevant spells scribed on them. While 

this makes it easier for the party to 

resurrect one of its own members* 

it also bypasses many of the variants 

presented in this article’ Rather than 

banning scrolls containing resurrection 

magic, one way to make the scrolls more 

rare and less frequently used is to treat 

each as a holy item the church vigilantly 

guards. After ail* a scroll that can bring 

someone back from the dead not only 

consumes a massive amount of divine 

energy but also alters the natural cycle of 

life and death. As such, these scrolls are 

highly prized by the faiths that possess 

them. To use this variant on scrolls 

of resurrection, triple the market price 

of the relevant scrolls and have each 

one marked with the holy symbol of a 

particular religion* including a warning 

that tampering with the relics of the 

church carries dire consequences. 



such spells and only at the cost of a 

feat. Thus, only a few members of 

any given church can restore life to 

the dead. 

The DM can also rule that the 

deity of death does not give up souls 

without gett ing something in return. 

In order to create balance in the halls 

of the death a cleric who asks for a 

life must give a life. To coerce the 

death deity into allowing a spirit to 

return to its body Lhe casting cleric 

must kill a creature of the same 

type as an additional component 

of the spelL This variant makes 

resurrection magic objectionable to 

some faiths, while others might see 

it as a solution to the problem of 

overcrowded jails. 

LIFE RESTORER CQERERRU 
You have studied die methods of 

bringing a person back to life and can 

draw spirits back from the afterlife. 

Prerequisites: Ability to cast 

divine spells. 

Benefit: You may prepare and 

cast conjuration (healing) spells that 

return life to the dead* This does 

not grant the ability to cast these 

spells before you normally could (for 

example, it docs not giant you access 

to spells of a higher level than you 

can cast). 

Normal: You cannot prepare or 

cast spells that make use of life- 

restoring magic. 

m 0F SPLITS 
Many religions mark holy days 

when it is said the physical world 

and the spirit world brush against 

one another, causing strange 

phenomena and making it easier 

to communicate with the dead. 

This concept translates easily into 

a raise dead variant that does not 

require any alteration to the spells 

themselves. In this variant, spells 

that return die dead to life only 

function on certain days. The DM 

sets the frequency of these days, and 

several simple ways exist to integrate 

this variant into a campaign. The 

most extreme example granLs only 

one day a year when the physical 

world and the spirit world brush 

against one another, and only on 

this Eve of Spirits may a character be 

raised from the dead. Alternatively, 

four times a year (on the equinoxes 

and the solstices) a bridge be twee u 

the physical world and spirit world 

forms, creating a passageway by 

which spirits can return to life if 

summoned by the appropriate spell 

These two examples illustrate the 

m ost ext re m e ve rs ion of thi s c o nee pt. 

In order to prevent a character and 

her player from sitting out several 

sessions or adventures an Eve of 

Spirits should fall at least once per 

month at its rarest or as common 

as once per week. The restriction 

might only go so far as to designate 

a single hour of the day (typically 

the hour after midnight) as the time 

when a soul can make the journey 

back to its body. 

Instead of a connection between 

worlds, this limitation might come 

into play by the dictate of deities, 

such as a goddess of the moon only 

granting such spells on the day of 

the first full moon of each month. 

Different deities, then, would grant 

the ability to bring back the dead on 

different days. Some churches might 

have strict rules and doctrine that 

only allow characters to be raised 

from the dead on particular days. 

This ;dlers the campaign setting in 

t wo significant ways. First, it imposes 

delays on adventuring, creating 

forced downtime when someone 

dies. This gives other characters 

a chance to heal their wounds, 

purchase ne w eq uipment, craft magic 

items, or perform research before 

plunging back into the adventure. 

On time-sensitive adventures, 

though, this variant can significantly 

impede the party 's ability to succeed 

and presents a difficult conundrum: 

does the party sacrifice its goals 

waiting on a comrade's resurrection, 

or does if forge on in an obviously 

weakened stale? Second, this makes 

it very difficult to use the raise 

dead spelt, as it has a much shorter 

5 The air grows chilly (in 

warm environments), or 

eerily hot (in cold 

environments). 

Faint wailing* cackling, or 

moaning seems to drift 

through the air for 2 rounds. 

An unattended small object 

rises, floats 5 feet in a 

random direction, and 

then drops to the ground. 

window of opportunity during 

which a character can be raised. If 

lhe DM chooses to use this option, 

even high-level spellcasters might 

be unable to return someone to life 

with raise dead on the Eve of Spirits, 

as too much time may have passed. 

In lhat case, the DM should combine 

this variant with the resuscitate 

variant (see the Resuscitate section 

for more options). 

If the DM chooses to use the 

variant that creates a connection 

between the physical and spirit 

worlds, he might also wish to 

emphasize the importance and 

gravity of the day by introducing 

certain phenomena resulting from 

the connection between worlds. 

Once every hour on a day where the 

barrier between worlds is weakened, 

the DM should roll idio and consult 

the Spiritual Phenomena chart for 

an effect witnessed by members of 

the party. 



LMID or THE DEAD 
Many cultures have an actual realm 

of the dead where spirits spend their 

afterlives. Adopting this concept 

allows the DM to rule that characters 

can only be returned from the dead 

in certain locations. A rift might exist 

in the world that connects directly to 

the plane where the dead reside, and 

only by casting life-restoring spells 

at that location can a character be 

raised or resurrected. Perhaps several 

of these rifts exist, with various 

temples standing at such locations 

to gain sole proprietorship of the 

links between the living and the 

dead. In such a setting, a campaign 

might revolve around finding new 

rifts and seizing them, while devoted 

followers fight religious wars over 

territories where the dead can 

return. Alternatively, a cleric might 

only be able to cast raise dead or 

resurreeffon on ground consecrated 

by powerful members of their 

church* Regardless of the reason for 

Lhe limitation, player characters in a 

world using this variant must travel 

to specific locations—often a temple 

or site guarded by one—to have 

a fallen comrade raised from the 

dead. Limiting raise dead and related 

spells to specific locations opem up 

many adventure options, particularly 

when unfriendly forces occupy 

those locations. 

This particular variant creates 

numerous adventuring options. 

Having a character brought back 

to life can easily become the focus 

of a site-based adventure. Rather 

than seeking treasure or experience 

points, the party has a vested interest 

m plumbing the depths of a sunken 

temple that guards a rift to the land 

of the dead. Alternatively, entire 

plotlines can arise from location- 

based resurrection requirements. If 

the royalty of one nation hits relied 

for years on its ownership of a 

resurrection locale and a rival nation 

seizes it, a bloody conflict ensues, 

with the winning nation gaining 

access to a place that can bring 

its fallen soldiers back to life. For i 

adventurers* this option also means I 

planning very carefully before taking I 

a character to be resurrected. If the I 

party cannot trust the people in I 

possession of a resurrection locale it I 

must decide whether to fight its way I 

inside or simply spend more time I 

seeking out alternative locations. 

A resurrection locale acts as a one- I 

way portal between the land of the I 

dead and the mortal world* Most of I 

the time, this allows a soul to travel I 

through the rift when summoned ] 

by a raise dead, resurrection, or similar I 

spell. The DM might wish to I 

introduce another optional rule Lo j 

the variant; Each time a particular I 

location is used to raise or resurrect | 

someone, there is a cumulative I 

5% chance that another*—usually 1 

malevolent—spirit chosen by the 

DM also passes through the portal 

into the world of the living* At j 

dawn each day this chance resets j 

to 5%. When a secondary spirit I 

passes through the portal, a slim j 

chance exists that it returns to life* I 

Otherwise, it becomes a ghost of the I 

same alignment it had in life and I 

likely comes hack to the world of the I 

living by possessing the body of the I 

character meant to be returned to I 

life. A fruc resurrect on spdl grants a I 

25% chance that the secondary spirit I 

also resurrects in the same fashion as I 

the intended spirit All other life- 1 

returning spells, requiring at least I 

a small portion of the creature's I 

original body* can only create I 

a ghost, 

IMW OF Amo I 
If placing limitations on miring or I 

resmrerfinej spells does not fit within I 

your campaign* you can create I 

secondary effects (beyond level I 

loss) that affect anyone who returns ] 

to life. For example, a creature 9 

brought back from the dead might I 

bear an irremovable mark that | 

manifests upon the character This 1 

mark indicates that the character I 

is alive through unnatural means, I 

In most cases, a visible mark of 1 

mmm ijESTijirmns 
The goal of playing DI^D is to have fun, but 

waiting for several hours (or worse, several 

sessions) while your friends search for ways to 

bring back your beloved character is not fun, 

While many of the alternatives in this article 

provide options for loosening the restrictions 

a little to allow for more fun, a couple more 

general options exist for allowing players to find 

ways around the limitations* With these options, 

characters can be brought back to life as normal, 

but suffer drawbacks until the requirements of 

the variant being used are met 

Font ii| tjs Hrafle 
A character returned to life, without meeting 

the variant's requirements, still has a foot in the 

grave, with part of his soul inhabiting his body 

a nd pa rt of it I ra pped with in the afterworld * Wh i le 

in this condition the character is emotionless 

and distant, rarely speaks, is always considered 

fatigued, and if reduced to negative hit points 

loses a hit points per round to bleeding (instead 

of the normal 1 per round). The character 

remains irr this condition until he meets the 

requirements of the resurrection variant in use. 

For example, a character living in a world that 

uses the keepers of the dead variant remains 

with one foot in the grave until he can find a 

cleric of the deity of death and have that cleric 

complete a ritual to finish his return to life* In 

such a world, any cleric could prepare raise dead 

or resurrection, but any character she brought 

back to life would keep 1 foot in the grave until 

he could meet with a cleric of the death deity, 

Siapaiji 
The character returned to life seems back 

to normal at first, but only over time do his 

comrades notice a difference in the way he acts. A 

character retu rned to life does not grow, learn, or 

change* His short-term memory seems heavily 

impaired and he falls easily into repetition. He 

repeats phrases and nervous actions, prepares 

the same spells every day, and cannot gain XP, 

The character remains in this condition until 

he meets the requirements of the resurrection 

variant in use. For example, a character living in a 

world that uses the Eve of Spirits variant remains 

stagnant until the day when the spirit world and 

physical world come together* In such 1 world, a 

cleric could return a character to life on any day, 

but unless that character comes back to life on 

the Eve of Spirits be stays the same as he was 

when brought back until the next Eve of Spirits. 
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passing appears as a large tattoo 

or birthmark on the face, chest, or 

palms of the hands. Such a mark 

of passing is often enough to cause 

the character to be ostracized 

and rejected, ami Lhe more 

superstitious members of a society 

might even consider the character 

to be as vile as the undead. Any 

character with a mark of passing 

automatically takes a -Z penalty on 

Charisma-based skill checks made 

against characters who consider 

resurrection unnatural 

The DM might make these marks 

more a taboo than an actual result 

Off returning from the dead. In such 

a case, the marks do nol appear as 

part of the process ofhavLng the soul 

returned to its body, but instead are 

the result of a kind of tagging used 

by members of the clergy to identity 

those they have brought back from 

the dead. Polymorph spells do not 

remove the mark (they simply 

appear on the character's new form), 

although a shapechfimje spell can 

hide an obvious mark of passing. 

A variant on this idea is to have 

a ghost or other vengeful spirit 

haunt a creature brought back 

to life in this way* This haunt mg 

might be automatic, so that every 

creature returned to life is haunted 

by the ghost of a loved one, enemy, 

or jealous stranger* The DM might 

also rule that only a percentage 

must suffer a haunting. The chance 

of being haunted is equal to the 

reluming character's level (after the 

level loss} x 5%. Thus, more powerful 

souls (high-level characters) have 

a better chance of drawing the 

attention of other spirits. You can 

also reverse this percentage, making 

lower-level characters more likely 

to bring another spirit with Lhem 

back from the dead* How long the 

haunting lasts is up to the DM, but 

it might make for an exciting side 

adventure to try to rid a character 

of a haunting. 

FflmiLiflf; soil 
One particularly dangerous variant 

creates a bond between the character 

casting the raising spell and the 

character being raised, Essentially, 

a spel leas ter who brings a character 

back from the dead forges a link 

between the two of them, acting as 

an anchor or a beacon for the dead 

soul to follow from the afterlife 

back to the world of the living. In 

doing so, the raised character's soul 

becomes familiar to Lhe spellcastcr, 

making it easier for the caster to 

cast spells on that character* If the 

resurrected character has spell 

resistance, the spellcaster who raised 

that character from the dead gains 

a +5 bonus on caster level checks to 

overcome the resurrected character's 

SR. Additionally, the resurrected 

character takes a -4 penalty on 



Torti mde arid Will saves against spells 

cast by the character who performed 

the rrsutrerfinri. These effects last until 

the resurrected character dies again, 

at which point the bond between the 

two characters is broken. If the dead 

character is resurrected from the 

dead once again, the bond is forged 

once more. 

This can lead to significant 

consequences for characters 

resurrected by an NPC who is nol 

a staunch ally. The spellcastcr who 

performed the resurrection can easily 

abuse this connection, as it gives 

the caster great power over the 

resurrected character, Unscrupulous 

clerics easily swayed by money or 

power might suddenly turn on those 

they brought back from the dead. 

Moreover, such casters might make 

extensive use of mind-affecting 

spells to keep resurrected beings 

under their control, creating a 

legiQ^i of obedient servants indebted 

to the caster for their revival* This 

option should not be taken lightly, 

as it gives not only political power 

but also magical power to religions 

and can put player characters who 

have been resurrected at a 

significant disadvantage. 

BESUSC1THTE 
One very simple vaiianL maintains 

the power of the rusurredinn and true 

resurrection spells while keeping raise 

dead from falling into common use. 

Although raise dead currently only 

allows a character to return to life 

withiii days of his death, shortening 

this window of opportunity can 

make the spell less like bringing a 

character back to life and more like 

resuscitating a wounded character 

on the brink of death. Instead of 

one day per level of the spellcaster, 

reduce the time frame during which 

a character may he raised to i hour 

per caster level from the time of the 

characters death. Revipjfy, from the 

Spell Compendium and reprinted here, 

becomes a vitally important spell 

to characters in campaigns using 

this variant. 

Using this variant puts a lot of 

pressure on clerics to frequently 

prepare life restoring spells, or tor 

the party to keep scrolls of such 

spells handy. Death, then becomes a 

concern requiring utmost urgency. A 

parly does not have the tune to carry 

a body back to a temple before raise 

dead's time runs out, and in some 

cases it might not have the time to 

rest and prepare such spells, 2 

REUtUlFV 
Conjuration (Healing) 

Level; Cleric 5 

Components; V, $, M 

Casting Time; 1 standard 

action 

Range: Touch 

Target: Dead creature 

touched 

Duration; Instantaneous 

Saving Throw: None: 

see text 

Spell Resistance; Yes 

(harmless) 

The diamonds vaporize form 

your hand as you cast this 

spell, and the vapors they five 

of wrap around your jblkn 

companion, dragging her soul 

back into her mortal firm, 

Rmvify miraculously restores 

life to a recently deceased 

creature. However, the spell 

must be cast within 1 round 

of the victim’s death. Before 

the soul of the deceased has 

completely left the body, 

this spell halls it journey 

while repairing some of the 

damage to the body, This 

s pel I fu nctio ns I ike raise 

dead, except that the raised 

creature receives no level 

loss, no Constitution loss, 

and no toss of spells. The 

creature has —1 hit points 

(but is stable). 

Material Component; 

Diamonds worth at least 

1,000 gp. 
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OUDAIflMARA 

Olidammara is the bard of the gods, but more in the manner of a 

stealthy adventuring bard who knows how to have a good time 

rather than a traditionalist musician. He loves wine, women, and 

song, but not necessarily in that order. He believes you should reach 

out and grab life with both bands, tbat a life without fun isn t worth 

living, and gold does more good when its spent than when it's hoarded. 

Beloved by the common folk, beggars, and jesters, he's also a favorite 

of adventuring bards, rogues, and anyone living life to its fullest. Of 

ever-changing appearance and unusual magical abilities, Olidammara 

lets himself be caught or categorized only long enough for you to feel 

comfortable, then turns things upside-down and revels in the pande¬ 

monium his actions cause. Unafraid to tease Hextor and taunt Nerulh 

Olid ammara is a free spirit with an eye for the finer things in life. 
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SEAN K REYNOLDS CORE BELIEFS: OLIDAMMARA 

Olidammara, an old deity 

of festivities and roguish 

behavior, probably origi¬ 

nated among the migrating people 

but due to his adaptable and person¬ 

able nature he is now known almost 

everywhere- He reminds people 

of the importance of music, fimt 

and excitement in their lives while 

simultaneously warning them of the 

dangers of becoming too attached to 

material things or rigidly-controlled 

habits. He epitomizes the likeable 

scoundrel, the mysterious stranger, 

the noble thief and the witty hero, 

Olidammara is the patron of 

thieves and beggars, although his 

intent is generally not of petty larceny 

or taking advantage of the poor, but 

instead gaining wealth from those 

who can afford to lose it. His is a "rob 

the rich and give to the poor" sort of 

philosophy, although often it works 

out to "rob the rich, throw a party, and 

invite the poor/' He sees measures to 

prevent thievery as a challenge to his 

skills, and more than once his need to 

prove himself in this way has gotten 

him in trouble. As a god of music he 

is the favorite of many bards, although 

overall he prefers music enjoyed by 

the common people rather than the 

stiff and formalized tunes used for 

court occasions. His very presence 

inspires revelry, and sometimes mor¬ 

tals begin a large party with a prayer 

to him. He is quick with a joke or a 

minor trick of prestidigitation to 

please a child or comely barmaid 

The Laughing Rogue is the god 

of wine {and other fruity spirits that 

should be savored), but his area of 

interest is more in the consumption 

and appreciation of spirits rather 

than the growing of grapes and the 

manufacturing of wine. This (and his 

love of good food) is still enough to 

give him an appreciation of nature’s 

gifts; he enjoys playing light music 

and storytelling in quiet glades and 

woodlands, although he loves ram- 

bun ctous city slums just as greatly. 

Olidammara was once trapped by 

the mad archmage Zagig, who forced 

Mm into the form of a small carapaced 

THE BASICS 
Olidammara is a chaotic neutral deity and his defies are chaotic neutral (the major¬ 

ity), chaotic good (a minority), or chaotic evil (a very small number). Olidammara's 

defies traditionally wear comfortable clothes, dressing much like rogues and pre¬ 

ferring browns and greens but occasionally mixing with black. His symbol is a 

laughing mask* often friendly but sometimes maniacal. Many of his clerics wear an 

actual mask as their holy symbol, while others reserve this use for special occasions 

and instead wear an amulet or large ring with the symbol. His most common nick¬ 

name is the Laughing Rogue; although he has many other titles and nicknames 

deriving from his adventures and stories, but they are rarely used outside of his 

clergy. He wanders the Material Plane incognito, although planar scholars say he 

has a small realm on the border between Umbo and Ysgard that he rarely visits. 

His portfolio includes music, revets, wine, rogues, humor, and tricks. His primary 

worshipers are bards* rogues* entertainers, and beggars, although just about any¬ 

one enjoying a feast, party, or celebration may tip a cup in his name. His domains 

are Chaos, Luck* and Trickery, His favored weapon is the rapier, although at any 

time he may be carrying just about any weapon common to bards or rogues. 

HOLY TEXTS 
Olidammara's religion tacks one coherent holy book. Instead, his teachings exist 

in the form of parables and songs, presented either as a collection or singly. 

Altogether there are perhaps a Hundred documents of this kind, and a church 

usually has physical record of at least three-fourths of them. Any attempt to cod¬ 

ify and unite all the stories (some of which repeat or even contradict each other) 

goes against the idea that adherence to rigid rules and a reliance on material 

things prevent people from enjoy mg life. Among the devout it is said that one of 

the great things you can experience late in life is hearing a particular story about 

Olidammara for the first time—this is seen as a simple reward for a long life led 

in accordance with the god's will, and if the story goes against what they thought 

the church taught, then in the end the joke is on them* Some traveling storytell¬ 

ers own small illustrated collections of these stories to help entertain children- 

animal as punishment for attempting 

to steal from his vault. Olidammara 

eventually managed to escape but 

somehow retained the ability to cre¬ 

ate a hard shell around himself when 

threatened* Somewhat like a turtle 

shell but with nine ridges instead of 

interlocking plates* it forms a hemi¬ 

sphere and fuses with the ground, 

creating a safe place where he can 

heal or plan an exit* He has used this 

power many times to escape danger, 

leaving the shell behind to distract 

enemies (who often attack it, thinking 

he's still inside) as he teleports away* 

He even used the carapace when he 

returned to loot Zagig s treasury. 

Olidammara's natural appearance 

is a young man of medium height, 

with a slender build, olive skin, merry 

green eyes, chestnut hair, and a rakish 

beard* He typically wears high leather 

buskins, cloth pants, a leather vest, 

and an ornate ring. In addition, he has 

a magic mask that lets him change 

liis appearance and often disguises 

himself to look like a tinker or ped¬ 

dler, a fop, a young mercenary, or a fat 

merchant—hut rarely anyone wrho is 

old* Green and gold are his favorite 

colors, and he likes to use one or both 

of these tones even when disguised* 

When using his natural appearance or 

when in a suitable disguise he carries 

the kanteel of the oldest, a lu tel ike instru¬ 

ment capable of an amazing variety of 

sounds* The kanteel has many magic 

powers, including creating illusions 

and real matter, strange fogs, and pro¬ 

jecting emotions* With this artifact 
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APHORISMS 
The everyday sayings and adages 

of the faithful tell a great deaf 

about their beliefs and morals. 

The samples here are representa¬ 

tive of many of the sayings com¬ 

mon to bards, clerics* and rogues 

dedicated to Olidammara, 

A cage of gold is still a cage. A 

man surrounded by valuable things 

might think he is happy, but if he 

cannot leave bis home for fear of his 

possessions being stolen, and can¬ 

not touch them for fear they might 

break* he is not actually happy. Take 

the man's things so he is no longer 

bound to them and can be free to 

live as nature intended. 

Hoarded gold Is no treasure. A man 

who lives alone wilh all of his money 

in a vault is poorer than a penniless 

man surrounded by merriment. 

What is the point of money and 

fine things if you cannot use them 

to bring you happiness? Better to 

spend your gold on food, wine, and 

music than let your mouth, ears, and 

mind go numb from nothingness. 

Who! Is good iifonr Is better with 

others. Any pleasurable thing is 

greater when you can share il with 

someone else. A fine wine is sweeter 

when raised in toast to a friend. A 

romantic song is stronger as a duet. 

A good meal is more savory when 

shared with a hungry man, A mem¬ 

ory is richer when reminiscing with 

someone who was there. 

he has charmed the talismans from 

demons, built majestic palaces, and 

conjured bizarre illusions to please 

crowds of thou sands. 

There are few temples dedicated to 

Olidammara. and all of them are in 

Urge Lowns or cities. Many of them 

are inns or taverns converted into 

temples, and are easy to find except 

in lands where his faith is oppressed. 

While some are designed to have 

many shadowy areas and focus on his 

more illicit aspects* others are well- 

lit like a feasting hall or designed to 
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enhance musical performances like 

a theater. Most temples hold little of 

value as the clerics believe that wealth 

is better spent than hoardedf but 

they fight ferociously to protect their 

sacred spaces from despoilers- Tem¬ 

ple worship services include melodi¬ 

ous chants Joyous songs, great feasts, 

and the drinking of wine, brandy, and 

other fruit-based spirits. 

Shrines of Olidammara's faith arc far 

more common than temples and may 

be found in urban or rural areas. Usu¬ 

ally the shrine is just a pile of stones 

or an outdoor alcove bearing his mark 

where worshipers can pour an offering 

of wine or leave a bit of tasty food and 

a few copper coins* It is not considered 

an affront to the god for someone truly 

poor to take these coins, although sto¬ 

ries exist of misers being punished for 

daring to take what is not their due. 

Because most of his clergy is mobile, 

they tend to stop at these places, make 

prayers and blessings, and dean up 

the site if necessary. 

There are many important sym¬ 

bols to the faith but any particular 

church or worshiper doesn't always 

use or even recognize all of them. 

His holy symbol represents his mag¬ 

ical disguising mask, and its crazed 

laughing face represents the need to 

not take life too seriously* The kan- 

teel represents music and revelry, 

and in some places a simple sketch 

of it (sometimes just an oval with 

lines extending upward to represent 

the strings) indicates a safe ho use or 

place of rest for followers on the run. 

Because of his great ring of protec¬ 

tion, magical devices of this type are 

favored by those of his church, and 

many rings of protection bear his holy 

symbol; many of his faith purchase 

or otherwise acquire such rings as 

symbols of their faith. Olidammara's 

actual carapace is rarely used as an 

icon of the faith, but among his wor¬ 

shipers the number nine (indicating 

the number of segments of the shell) 

is seen as a lucky or protective num¬ 

ber* In some cases the kanteel sym¬ 

bol and the number 9 are combined 

(a 9-rune with strings, or a kanteel 

that looks much hke a 9-rune), cler¬ 

ics prefer nine-sided summoning 

diagrams, and so on* A few odd 

individuals count themselves lucky 

if they lose a finger on some caper 

(leaving them with nine), drawing a 

parallel between themselves and the 

god I caring behind a part of himself 

(his carapace) on an otherwise suc¬ 

cessful adventure* 

The kernel of Olidammara's phi¬ 

losophy is that life should be enjoyed, 

for a life of misery and boredom is 

a life wasted* Mortals should laugh, 

enjoy the company of friends 

and the playing of music, taste 

good food, and drink good wine. 

Although he is not a hedonist and 

doesn't believe that mor¬ 

tals should be, he knows 

that a lifetime of meat, 

fruit, wine, and song 

is better than a life 

of bread, water, and 

silence (unsur¬ 

prisingly he has 

no ascetic or 

monk wor- 

shipers). 

His faith¬ 

ful should treat — 

music as the art 

it is and strive to be as skilled 

at it as their patron. People 

should make jokes and laugh when 

the joke is on them, and try to avoid 

misery, temperance, and solemnity, 

for they are the greatest poisons to 

the soul. He encourages people to 

practice occasional mayhem not 

for its own sake but to add excite¬ 

ment to boring lives and rattle the 

self-built cages of materialists* 

A CLERIC'S ROLE 
Olidammara’s clerics are an easy¬ 

going lot, avoiding serious and 

gloomy outlooks in both life and art. 

While they have a well-deserved rep¬ 

utation for being pranksters, that is 

an oversimplification and they actu¬ 

ally spend little time playingjokes on 

people. Their main focus is making 

people realize (by talk or by action) 

that living life is too important to 

take everything seriously* His 

clerics are not foolish, however, 

and they know that a farmer with a 

sick wife or a merchant about to lose 

her business aren’t in the mood for 

pratfalls and bawdy songs; a helping 

hand and some light humor to 

improve the mood are the appropri¬ 

ate course of action in these circum¬ 

stances. Among the clerichood, those 

who cannot sing or at least play an 

instrument are looked down upon. 

Because they like to keep their 

lives interesting, many clerics ofOli- 

dammara become adventurers. This 

gives them an excuse to travel and 

meet interesting people, and the Lure 

of incredible wealth is very tempting. 

Ad ven t uring c lerics pre fer ad ventures 

that suit their religious interests; ii 

given the choice between looting Lhe 

treasury of a noble's stronghold or 
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rooting out some pesky ores, they'll 

always choose the former. Many cler¬ 

ics multidass as bards or rogues to 

gain Hide and Perform as class skills 

or at least take the Trickery domain 

(thereby also gaining access to the 

disguise self spell). 

The nature of OLidammaras clerics 

greatly depend on their alignments. 

Chaotic good clerics use humor and 

their other skills to improve the lot in 

Life of people who are down on their 

luck or have been dealt a bad hand. 

Most of the "rob from the rich and 

give to the poorJT type of clerics are 

chaotic good. Such a cleric looks at a 

person and wonders, "What can I do to 

help them better appreciate what they 

have so they can gel back to enjoying 

life?5" Of all of his clerics, these are the 

ones most likely to get involved when 

people are in trouble, but that doesn't 

mean they're not up for causing a lit¬ 

tle mayhem when the circumstances 

warrant it. They prefer happy songs, 

feasting, and merrymaking. 

Olidammara's chaotic neu¬ 

tral clerics don't think of their 

actions in terms of reducing mis¬ 

ery or improving lives. To lhem 

it's a matter of whether or not the 

individual is too dull, unhappy, or 

mired in attachments to be worth 

talking to. If the person meets 

one of these criteria, she is a valid 

target for intervention, even if 

she seems content to be in that 

situation, OHdammara's chaotic 

neutral clerics see these kinds of 

people as personal affronts to their 

belief system* much as how many 

sun-clerics see necromancers and 

undead as the antithesis of their 

own existence. These clerics are 

also likely to play pranks on some¬ 

one just because they can, trusting 

in the Laughing Rogue to make it 

all work out as a life lesson. They 

enjoy songs with a scandalous 

edge, sometimes couched in dou¬ 

ble meaning so they can be sung in 

polite company or in the presence 

of the very person they mock, but 

are more than happy to join in on 

a happy ballad or a dirty limerick. 

Olidammara's rare chaotic evil 

clerics are the most likely to act in 

the name of spite, applying their tal¬ 

ents to someone who, in their opin¬ 

ion, needs to be taken down a notch. 

Whether it's an arrogant lawful cleric 

who awakens in a seedy bordello, a 

miserly merchant whose chest ofgoid 

splits open while crossing a rushing 

river, or a pompous noble whose 

clothes turn to rags at the height of a 

ball, these clerics excel at tricks that 

prove to be extremely embarrassing 

to the target. They think nothing is 

too sacred to mock in a performance, 

and more than once have sneaked 

into a wedding party to sing off¬ 

color stories about the "virtues" of 

the groom and bride. 

Most of OL dammar as clerics wan¬ 

der greatly for much of their Lives, 

acting as minstrels, messengers, 

wandering clerics* or performing 

other duties that justify their 

traveling and allow them to put their 

magic and special interests to good 

use. On any given day, a traveling 

cleric of Olidammara might liberate 

a stolen wine shipment from goblin 

raiders, steal the treasury of a cruel 

mayor and use it to get every¬ 

one in town drunk, convince 

a loyal spouse to philander, 

trade songs with a bard, 

drive a teetotaler city 

official out of town, 

break a few laws just 

for the fun of it, 

taunt a paladin, 

or sing a beast to 

sleep. As a joke, 

sometimes his 

clerics work 

in the exact 

sort of jobs 

that other 

members 

of the faith 

are trying to 

avoid, swindle, 

or dodge (such 

as a caravan guard 

or working with a 

less-than-repu table 

group of mercenaries 

extracting “tolls" from passing 

merchants)—and almost invari¬ 

ably when they meet they laugh, 

step out for a drink* and leave their 

allies befuddled or enraged. Many 

of Olidammara's faithful are "on 

the run" most of the time, evading 

the wrath of a city official here and 

a lawful church there, unafraid to 

enter lands where the state or pri¬ 

mary religion is oppressive. 

Some clerics remain settled or 

pick a place to live as they get older, 

usually in a larger city. Most of these 

work at their temple, earn a living as a 

tavern minstrel* teach music, become 

vintners* and so on. Some of the 

more roguelike urban clerics end up 

running the local thieves' guild. 

RELATIONS WITH 
OTHER CORE 
RELIGIONS 
Olidammara is a friendly being 

and holds no grudges against other 

deities despite past conflicts where 

he was caught in the act. As an 

ages-old but young-feeling god. he 

knows that things change over time 

and anger often cools to form 

fond memories, just 
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sticks in the mind until it becomes 

a favorite. Because of this he is 

sometimes used as a go-between 

for rival deities not on speaking 

terms, always fighting the temp¬ 

tation to fiddle with the message 

before he delivers it. 

Although they are often the butt 

of his jokes, even lawful deities 

like Hieroneous and Hextor toler¬ 

ate him because he is so charming 

and rarely malicious- They might 

resent his pranks, but in hindsight 

they usually find ways to appreci¬ 

ate them. He is* of course, famous 

with other deities of similar cha¬ 

otic or joking temperament such 

as Dak (an ancient god of locks 

and doors), Gar! Glittergold (the 

ultimate gnome prankster), and 

Kord (with whom he enjoys a mer¬ 

curial alliance in the vein of Thor 

and Loki). Olidammara gets along 

well with wandering deities such as 

Fharlanghn and the nature goddess 

Ehlonna (with whom be shares a 

love of unspoiled places). 

Even Zagyg likes him despite their 

past run-ins, enjoying Olidammara^ 

embracing of chaos* laughing all the 

harder when he himself is the target 

(for more information on Zagyg* see 

the sidebar in “Core Beliefs: Boccob” 

in Deacon #338). Olidammara's favor¬ 

ite deity is Rudd, whom he sponsored 

to godhood (see the following sidebar) 

and whose imprisonment by Zagyg led 

to his own encounter with the eccen¬ 

tric demigod (see the Myths section). 

The only deities he avoids socially 

are overtly evil and destructive ones 

such as Erythnul, luz* and Nerull— 

their malevolence is jarring to him 

despite many overtures of friend¬ 

ship in the past centuries or millen¬ 

nia. Now he contents himself with 

teasing them gently and in non- 

damaging ways, such as replacing a 

high cleric's ceremonial bone staff 

with a rain stick, painting all of a 

temple's undead guardians pink, 

or programming illusions to play 

rowdy tavern music in the middle 

of a somber ceremony. 

A BARD'S ROLE. 
A ROGUE'S ROLE 
Bards, rogues, and clerics of this 

faith have similar outlooks, respon¬ 

sibilities. and skill sets. Each 

acknowledges the other's excellence 

in one area (music for bards, spells 

for clerics, and skills for rogues) but 

understands that in a pinch they 

can fill in fi>T each otheT and do a 

reasonable job at it. Unlike clerics, 

bards and rogues have no obligation 

to encourage Olidammara's dogma. 

Many bards worship him merely as 

the patron god of music, and many 

rogues pray to him for luck and 

guidance when working, whether 

perpetrating a heist or sneaking into 

an evil temple to rescue kidnapped 

children. Bards, clerics, and rogues 

of this church are happy to sit down 

over a drink and share stories or 

songs, parting with no hard feelings 

despite di fieri ng agendas, 

HOLIDAYS 
To an outsider, it might seem that 

every day is a holiday for the clerics 

of Olidammara. To the devout, there 

is a difference between the com¬ 

mon festivals held in the Laughing 

Rogue's honor and true holy days. 

Numerous and sometimes unpre¬ 

dictable* these are j ust a sampling of 

Olidammara's holidays. 

The Great Escape: This festival cel¬ 

ebrates the god's escape from Zagyg's 

magical prison. Held in the spring 

of each year, it has no fixed date (as 

the actual anniversary' of the event 

is not known and is unimportant 

in the grand scheme of things) and 

usually falls on a Godsday when the 

weather is pleasant and there are no 

other significant festivals happening. 

The faithful throw a huge feast in a 
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Rudd is 3 human woman who 

has ascended to god hood with 

the help of Olidammara. She is 

the goddess of chance, luck, and \ 

skill. She is shown as she appeared 

in life—a slight but athletic rogue 

with fair skin, black hair, and form- \ 

fitting clothing with a tang blue cloak, Ny 

She was the last of nine demigods to 

be trapped by the mad arch mage Zagig, 

and it is said that his divine form was par 

ticuJarly lucky while she remained impris 

oned. Since her release she has been very 

active in recruiting more followers, and her church 

has become very popular among adventurers as well as 

rogues and gamblers. She is a master of the rapier, never misses with her short 

bow, and claims the bulls-eye target as her holy symbol. 

The temple of Rudd teaches that a person must depend upon skill for suc¬ 

cess, but that having some luck doesn't hurt. Never count on the longshot, but 

don't rule out that it might happen, as nothing is impossible. Those most likely 

to succeed are those who make their own 1uckt whether at a gaming table or 

in a duel, especially if they buck the odds with a good dose of expertise. Even 

those in command of the greatest abilities, however, will have to have to fall 

back on chance from time to time, and that is when the fools are divided from 

the heroes. 

Rudd's clerics practice games, particularly those that rely heavily on chance 

or physical skill rather than intellectual ability. They hone their fighting abili¬ 

ties and other tasks that improve with repetition. They work in gambling 

establishments and schools of fencing and archery. They counsel the nov¬ 

ice to continue training and the unlucky to find other interests. Her clerics 

adventure for the thrill of experience, to prove their ability, to beat the odds, 

and just for the sake of exploring. 

down a cask of good wine, and each 

year they open up such a cask from 

a hundred years before. A cup of 

wine from this cask is given to the 

growers* the people who stored it, 

a high cleric, three clerics of any 

rank, a local innkeeper or tavern- 

master, and a beggar; the rest is 

used for whatever purposes the 

clerics see fit. Unlike most other 

events associated with this church, 

this ceremony is a quiet event 

(although still friendly and not at 

all somber)—a time to reflect on 

the gifts of the past* enjoy the sen¬ 

sations of the present, and antici¬ 

pate rewards in the future, 

THREE MYTHS 
Myths and legends about Olidam- 

mara make up most of the doctrine 

of the faithful. These stories grow 

more and more boisterous over the 

years, eventually being replaced by 

newer more relevant myths. 

The Grand Illusion: This story 

tells of a country thousands of years 

ago that was oppressed by a power¬ 

ful lich. The undead ruler tortured 

his subjects for sport, magically 

experimented on their children, and 

drained their souls to sustain his 

unlife. Three generations survived 

this tyranny with all hope crushed 

out of them by their master's 

undying will. OBdammara visited 

them in the guise of a beggar, telling 

them that the power was within 

them to reject their misery even as 

the licTi broke their bodies. With the 

fcanfeef of the oldest he crafted a great 

illusion that told a story of love, joy, 

mischief an evil ruler, and hope, and 

within every person who saw it there 

awakened a new flame of zest for life. 

En masse they cast off their bonds, 

turned on their undead taskmas¬ 

ters, and rebelled against the king. 

They eventually forced the iich to 

11 ee their lands, although at the cost 

of many lives—but to them it was 

worth the price. The moral of this 

story is that it is better to die free 

than to live as a slave—whether an 

actual slave or taken as a metaphor 

public area, celebrating with song, 

dance, drink, and a play reenacting 

Olidammara's capture and escape 

(the rare followers of Zagyg accept 

the gentle teasing associated with 

this event, although they have been 

known to infiltrate Zagyg's role in 

the play and improvise the script to 

great comic effect). 

Feast of the Doubling Dare: This 

holiday takes place shortly after the 

start of the new year to celebrate past 

successes and plan for even greater 

deeds. The holiday is named for an 

annual contest held by the faith¬ 

ful where they challenge each other 

to increasingly dangerous* wild, or 

adventurous tasks. In the contest, 

one person announces a task (such 

as Mseduce a paladin of Palor" or 

"steal a hundred gold from Hextofs 

temple") and anyone who thinks 

she can do better calls out her own 

task until someone announces a task 

that nobody thinks they can beat. If 

the challenger completes her task, 

she gains the title of "Hero of the 

Doubling Dare" for the next year and 

many social privileges among those 

of the faith. The contest encourages 

members of this religion to move 

about and see more of the world, 

and not coincidentally brings a bit of 

friendly chaos into the lives of those 

who could use it the most. 

Taste of a Hundred Years: Every 

year, clerics of Olid amm aTa's church 

knowledgeable in winemaking lay 
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OLIDAMMARA'S SUMMON 
MONSTER LIST 
As Qlidammara is a chaotic deity, his clerics cannot summon lawful creatures 

with their summoning spells. However, they do have other creatures on their 

summoning list that are suitable for their ethos (all clerics of Otidammara 

know the necessary words to summon the following creatures with their sum¬ 

mon monster spells}* 

Summon Monster 11 
Grig* (NG) 

Summon Monster IV 
Do ppel ganger* (N) 

Ethereal filcher*(N) 

Magmin (CN) 

Satyr* (CN, without pipes) 

Summon Monster VII 
Copper dragon* (CG) 

Summon Monster VII 
Pixie (NG, no special arrows) 

*This creature has the extmplonar subtype but otherwise bos the normal statistics 

far a creature of its kind. 

for any circumstance that prevents 

you from enjoying the gift of life. 

Olidammara and the Great Talis¬ 

man: Once when Olidammara was 

wandering the planes with his friend 

Fharlanghn they were attacked by 

a mysterious fiend only known as 

the Nameless Demon, a demon so 

secretive he had managed to con¬ 

ceal his true name from everything 

in the multi verse. While Fharlanghn 

suggested the two of them quickly 

depart, not seeing the point in a 

long, drawn-out fight with a demon, 

the Laughing Rogue held up a hand 

to stay him, then drew the knitted of 

the oldest and played a song so beau¬ 

tiful and moving that it brought the 

blackhearted demon to tears. Unbe¬ 

knownst to the Nameless Demon, 

the god had used I he song as a 

pretext for divining a vision of the 

demon’s entire past* and Olidam- 

mara then knew the demon’s name* 

Armed with this knowledge, the god 

coerced the demon to give up its tal¬ 

isman in exchange for Olidammara’s 

oath to never reveal the creature’s 

name. The faithful use this story to 

teach that a way exists to overcome 

every challenge if you only have the 

wisdom and tools to find it, 

Zagig and the Carapace: Olidam- 

mara was walking the earth when 

he sensed the presence of powerful 

magic set aside by the mad arch mage 

Zagig, 'the buighing Rogue decided 

to pilfer some of this treasure to 

teach Zagig a lesson, not knowing 

that the aFchmage was working an 

incredible plan to make himself a 

god using nine bound demigods as 

catalysts and sources of power* Oli- 

dammara was surprised to find his 

proteg^ Rudd (see sidebar) as one of 

the trapped victims and battled Zagig 

to free her, Zagig somehow man¬ 

aged to overcome Olidammara by 

transforming him into the shape of a 

small, shelled animal and imprisoning 

him. The Laughing Rogue turned this 

trap to Ills advantage and managed to 

escape, returning later to loot Zagigs 

treasury anyway, and retaining the 

ability to create a protective carapace 

which he leaves behind to confuse and 

distract his enemies. The lesson of this 

story is that even against stacked odds 

it is possible to achieve victory and even 

come out with an advantage. Admitting 

defeat is jpvjng up hope and the first 

step toward a miserable, lonely end. 

PRESTIGE CLASS 
SUGGESTIONS 
The most common prestige classes 

for followers of Olidammara are those 

that enhance their ability to liberate 

loot from its current owner, such as 

the hoard stealer (Dnaconomicon, page 

130), dread pirate (Complete Admit nut. 

page 39), dungeon delver (Complete 

Admit wrr, page 4z)t shadowdancer 

(Dungeon Master's Guide, page 94), 

temple raider of OUdammara (Com* 
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pldf DiVinc, page 67), or thief-acrobat 

(Compete Adventurer, page S3) Others 

focus on trickery, mischief or music, 

such as the arcane trickster (Dungeon 

Ma<>tee's Guide, page 177), divine 

prankster (Races of Stone, page 107), 

fochlucan lyrist (Complete Aduercftfirr, 

page 47) seeker of the song (complete 

aduenfurer, page 5,6) troubador of stars 

(Book of Exalted Deeds, page 78), or vir¬ 

tuoso (Complete Adventurer, page 89). 

RELICS OF THE 
FAITH 
As with most worldly possessions, 

relics in the hands of' Olidammara's 

faithful tend to pass around a great 

deal* Any of these items might end 

up in the hands of those devoted to 

the Laughing Rogue. 

Ranted of the Oldest; Qlidam- 

mara occasionally lends this artifact 

to mortals or allows it to be stolen for 

a time. The tarn fed of the oldest gives 

a +5 competence bonus on bardic 

music checks. Using the instruments 

other powers require a minimum 

number of ranks in the Perform 

(string instrument) skill. In the hands 

of a skilled user it can produce the 

following effects as if cast by a 20th 

level bard; i/day—charm monster (9 

ranks, DC 18), crushing despair (q Tanks, 

DC iS),Jhg cloud (6 ranks), greater dis¬ 

pel magic (15 ranks) heroism (6 ranks), 

legend lore (12 ranks) major creation (12 

ranks) programmed image {18 ranks), 

rage (6 ranks), vision (x8 ranks). 

Oli dam mara can call the kanteel 

to his person at any time, even across 

planar barriers* 

Strong (all schools); CL 20th; 

Weight 2 lb. 

Mask of Imontilo: This theater 

mask is white with black jewels 

around the eyes and a goaLeelike for¬ 

mation of precious stones under the 

mouth. Created by and named for 

a clever dene of Olidammara, the 

mask acts as a hat of disguise, goggles of 

night, and a cloak of Charisma +6. With 

these powers Imontilo charmed his 

way into the beds and treasure troves 

of dozens of nobles, including adrow 

high preistess. 

After an unfortunate inci¬ 

dent where he was walled up in a 

dungeon and left to die (at least 

three poetic compositions tell this 

story) he had a wizard friend add to 

it the ability to use dimension door 

and passivaf! once per day (CL 14th), 

In the decades since Imontilos dis¬ 

appearance the item has appeared 

in different hands, usually involved 

in some caper that is only partially 

successful. Rumor has it the mask 

is now cursed, causing the sought- 

after prize to fall from the wearer's 

hands at the last minute and leaving 

only a hollow victory, but the church 

denies this. 

Strong conjuration, Illusion, and 

transmutation; CL 14th; Weight 1 lb. 

Spying Eye of Olidammara: 

This platinum ring of protection +3 is 

engraved with the mask-symbol of 

the Laughing Rogue Banked by a 

wine bottle on either side. It func¬ 

tions as a ring of feather jotting and 

a ring of improved jumping. Once per 

day it can be used to scry a creature 

as if using the scrying spell or create a 

set of pQurcg ejrci (DC 14, CL 10th) 

The ring actually began as a lux¬ 

ury item for Vax the Valorous, an 

adventurer turned bandit turned 

innkeeper who wanted easy access 

to the comforts of life. It has two 

non-combat features that function 

automatically and at will—any liq¬ 

uid drunk with the hand wearing 

the ring tastes like fine winet and any 

food eaten with that hand (whether 

directly or with a utensil) tastes 

excellent, defaulting to something 

appropriate for the temperature and 

texture of what is being eaten. This 

pair of abilities allows the wearer to 

drink foul water and eat spoiled meat, 

clods of dirt, or even the gruel made 

by Mu r[yrafs spoon with a smile on his 

face (although the ring does not make 

the substance safe to eat in any way) 

When Vax died he left the ring for his 

son, Teliik, who became a bard and 

traveled much of the world. After Tel- 

lik's death in a mountainous dungeon 

his friends brought his body back to 

the Olidammaran temple in a nearby 

city and donated his equipment to 

the temple. Since that time, the ring 

has been a legacy item of the church, 

whose members have added various 

other abilities over the years. 

Moderate divination and trans¬ 

mutation; CL loth; Weight —> 

NEW DIVINE 
SPELLS 
The faithful of Olidammara have 

developed few spells over the years, 

though never through long labori¬ 

ous research. More often than not, 

inspiration for a new spell comes 

when least expected, leading some 

clerics to believe that they are boons 

from the Laughing Rogue himself 

These spells are Later referenced in 

"The Power of Faith'1 on page 48 of 

this issue. 

Festival Feast 
Conjuration (Creation) 

Level: Rrd z/Clr 2 (Olidammara) 

Components; V, S, DF 

Casting Time: 10 minutes 

Range: Close (25 ft. + 5 ft/a levels) 

Effect: Food and drink to feed three 

humans/level for one meal 

Duration; 2 or 24 hours; see text 
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LEVEL 

FLOOR 

' ONiE :SC).'UAREt=*R';FEETj TEMPLE TO OLIDAMMARA 
mM 

UPPER 

HI 

^ M GROUND 

Saving Throw* None 

Spell Resistance: No 

You create a meal of good food, wine, 

ale, and beer. The food this spell 

creates smells and tastes wonder* 

ful, while being highly nourishing 

and satisfying to cab The drinks are 

tasty but not strong enough to cause 

intoxication. The food and drink so 

created decays and becomes inedible 

within a hours if it is not consumed, 

although il can be kept fresh for 24 

hours by casting a ptmjfy Jbod and 

drink spell on it, 

Olidammara's 

Bard Spell 
TYans mutation 

Level; Clr 4 (Olidammara) 

Components! Vt S, DF 

Casting Time: 10 minutes 

Range: Personal 

Target: You 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Casting this spell allows you to pre¬ 

pare and cast a limited number of 

bard spells as if they were cleric spells. 

Each casting of OMinMim'l bard 

spdl lets you prepare up to three 

levels of bard spells (these cannot 

be combined to prepare bard spells 

higher than jrd level). A cantrip 

counts as 1/2 level for this purpose. 

You may spontaneously convert 

Lhese prepared bard spells to cure 

or in/Iict spells just as you would 

any other non-domain spells. These 

spells are considered divine spells. 

You use your Wisdom modifier for 

the DC instead of your Charisma 

modifier. These bard spells always 

have a verbal component (either 

singing or music) just like an actual 

bard spell. If the bard spell has a 

material component or XP cost, you 

must pay that cost when you cast 

that spell. 

Normally you can only prepare 

common bard spells (those listed in 

the Player's Handbook) with this spell. 

You may prepare more exotic bard 

spells (such as unique spells or spells 

from other books) if you have a scroll 

of the spell or a bard on hand who 

knows the spell. Preparing the spell 

from a scroll reference destroys the 

scroll, but preparing with the help of a 

bard does not expend any of the bard’s 

spell slots. 

Olida mmara s Carapace 
Conjuration (Creation) 

Level: Clr 5 (Olidammara) 

Components: Vr S 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range: Personal 

Effect 5-foot*radius protective carapace 

Duration: Instantaneous and 1 round 

(see text) 

Save: None 

Spell Resistance: No 

This spell functions like wall of 

stone, except it always forms a 5-foot- 

radius immobile hemispherical 

shell around you that fuses with the 
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floor. The shell is a nine-segmented 

carapace of some durable organic 

material (like very thick leather 

or animal horn) but has the same 

hardness and hit points as a lunJl of 

stone spell 

After casting this spell, any time 

before your next turn you may trans¬ 

port yourself elsewhere as a swift 

action as if using a dimension door 

spell (you may carry objects or crea* 

tures as described in that spell). The 

carapace remains behind as a distrac¬ 

tion (the dimension door effect gives 

no indication to those outside that 

you are no longer within the cara¬ 

pace). If you do not use this magical 

escape method by your next turn, the 

lingering magic fades and you must 

find some other way to free yourself 

from the carapace. 

NPC CONTACTS 
FOR CLERICS OF 
OLIDAMMARA 
Players might encounter one of 

Olidammara's flock in nearly any 

setting. As many are adventurers 

themselves, most can be counted on 

to aid or even accompany groups if 

the need is sufficient. Outside the 

dungeon, clerics of the Laughing 

Rogue are frequently encountered In 

taverns, performance halls, and any¬ 

where a party takes place. 

Trevisk Dabblcflax (CN male 

gnome bard 3), a follower of 011- 

dammara and Garl Gltttergold, is a 

young wandering minstrel on the 

lookout for exciting news and people 

who like to hear songs and stories. 

Friendly but a hit off-color when he's 

not performing* Trevisk has friends 

and relatives in several gnome com¬ 

munities and knows a few good hid¬ 

ing places outside three different 

msyor cities. 'Frevisk is really good 

at digging up information, whether 

from local people, an old book, or his 

own mind. His favorite instrument is 

a set of silver bells, although he also 

carries a lute and a hand-drum. He 

likes practical jokes, especially the 

kind where the big boor or snob falls 

face-first in mud or manure. 

TVevisk is average height for a 

gnome, with dark ruddy skin, bright 

red hair* and matching goatee. He 

wears traveling clothes when not 

working but has two brightly-colored 

outfits for performances, complete 

with a costume dagger and sword (he 

also has an all-black outfit with soft- 

soled hoots, but he doesn't let people 

see that unless he trusts them). His 

youthful appearance belies years of 

studying, and he can quote entire 

plays by rote or retell old stories 

with twists appropriate to his cur¬ 

rent audience. 

Trevisk is a good contact for low- 

level PCs who need local informa¬ 

tion or an additional healer or 

scout. He makes a good cohort for 

a mid-level character or an appren¬ 

tice-type ally for a higher-level PC 

to recruit. With his skills and bardic 

knowledge, a cleric PC who is unin¬ 

terested in doing the dirty work of 

finding information can put it all 

on Trevisk, allowing the PC to focus 

on other things. 

Kahari Kellainen (CG male half- 

elf cleric of 01 idammara 5/rogue 2) 

is the director of the Grand Theater 

in the Free City. Over 100 years old 

but still spry and looking young for 

his age, he is a very cultured indi¬ 

vidual but doesn’t let that stop him 

from enjoying "low” theater. His 

greatest concern is a rival theater 

called the Royal Opera House, a bit 

of pettiness that mars an otherwise 

fine dedication to the Laughing 

Rogue's teachings. His troupe 

includes several gnomes which 

secretly belong to the thieves'guild 

and other criminal organizations. 

Kahari is short, with a fair com¬ 

plexion and light-colored eyebrows. 

He shaves his head and normally 

wears one of several wigs, some of 

which are more styled and ridiculous 

than others, A skilled actor, he brings 

several disguises with him wrhen he 

travels and can make himself appear 

quite different, even taller or femi¬ 

nine. Bom and raised in an outly¬ 

ing province* he has lived in the Free 

City for half a century and knows 

many secrets about it. 

Kahari is a good contact for low- 

level adventurers who need to talk 

to a cleric of Olidammara but can’t 

justify why they should be granted 

audience with a senior temple offi¬ 

cial. As he and his troupe are mobile 

(making trips to several large cities 

each year) he's an easy NPC to have 

nearby when the PCs need a friendly 

face, and his Disguise skill allows 

him to hide PCs in plain sight when 

they’re being hunted. 

AKsi Svenits (CN female human 

bard 4/cleric 9 of Olidammara) is 

the head of the Chapel of Olidam¬ 

mara in the Free City. She took over 

the temple less than three years ago, 

and her cheerful outgoing personal¬ 

ity has brought new life and energy 

to the entire block where the temple 

is located. Her temple is a simple 

one-story buildi ng with low cei lings, 

containing nothing of value that 

isn't owned by one of the half-dozen 

resident clerics. A recent acquisi¬ 

tion (some old songs acquired from 

a hard who had "found” them in the 

capital of neighboring kingdom) 

has forced her to deal with politics 

far more than she'd like and she is 

looking forward to resuming her 

normal activities. 

Alsi is tall, with short dark hair and 

light brown skin. Strong and quick 

like a wrestler, she is very intelligent 

and personable, and attractive in an 

earthy sort of way. She can speak 

on many subjects and is learned in 

music, theater, various religions, and 

strange lore. She is a veteran adven¬ 

turer and has had her fair share of 

fighting for her life. 

Alsi is a good contact for adven¬ 

turers in need if information or a 

relaxing break from a grueling cam¬ 

paign. Although unlikely to travel 

far from her temple, she is willing 

to lend her services within the city if 

she believes it serves Olidammara's 

will* She uses most payments she 

receives to throw loud and exciting 

parties, feasts* and festivals open to 

the public. 
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PLANAR ALLY 
The most famous servant of OHdam- 

mara is Gurz Grep, a gray shad who 

stumbled across the god's domain 

on Limbo's border, opened a treasure 

room, and left just as the god was 

making one of his visits. Impressed 

by the shad's guts and courage while 

appreciating the irony of his own 

treasures being raided, Olidammara 

made the creature an offer—work tor 

him, gain power, and go beyond the 

petty squabbles of other slaadi. The 

creature agreed, and Olidammara 

transformed the sLiad from his origi¬ 

nal green form to his current form: 

a wiry gray slaad with an inflatable 

bullfrogUke neck pouch* One of his 

eyes is metallic blue, the other an 

amber-gold (which eye is which color 

changes every few minutes)* 

Gurz Grep has all the normal 

abilities of a gray slaad plus a +8 

racial bonus on Perform and Sense 

Motive checks. He can secrete poi¬ 

son through his skin (contact, DC 20 

Fortitude save resists, td6 Dex/id6 

Dex) that affects creatures that touch 

him with bare flesh (including bit¬ 

ing or swallowing him) but does not 

affect his own attacks. Gurz Grep 

is not personable and doesn't par¬ 

ticularly like other creatures but is 

extremely practical when it conies to 

negotiations* willing to do anything 

that isn't outright suicide if paid the 

right price. Because of his abilities 

and attitude, he is better suited for 

reconnaissance and combat rather 

than negotiations, and because of his 

ability to change shape he can easily 

blend in as a bodyguard or enforcer 

where his true appearance would 

cause panic. 

Part of his agreement with OH* 

dammara is that he gets to keep half 

of the items he is paid, so he usually 

tries to bargain for things that he can 

use himself such as defensive items 

and ranged magical attacks (lie also 

accepts information about other 

powerful slaadi). Gurz Grep may be 

hoping to become a slaad lord one 

day or even {with Olidamrmra's help) 

become a god ling. ^ 
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initiate feats of tHe core deities 
btJohn E. Ling, Jk. and the Dragon Staff 

illustrated by Keirart Tanner 

deities often play an important role in the Jives 

of characters. Celebrants hold festivals in their 

divine patron's honor, clerics channel their 

healing power, and the pious perform rmracks in their 

names every day. Some characters might be especially 

religious, others might only worship when it’s conve¬ 

nient, while even others might opl to honor a philosophy 

rather than a deity. Yet religion equally touches all these 

different interpretations with its undeniable power. 

Among the most devout followers of a deity, there 

exist pious individuals who epitomize the tenets of 

their patron deity. They often undergo speed He ritu¬ 

als to prove their faith, [n return, they receive special 

powers and spells their deities reserve tor only the 

most faithful. 

This article describes the initiate feats for eight deities 

kpS. from the Payer's Handbook as well as the related spells they 

Bpvj grant their most fifth fill- Each of these feats lists a mim- 

Dk her of spells that can be added to one of your divine spell 

Ut\ lists. No character can have more than one initiate feat, 

since such a feat presumes a deep level of commitment to 

a single deity. 

corc inm/vre fcats 

All ofthe new feats in this article are initiate feats. Initiate 

feats are gateways to unique spells that deities grant their 

most faithful servants. While all of these feats require 

a character to he able to cast divine spells of a specific 

level and have a patron deity, the DM might add addi¬ 

tional campaign-specific requirements. For example, to 

become an initiate of Boccob, one might have to create 

a magic item and sanctify it in Boceob's mune, research 

a new spell, or perform a similarly pious act (see "Core 

Be lids: Boccob" in Dragon #*j8 for more possibilities), 

Some of these initiate feats grant access to new spells 

included later in this article. New spells are marked with 

an asterisk. 
Currently, initiate feats appear for many deities of the 

FORGOTTEN Realm's pantheon in Player's Guide to Ffienki 

and for &BSKeon's druids in the Ebmsmon Campaign SdJiruj. 

i nil idle of boccoB 
Your strong faith in Boccob grants you special powers. 

Prerequisites; Ability to cast jrd-level divine spells? 

patron deity Boccob. 
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Benefits: You can make aU 

Knowledge checks untrained* You 

also cast all divination spells at +1 

caster level (this slacks with the 

bonus provided by the Knowledge 

domain's granted power). 

In addition, you may add the fob 

lowing spells to one of your divine 

spell lists* 

and 

Memory Jar*: The target 

gains a bonus on Knowledge 

checks. 

Identify; Determines proper¬ 

ties of magic item. 

Research Aid*: Get assistance 

when performing research. 

Special: Identify also appears on the 

Magic domain spell list* With this 

feat, you can cast it as a regular cleric 

spell* not just as a domain spell* 

initiate of eHkxina 
Your strong faith in Ehlonna grants 

you special powers. 

Prerequisites: Ability to cast *rd- 

level divine spells; patron deity 

Ehlonna* 

Benefits: Once per day you may 

cast pass without trace upon yourself 

as a spell-like ability. In addition, 

add Handle Animal and Survival to 

the skill list of one of your divine 

spell casting classes* 

In addition* you may add the fol¬ 

lowing spells to one of your divine 

spell lists. 

Lcngstriden Your speed 

increases by 10 fL 

*S'aare* Creates a magic 

booby trap. 

Commune with Nature; 
Learn about terrain for i 

mile/level. 

Animal Shapes: One ally/ 

level polymorphs into cho¬ 

sen animal* 

initiate of erptunul 
Your strong faith in Erythnul grants 

you special powers* 

Prerequisites: Ability to cast4th-level 

divine spells; patron deity Erylhnul. 

Benefits; Any time you kill a 

creature with a critical hit you gain 

the benefits of the spell death fcndf 

This effect does not function if the 

critical hit is made as part ol a coup 

de grace. In addition, the creature 

must be reduced to -10 hp with the 

critical hit, not merely rendered 

unconscious. 

In addition, you may add the Ibl- 

lowing spells to one of your divine 

spell lists* 
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Level 

2nd Cause Fear, Greater*: As cause 

ftart but affects creatures up 

to 15 HD* 

EryfJmuJ's Slaughter*; Doubles 

critical threat ranges and 

prevents stabilization* 

Rage, Mass*: As rage, but 

affects one subject/level* 

Level 

isi Alarm; Wards an area for 2 

hours/level. 

1st Expeditious Retreat: Your 

speed increases by 30 ft * 

4th Dimension Door: Teleports 

you a short distance, 

7th Phase Door: Creates an invis¬ 

ible passage through wood 

or stone. 

4th Righteousness ofHeiraucous*: 

You deal extra damage 

against evil targets. 

initiate of FHarlangHn 
Your strong faith in Fharlanghn giants 

you speck! powers. 

Prerequisites; Ability to cast 3rd-level 

divine spells; patron deity Fharfanghn. 

Benefits: Your base land speed 

increases by +10 feet. 

In addition, you may add the fol¬ 

lowing spells to one of your divine 

spell lists. 

initiate of bextor 
Your strong faiLh in Hcxtor grants 

you special powers. 

Prerequisites: Ability to cast 3rd- 

level divine spells; patron deity 

Hextor. 

Benefits: When lighting with a 

flail, you deal an extra id4 points of 

damage against good targets: if the 

target possesses an aura of good or is 

a good-aligned outsider you instead 

deal id6 extra points of damage. 

In addition, you may add the fol¬ 

lowing spells to one of your divine 

spell lists. 

Prerequisites; Ability to casL 4th* 

level divine spells; patron deity 

Nerull. 

Benefits: When using your Death 

domain granted power, you may 

rolldSs instead ofd6s to determine 

the damage* 

En addition, you may add the fol¬ 

lowing spells to one of your divine 

spell lists. 

Level Spells 

2nd Cause Fear, Greater*: As cause 

fimt but affects creatures up 

to 15 HD* 

3rd NmdJ s Scythe*; You bring a 

magical scythe into existence* 

gth Wail of the Banshee; Kills one 

creature/level. 

Level 

2nd Scam Panics creatures of less 

than 6 HD* 

4th Bane* Greater*; Enemies gain 

-1 per 4 levels on attack rolls 

and saves against fear, 

4th Wrath of Hextor*: You deal 

extra damage against good 

targets* 

Special: Wail of the haushee also 

appears on the Death domain spell 

list. With this feat, you can cast it 

as a regular cleric spell not just a 

domain spell* 

initiate of beironeous 
Your strong faith in Heironeous 

giants you special powers. 

Prerequisites: Ability to cast 3rd- 

level divine spells; patron deity 

Heironeous* 

Benefits; When fighting with a long- 

sword. you deal an extra icbj points of" 

damage against evil targets; if the tar- 

initiate of Koro 
Your strong faith in Kord grants you 

special powers. 

Prerequisites: Ability to cast znd- 

level divine spells; patron deity Kord. 

Benefits: You get a +4 size modi¬ 

fier on bull rush, disarm, grapple, 

overrun, sunder, and trip attempts. 

In addition, you may add the fol¬ 

lowing spells to one of your divine 

spell lists. 

initiate of OBdD-bai 
Your strong faith in Obad-Hai grants 

you special powers. 

Prerequisites: Ability to cast 3rd- 

level divine spells; patron deity 

Obad-Hai. 

Benefits; You can "lose” a pre¬ 

pared spell to spontaneously cast 

any summon nature's ally spell of the 

same level or lower, just as a druid, 

in addition to cure spells. 

In addition, you may add the fol¬ 

lowing spells to one of your divine 

spell lists* 

get possesses an aura of evil or is art Level SpelLs 

evil-aligned outsider you instead deal Level Spells t st Summer Bmzes*: Cools you in 
id6 extra points of damage. 1st Kords Power Surge*: Receive uncomfortable environments. 

In addition, you may add the fol¬ 

lowing spells to one of your divine 

a bonus on Strength-based 

ability checks and skills. 

2nd Spontaneous Combustion*: Tar¬ 

get touched catches lire. 

spell lists. 2nd Kord's Greeting*: Bonuses for 

charging double and penal¬ 

3rd Qutefcsanti*; Creates an area 

of quicksand. 
Level Spells ties reduce to half 5th Waocs of Drs fraction*: Seawa¬ 

2nd Mark of Justice. Lesser*; Desig¬ 

nates action that will trigger 

curse on subject. 

4th Champion of Kord *: Receive 

bonuses on acts of strength. 

ter crashes down upon your 

targets* 

3rd Blrxs, Greater*: Allies gain +1 initiate of nerull initiate of olioammara 
per 4 levels on attack rolls 

and saves against fear* you special powers* 

Your strong faith in Olidammara 

grants you special powers. 
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Prerequisites: Ability to cast 

znd-levd divine spells; patron deity 

Olidammara. 

Benefit: Add Gather Information, 

Sleight of Hand, and 7\imble to the 

skill list of one of your divine spell- 

casting classes. 

In addition, you may add the fol¬ 

lowing spells to one of your divine 

spell lists. These spells appear in 

CfCorc Beliefs: Olidammara" on page 

32 of this issue. 

Level Spells 

1st Festival Feast*: Creates del- 

dous food for 3 humans/leveL 

2nd G/idammara 5 Bard SpeU*. You 

can prepare spells from the 

bard spell list. 

3rd Olkfcm imams Gmi/xirr *: Creates 

a protective shell around you 

initiate of pelor 
Your strong faith in Pelor grants you 

special powers. 

Prerequisites: Ability to Cast 3rd- 

level divine spells; patron deity Pelor. 

Benefits: You receive a +2 sacred 

bonus on turning checks and turning 

damage rolls. 

In addition, you may add the fol¬ 

lowing spells to one of your divine 

spell lists. 

Level Spells 

1st True Tu ming*; You gain 

bonuses on your next turn 

undead attempt, 

3rd Bless, Greater1*: Allies gain +1 

per 4 levels on attack rolls 

and saves against tear, 

4th Immolate die Wicked*: 

Undead you have turned 

burst into flames. 

initiate of st. cutHeert 
Your strong faith in Si, Cuthbert 

grants you special powers. 

Prerequisites; Ability' lo cast 3rd- 

level divine spells; patron deity St. 

Cuthbert 

Benefits: You can generate the 

protective ward granted by the Pro¬ 

tection domain ability once per day 

per four cleric levels. 

In addition, you may add the fol¬ 

lowing spells to one of your divine 

spell lists. 

Level 

and Murk of Justice, Lesser*: Desig¬ 

nates action that will 

trigger a curse on the subject. 

3rd Rcfribwhvr Strike*: You gain 

an attack of opportunity 

when attacked. 

7Lb Spell Turning: Reflects uhj+O 

spell levels back at caster, 

initiate of vecna 
Your strong faith in Vecna grants you 

special powers. 

Prerequisites; Ability to cast 3rd- 

level divine spells; patron deity Vecna. 

Benefits: You can use scrolls, 

wands, and other devices with 

spell completion or spell trigger 

activation as a wizard of your cleric 

level. For the purpose of using a 

scroll or other magic device* if you 

are also a wizard, actual wizard 

levels and these effective wizard 

levels stack. 

In addition, you may add the fob 

lowing spells to one of your divine 

spell lists. 

Level Spells 

3rd Vacua's Courier*; Deliver 

secrets without fear of 

having them revealed. 

4th Aramc Eytv Invisible 11 oating 

eye moves 30 ft./level, 

6th Eyehite: Target becomes 

panicked, sickened, and 

comatose. 

initiate of wee )as 
Your strong faith in Wee fas grants 

you special powers, 

Prerequisites: Ability to cast 3rd-level 

divine spells; patron deity' Wee Jas. 

Benefits: You can* as a standard 

action, spend one of your turning 

attempts to release a wave of energy 

in a 20-foot radius. If you channel 

positive energy, this wave deals id6 

points of damage per two cleric 

levels you possess to undead crea¬ 

tures. A successful Will save halves 

this damage (DC * 10 + 1/2 your 

cleric level + Cha modifier). If you 

channel negative energy, this wave 

cures id6 points of damage per two 

cleric levels you possess to undead 

creatures. Hit points cured in 

excess a creature's normal hit point 

total are lost. 

In addition* you may add the fol¬ 

lowing spells to one of your divine 

spell lists. 

level 

and Disguise Undead: Changes the 

appearance of one corporeal 

undead. 

Sth Magic Jar. Enables possession 

of another creature. 

6th Circle of Death: Kills icht/levd 

HD of creatures. 

cfcrry-speanc speLLs 
To show Lheir favor* many deities 

granl their initiates spells symbolic 

of an aspecl of their portfolio or 

unique to their worship. Unlike most 

spells, these spells are only available 

to characters with the related initiate 

feat or as otherwise noted, 

bane. Greater 
Enchantment (Compulsion) [Mind- 

Affeclingj 

Level: Initiate of Hex tor 3 

'This spell functions like banc, 

except that the penalty is equal to 

-1 per three caster levels* to a maxi¬ 

mum of-5, 

bless, Greater 
Enchantment (Compulsion) [Mind- 

Affecting] 

l evel: Initiate of Heironeous 3, Initi¬ 

ate of Pelor 3 

This spell functions like bJesr except 

that the bonus is equal to +1 per three 

caster levels* to a maximum of +5, 

cause Fear, Greater 
Necromancy [Fear, Mind*Affecting] 

Level; Initiate ofNerull 2 

Target: One living creature with 15 or 

fewer HD; see text 



This spell is as came fiat, except that 

you can aifect one creature whose Hit 

Dice are equal to or fewer than yours, 

to a maximum of 15 HD, Creatures 

with more Hit Dice than you or with 

16 or more Hit Dice are immune to 

tliis spell. 

CHampiori of koid 
Transmutation 

J^evd; Initiate of Kurd 4 

Components: V, Sp OF 

Casting Time; 1 standard action 

Range: Touch 

Target One creature 

Duration: 1 minute/level 

Saving Throw; Will negates 

(harmless) 
Spell Resistance; Yes (harmless) 

Kord empowers the target to per¬ 

form great acts of strength. The target 

receives a sacred bonus equal to your 

caster level (maximum +10) on all 

bull rush, disarm, grapple, overrun, 

sunder, and trip attempts. The target 

receives these bonuses on checks he 

initiates* as well as those made as a 

reaction to other creatures, 

disguise unDeaD 
Illusion (G lamer) 

Level- Initiate of Wee Jas 2; sorcerer/ 

wizard 2 

Components; V, S, F 

Casting Time; 1 standard action 

Range; Touch 

Target; One corporeal undead 

Duration: 24 hours 

Saving Throw: None 

Spell Resistance- Yes (harmless) 

You make one undead—including its 

clothing, armor, weapons, and equip¬ 

ment—look different. You can make 

it seem 1 foot shorter or taller, thin, 

fat, or in between. You cannot change 

the creature's body type. For example, 

a w ight could look human, humanoid, 

or like any other generally human¬ 

shaped bipedal creature. Otherwise, 

the extent of the apparent change is 

up to you. You could add or obscure 

a minor feature, such as a missing eye 

or general decay, or make it look like 

an entirely different creature. 

The spell docs not provide the 

abilities or mannerisms of the 

chosen Form- It does not alter the 

perceived tactile (touch) or audible 

(sound) properties of the undead or 

its equipment A batlleaxe made to 

look like a dagger still functions as 

a bat ties xe. 

This spell also foils magical means 

of detecting undead. The subject of 

disguise undcad detects as a creature 

of the type simulated. 

Creatures get Will saves to recog- 

nize the glamer as an illusion if they 

interact with the subject (such as by 

touching the undead and having that 

not match what they see)i 

focus: Occupied cocoon of a 

death's head moth. 

erptHnul’s slaugHter 
Transmutation 

Level: Initiate of Erythnul 5 
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Components: V, S, DF 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Target: You 

Area: 30-ft,-radius emanation 

around you 

Duration: 1 minute/lcvel 

Saving Throw: None 

Spell Resistance: No 

The bloody eye of Erythnui casts its 

gaze upon the battlefield. The melee 

weapons of all creatures within 30 feet 

of you have their threat nmges doubled, 

as per the spell fern: edcje. This spell 

affects both enemies and allies alike. 

In addition, creatures within the 

area of effect that are reduced to 

negative hit points cannot stabilize 

naturally. These creatures do not 

roll d% to become stable and auto¬ 

matically lose 1 hit point every round 

until they die at-10 hit points. A suc¬ 

cessful Heal check or magical healing 

can stabilize a creature as normal. 

immolate tne wickeo 
Evocation [Fire] 

Level: Initiate of Pelor 4 

Components: V, S, DF 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range: Personal 

Target: You 

Duration: 1 round/levcl 

Saving Throw: None 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

Pelor fills your turning checks with 

holy power. While under the effects 

of this spell, whenever you suc¬ 

cessfully turn an undead creature 

it bursts into dames in addition to 

being turned. These flames deal zd6 

points of damage per three caster 

levels, to a maximum of iod6, Half 

the damage is fire damage, but the 

other half results directly from 

divine power and is therefore not 

subject to being reduced by resis¬ 

tance to ftre-based attacks, such as 

that granted by protection Jrofn energy 

(fire),fire shield (chili shie/df and simi¬ 

lar magic. 

koto's Greeting 
Transmutation 

Level: Initiate of Kord z 

Components: V, S, DF 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range: Touch 

Target: One creature 

Duration: 1 minute/level 

Saving Throw; Will negates 

(harmless) 

Spell Resistance: Yes (harmless) 

kotos power surge 
Transmutation 

Level: Initiate of Kord 1 

Components: V, S, DF 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range: Touch 

Target: One creature 

Duration: 1 round/level 

Saving Throw: Will negates 

(harmless) 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

(harmless) 

mark of justice, Lesser 
Necromancy 

Level: Initiate of Heironeous 1 

This spell is identical to mark of jus¬ 

tice except as indicated here. Choose 

one of the following three effects: 

• -3 decrease to an ability score 

(minimum i). 

* -2 penalty on attack rolls, 

saves, ability checks, and skill 

checks. 

- Each round, the target has a 25% 

chance to take no action; other¬ 

wise, it acts normally. 

Kord gran ts liis favor to those who reck¬ 

lessly put faith in their own strength. 

For the duration of this spell, the target 

gains a +4 bonus on attack rolls while 

charging, rather than the normal +2. In 

addition, the target only takes a -1 AC 

penalty rather than the normal -2. 

memory jar 
Transmutation 

Level: Initiate of Boccob 1 

Components: V, Sf DF 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range: Touch 

Target: One creature 

Du ration: i minutc/level 

Saving Throw: Will negates 

(harmless) 

Spell Resistance; Yes (harmless) 

This spell allows the target to recall 

bits and pieces of knowledge she 

might otherwise forget. She receives 

a +1 competence bonus per two caster 

levels (maximum +5) on all knowl¬ 

edge-related checks made for the 

duration of the spell This includes 

Knowledge skill checks, bardic 

knowledge, and similar abilities. 

In addition, the target may reroll 

one Knowledge skill check that it has 

failed within the last minute. 

Kord temporarily infuses Lhe tar¬ 

get with greal strength. The target 

receives an enhancement bonus 

to its Strength score equal to twice 

your caster level, maximum +10, that 

applies only when making skill and 

ability checks. After the spell expires, 

the target is fatigued for id4 minutes. 

nerulfs scptHe 
Conjuration (Creation) 

Level: Initiate of Nerull 3 

Components: V, S. DF 

Casting Time; 1 round 

Range: o ft. 

Effect: One scythe 

Duration: 1 minute/level (see text) 

Saving Throw: No 

Spelt Resistance: No 

You call forth a lesser aspect of 

Nemll's chosen weapon, "Lifccutter " 

This +3 ben scythe appears in your 

hands or at your feet (your choice). 

Nerull's Scythe only functions at its foil 

potential for a follower of Nerull. If a 

non-believer picks up the weapon, it 

is treated merely as a normal scythe. 

quicksam 
Conjuration (Creation) [Earth] 

Level: Initiate orObad-Hai 3 

Components; V, S. DF 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range; Close (25 ft. + 5 ft./z levels) 

Area; 5 ft.-radius per 2 levels 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Saving Throw: Reflex negates (see text) 

Spell Resistance; None 
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With this sped you create a patch of 

^quicksand The surface upon which 

-you cast quicksand must be natural— 

rock dirt, and so on. Any creature in the 

area of effect is entitled to a Reflex save 

to avoid the effects. For information on 

the effects of quicksand, see page 88 of 

the Dungeon Master's Guide. 

eagc, mass 
Transmutation 

Level: Initiate of Erythnul 6 

Range: Close (25 fl* + 5ft,/! levels) 

Target: One creature/level, no two of 

which can be more than 30 ft. apart 

Muss ta§t works like rage, except that 

it affects multiple creatures. 

pesearcH aid 
Transmutation 

Level: initiate of Boccob 4 

Components: V, S, DF 

Casting Time: 1 hour 

Range: Personal 

Target: You 

Duration: 1 day/level 

Origin ally ere ated by a se rvan t ofBoc- 

cob performing important research, 

Boccob now grants this spell to his 

most dedicated clerics* After casting 

this spell* your mind achieves a level 

of clarity that permits you to per¬ 

form research at a faster pace. ’While 

this spell is active* you receive the 

following benefits: 

■ The casting tim e of legend tore and 

identify is halved. 

* You gain a+5 circumstance bonus 

on Spellcraft checks made to 

research new spells. 

* Only half the normal amount of time 

is requited to research a new sped 

- Crafting magic items takes half 

the normal amount of time. 

netriButiue strike 
Abjuration 

Level: Initiate of St. Cuthhcrt 3 

Components: V* S, DF 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range: Personal 

target: You 

Duration: 1 round/level 

... 3 

Tliis spell surrounds you with a flick¬ 

ering silver aura that seems to reach 

out to those nearby. While in effect, 

any adjacent opponent who success¬ 

fully strikes you with a melee weapon 

provokes an attack of opportunity 

from you* This spell does not grant 

you the ability to make additional 

attacks of opportunity in 1 round* 

Opponents who take other actions 

that provoke attacks of opportunity 

draw them normally from those who 

threaten them. 

RieHteousness of 
Ixaroneous 
Transmutation 

Level: Initiate of Heironcous 4 

Components: V, S, DF 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range: Personal 

Target: You 

Duration: 1 mimite/level 

Saving Throw: Will negates 

{harmless) 

Spell Resistance: Yes (harmless) 

Heironeous aids you in defeating 

those who would do the most evil 

in the w'orld. For the duration of 

this spell, you deal 2d4 points of 

damage against evil targets with 

your longs word rather than the 

normal id4 granted by the Initiate 
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of Heironeous feat* if the target is 

an evil outsider, you instead deal an 

additional 2d6 points of damage. 

This bonus damage only applies to 

attacks made using a longs word. 

spontaneous 
eomBustion 
Evocation [Fire] 

Level; Initiate of Obad-Hai \ 

Components: V, 5. DF 

Casting Time: i standard action 

Range: dose (25 ft. + 5 ft./z levels) 

Target: 1 creature or object 

Duration: Instantaneous (see text) 

Saving Throw: Yes (see text) 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

You point at a creature or object, caus¬ 

ing white-hot flames to burst from 

the target* Creatures and attended 

objects receive a Reflex saving throw 

to avoid the affect* Objects that are 

not flammable (such as a stone wall) 

are unaffected by this spell. 

The flames produced by spontane¬ 

ous combustion are much hotteT than 

normal flames* Targets take }d6 

points of fire damage Lhe first round, 

and ad6 every subsequent round until 

the target extinguishes the flames* 

Creatures can attempt a new Reflex 

save every round to extinguish the 

flames* Subjects can opt to spend a 

fidl-round action that provokes an 

attack of opportunity to smother the 

flames. Doing so grants a +4 bonus 

on their next Reflex save. Submerging 

the target completely in water auto¬ 

matically douses the flames, A person 

can extinguish a burning unattended 

object as a lull-round action that pro¬ 

vokes an attack of opportunity* 

summer breezes 
Conjuration (Creation) [Air] 

Level: Initiate of Obad-Hai x 

Components: V, DF 

Casting Time: 1 round 

Range: Personal 

Area: 20-ff-radius emanating from 

caster 

Duration: 1 hour/level 

Saving Throw: No 

Spell Resistance: No 

This spell conjures forth light, cool 

breezes around the caster* These 
breezes make hot environs much 

more comfortable, reducing the 

effective temperature within the area 

of effect by 20 degrees. 

In addition, the swirling nature < f 

the winds makes it more difficult for 

creatures that rely on scent. Within 

the area of effect, creatures using 

only the scent ability to target you 

suffer a 20% miss chance. 

True Turning 
Divination 

Level: Initiate of Pelor 1 

Components: V, DF 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range: Personal 

Target: You 

Duration: See text 

Pelor's radiance inspires your holy 

symbol to the bane of undead. Your 

next turning check {if it is made 

before the end of the next round) 

gains a +4 insight bonus. In addi¬ 

tion, you may add your cleric level 

x 2 (to a maximum of io) to your 

turning damage. 

vecnas courier 
Enchantment (Mind“Affecting) 

Level: Initiate ofVecna 4 

Components: V, S, DF 

Casting Time: r round 

Range: Touch 

Target: One intelligent creature 

Duration: t day/level 

Saving Throw: Will negates 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

Upon casting this spell, you can 

embed a message of up to 25 words 

+1 word per caster level into the tar¬ 

get's mind. The target cannot recall 

the message by any means short of 

a limited wish, lujsh, or miracle, When 

the target hears a predetermined 

word or phrase, he enters a trance¬ 

like state and recites the message 

word for word—even if he doesn't 

speak the language the message is 

in* After delivering the message, 

the target exits the trance, with no 

memory of having delivered the 

secret message* 

waues of destruction 
Evocation [Water] 

Level: Initiate of Obad-Hai 5 

Components: V, S, DF 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range: Close (25 ft. + 5 ft/a levels) 

Area; 40 ft. radius 

D u rati on; I nstan taneo u s 

Saving Throw: Reflex half 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

You call forth a large volume of 

water that batters the area* Salt 

water crashes down from above, 

drenching everything within the 

area of effect that is unprotected* 

The water automatically extin¬ 

guishes nonmagical fires, as well 

as magical flames produced by 

spells of a Lower level. All creatures 

within the area of effect take id6 

points of nonlethal damage per 

caster level, to a maximum of i5d6, 

with a Reflex save for half damage* 

Creatures with Lhe fire subtype take 

lethal damage instead. 

wratH of bextor 
Transmutation 

Level: Initiate of Hextor 4 

Components: V, S, DF 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range: Personal 

Target: You 

Duration: 1 minute/lcvel 

Saving Throw; Will negates 

(harmless) 

Spell Resistance; Yes (harmless) 

Hextor's unholy rage and lust for 

battle provokes you to destroy 

those who most inspire his wrath* 

For the duration of this spell, you 

deal ad4 points of damage against 

good targets with your flail rather 

than the normal 1^4 granted by 

the Initiate of Hextor feat. If the 

target is a good outsider, you 

instead deal an additional 2d6 

points of damage. This bonus 

damage only applies to attacks 

made using a flail. J 



ECOLOGY Mokumok the kobold shaman with Tony Moseley * illustrated by Peter Berqting 

Bs shaman of my tribe, l have many duties: recording 

births and deaths, healing the sick and injured, inter¬ 

preting omens, making spooky jewelry from teeth, 

restoring the visage of our fearsome god when the paint 

starts to peel, and supervising potato-sack races. Upon this 

already massive mound of obligations, our beloved chief¬ 

tain has piled yet another task: writing ecology reports for 

illiterate kobolds, Oh joy and bliss. Who needs to sleep? 

Not me, apparently. 

If you, like every other kobold, cannot distinguish a word 

from a beetle squashed on the page, please come by my 

office. 1 own a rare pair of spertades of literacy. You can’t bor¬ 

row 1 hem, but you can admire the padlocked silver and clec- 

trum chest l keep them in. 

HISTORY Of TH£ CRYPT Of CfflUS 
Our tribe has inhabited the Crypt of Cystus since lime 

immemorial, Similarly, adventurers have been raiding this 

dungeon since time immemorial minus two days. Luckily, 

until recently, the raids were restricted to one per year. 

When Cystus built this vast, magnificent dungeon, be had 

the foresight to enchant the front door so that it could only 

be opened on the ninth day of the eighth month, the anni¬ 

versary of his divorce from Rita the Rogue, and then only if 

one knocked three times and shouted, while drunk,+FIt's me, 

Rita... the harpyrThis fabulous safeguard kept the number 

of adventuring parlies assaulting Lhis place down to a mini¬ 

mum* Not too shabby, and far fewer than die sbtty-some- 

thing raids the poorly located Tomb of Honors endures 

every year. (Cystus, unlike Aeererak, felt no need to build his 

dungeon within walking distance of a bakery.) 

By all accounts, until three months ago our tribe was 

thriving in this massive crypt. I'm not saying there wasnt 

room for improvement, mind you. There were many rou¬ 

tine dangers here, such as wandering monsters and Ponzi 

schemes. Plus, at least three kobolds bled to death every 
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day in my waiting room while 1 took 

my afternoon nap. Andt of course, 

the annual adventuring party raid. 

StiOp our tribe was thriving and doing 

pretty well. Much better than now, 

that's for certain. 

As l‘m sure you know, Cystus's sale- 

guard was overcome three months 

ago when an adventurer propped the 

front door open with a chain Since 

then, ad venturers of all types have 

been pouring in: sorcerers, paladins, 

arcane archers, bards—you name it. 

They come at the rate of one adven¬ 

turing party per day, and all of them 

repeat the same rumor: that Cyst us 

finally succumbed to chronic osteo¬ 

porosis. Maybe it's true: 1 don't know. 

The last time anybody on our level 

saw Cystus was five years ago, when he 

came up here looking for his cat. What 

1 do know, however, is Lhat our war¬ 

riors are being killed by the truckload 

(to use a popular anachronism I don’t 

understand). Were it not for the hassle 

of packing and moving what must be 

dozens of boxes of stuff I would sug¬ 

gest to the chief that our tribe relocate 

to a lower, deadlier level where, ironi¬ 

cally, we'd be safer. 

CHAIR OF PROPPING 
When placed against a door, this 

magical chair prevents the door from 

opening if the door as closed, or dos¬ 

ing if the door is open. The chair can 

only be removed by the person who 

placed the chair against the door, or 

by an interior decorator. 

Moderate evocation: CL ioth; 

Craft Wondrous Item, wa/l offorce; 

Price 100,000 gp; Weight 3 lb. 

So here we are and here we remain, 

defending our home against adventur¬ 

ers on a daily basis and worrying about 

the survival of our tribe. Wait, did I say 

"worrying?'' Why should anyone worry? 

After all, is it even possible for adven¬ 

turers to destroy a kobold tribe that lias 

survived a millennium in this haunted 

crypt through determination, courage, 

and rapid breeding alone? Sorry, 1 don't 

have time to answer that question. I'm 

too busy stamping the chieftain's seal 

on piles of death certificates. 

PSYCHOLOGY Of THE ADVENTURER 
Killing kobolds has always been an 

obsession for adventurers, or at least 

a really had habit. Some days it seems 

a kobold can't place a piece of quartz 

on a stool without an adventurer 

slaughtering him, stealing the quartz, 

and setting fire to the stool. Nonethe¬ 

less, the true reason that adventurers 

begin adventuring is not and never 

has been about kobolds. Adventurers 

go into dungeons for another reason 

entirely—and the reason isn't treasure, 

if that's what you're thinking. 

Several years ago, t sneezed while 

pronouncing the crucial final syllable 

of a summon monster l spell and some¬ 

how accidentally teleported myselfinlo 

a tavern full of adventurers. Several 

of them promptly beat me into help¬ 

lessness and dragged me upstairs to a 

room filled with obviously worthless 

copper pieces, castoff everyday weap¬ 

ons, and minor magic items. Their 

leader stared me dead in the eyes and 

said. "Explain your appearance in this 

tavern!" I replied, "Pretty much the way 

l look now, only wFith less bruises." One 

of them yanked otf the tip of my tail 

and fed it to me. Swallowing quickly, 

1 boldly asked their IcadcT, "Why do 

adventurers go into dungeons?" The 

room became silent. Their leader 

spent several minutes cogitating, 
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ECOLOGY 

then smiled and replied* "For fun." 

So that is the answer, straight from 

the source. Adventurers go into dun¬ 

geons for fun. To them, adventuring 

is a game, it is something they play, 

I have divided adventurers into three 

distinct types, based on their approach 

to fun. 1 call these groupings Gamist, 

NairativisL and Simubtion- 

ist. Every adventurer fits 

cleanly into one of these three catego¬ 

ries, without overlap, 

GAMUT 
Gamist adventurers are the most 

deadly type of adventurer, as their 

every thought centers upon destrm 

tion and competition* If a gamist fails 

to kill more creatures in a battle 

than his companions* he 

will rip oJT his own head 

in humiliation and 

hurl it against a wall. 

Gamists are masters 

of the sword and 

bow, but are no less 

formidable when 

wielding improvised 

weapons, such as 

1 r m ' 

r'1' M* 

chains* table legs, or bags full of kit¬ 

tens, Unlike other adventurer types, 

gamists never speak. 

HflRRHTIVIST 
Narrativist adventurers are the think¬ 

ers in the party and love agonizing 

over what is right and wrong. Not 

surprisingly* narrativists are also the 

easiest to kill* The backpack of a typi¬ 

cal narrativist contains a map, a jour¬ 

nal, a memento from his dead parents, 

two or three wom books, a corsage 

from his junior prom, some letters 

from the family who raised him, a 30- 

pound tome of his true family's his¬ 

tory, the last twenty-two issues of his 

favorite magazine, a pair of bronzed 

baby booties, a library card, receipts, 

and a miniature globe. Everything that 

happens to the party is recorded by the 

narrativist in his journal. The quickest 

ADVANCED 
ADVENTURER 

Adventurers distinguish 

their skill and rank among 

I \ v one another by their number 

of possessions and the speed 

at which they kill things. Those 

with the most treasure* most 

powerful magics, and largest body 

counts are called heroes, while those with the least 

are called cohorts. 

A A 

4* 

'it 

V i 

MORGAN IRONWOLF CR 20 

Human barbarian 2, dfcric t, fighter 2, monk 2, paladin 2, 

ranger 2, rogue 2, sorcerer 4, assassin 1*shadow dancer 2 

N Medium humanoid 

I nit +8; Senses darkvision 60 ft., true seeing; Listen +17, Spot +17 

Languages Abyssal, Common, Draconic, Infernal, Undercomman 

AC 37. touch 14. flat-footed 33; Dodge, Mobility; evasion 

hp 232 (20 HD); DR S/evil; fortification 100% 

SR 19 

Resist acid 30, cold 30. electricity 30, fire 30, sonic 30 

Immune mind-affecting effects 

Fort +29, Ref+26. Will +20 _ 

Spd 40 ft, (8 squares) 

Melee +5 dancing, keen, speed, vorpol, abounding longsword 

+23/+23/+1S/+13 (id8+9/17-20); or 

Axe of the Dfctrnrvish Lords +24/+19/+14 (ldl0+10/I9-20/x3; 

throwing range 10 ft,}; or 

flurry of blows +17/+17/+12/+7 (ld8+4) 

Base Atk +13; Grp +21 



counting Jimp, of course; sorry about 

that potion, Jimp). Ym not saying that 

adventurers are in any way preferable 

to our crypt-mates* not at all But at 

least 1 can imagine how to go about 

torturing one. 

In many important ways, however, 

we are extremely different. Consider 

the adventurers diet. One might 

assume each adventurer consumes 900 

pounds of raw flesh every day based 

upon the number of creatures they kill, 

but this is not the case. Adventurers 

only eat desiccated rations, which they 

bring with them, I know this sounds 

implausible* but trust me, an adven¬ 

turer has never set foot in a dungeon 

in search of moist delicious food* My 

mother has had her kitchen ransacked 

by adventurers no fewer than eleven 

times and not once did they even force 

her to make sandwiches. 

Attack Options Cleave, Combat Expertise, favored enemy +2 Gather Information +5* Handle Animal +11, Hide +16* Intimidate 

(humanoid [koboldj)1, Great Cleave. Improved Grapple* Improved +8, jump +13* Knowledge (arcana)+11, Knowledge (architecture 

Unarmed Strike, Rower Attack, Spring Attack, Whiriwhnd Attack and engineering) +11* Knowledge (dungeoneenng) +11, Knowledge 

Special Attack death attack (DC 15), flurry of blows, rage 1/day*, (geography)+11* Knowledge (history) +11* Knowledge (local)+11, 

rebuke undead 7/day (+2 on turning checks), smite evil l/day. Knowledge (nature) +13, Knowledge (nobility and royalty) +11* 

sneak attack +2d6. spells, unarmed strike Knowledge (religion)+11, Knowledge (the planes)+11, Listen +21* 

Combat Gear scroll of imprisonment, scroll of Mordenkqmen's Move Silently +14, Perform (dance) +11, Profession (sailor) +7, 

{%1/neriun, scroll of shapechange, 2 scrolls of rime stop Ride +8. Search +11 (+13 involving secret doors), Sense Motive 

Cleric Spells Prepared {CL 2nd); +11* Sleight of Hand +9, Spellcrafl +13, Spot +21, Survival +11 (+2 

1st—disguise sc [/*** doom (DC 15). sonefuo^ (DC 15) aboveground, underground, on other planes, to avoid getting lost* 

0—cure minor wounds, detect magic, light to avoid hazards, or to follow tracks [permutations stack[)* Swim 

0 Domain Spell: Domains Travel, Trickery +11. Tumble +20* Use Magic Device +11 (+14 using scrolls or to 

Sorcerer Spells Known (CL 5th): decipher spells on scrolls), Use Rope +11 (+13 involving bindings) 

2nd (4/day)—bhir, giitterdust (DC 16), scorching ray, web (DC 16) Possessions combat gear; +5 greater energy resistance (alt), heavy 

1st (7/day)—charm person (DC 15), en large person, fiat her fall, fortificat ion, spell resistance 19, mi f bra/ breastplate (counts as 

grease, magic missile, shield, true strike no armor); +5 lion shield; +5 anarchic, axiomatic, hoiy, unholy, 

0 (6/day)—dancing lights, ghost sound, mage hand, adamantine* cold iron, siiuer fangsword; +5 dancing* keen, speed, 

prestidigitation, ray of frost, touch of fatigue (DC 14) uorpaf, wounding JongsuW; Axe of the Du/an/isb Lords; holy avenger; 

Abilities Sir 18, Dex 18* Con 18, lot 18, Wis 18, Cha IS 50 greater staying arrows (a/f); 2 masterwork daggers; amufd of 

5Q aura of good, detect evil, divine grace* fast movement, hide in plain natural armor; three hags of holding (type V); carpet offlying (20 ft. 

sight* lay on hands, poison use, su mmon fam iliar (hawk), trapfi ndi ng, by 20 ft.); dock of resistance +5; crystal hah (with al I spd Is); cube of 

uncanny dodge, wild empathy{+2 on wild empathy checks) force; cubic gate: Oaern’s instant fortress; eyes of petrification; gloves 

Feats Cleave, Combat Expertise, Combat Reflexes* Dodge, Great of swimming and climbing; Hand and Eye ofVecno\ helm of brilliance 

Cleave, Improved Grapple* Improved Initiative, Improved (disguised as pot); pole green bun stone; iridescent spindle soon 

Unarmed Strike, Mobility, Power Attack, Quick Draw, Spring stone; mantte of faith; monk's heft; orange bun stone; orb of storms; 

Attack, Track, Two'Weapon Fighting* Whirlwind Attack stone of luck; three portable holes; ring of seven wishes; ring of spell 

Skills Balance +8. Bluff-+11. Oimb +11 (+13 using rope), Craft fuming; winged hoofs of speed and fefeportalion; other gear (see 

(alchemy) +11* Diplomacy +25, Disguise +11 (+13 to act in Chapter 7 of the Rfayerk Handbook) 

character). Decipher Script +11. Escape Artist +11 (+13 using rope). Unnamed XXIII* hawk familiar1; 8 tip; Monster Manual 273 

' Why!I* 3 Uggb... you Figure l! out. 4 Hidden among equipment with the corpse* of frmilbfi one through twenty-Iwul 

way to kill a narrativist in battle is to 

distract him with a question about 

his background. He will usually stop 

attacking to explain his coat-of-arms 

or why he is wearing a carnation in 

his buttonhole. 

IlMULRTIONin 
Simula! ion ist adventurers are pre¬ 

pared for anything and never carry 

less than 200 pounds of gear (not 

counting armor and weapons)* A typi¬ 

cal simulationist carries a 10-ibot alu¬ 

minum pole, a comb, a mirror, wolfs¬ 

bane, garlic, a pound of sail, 400 feet of 

knotted rope, a bedroll, flannel paja¬ 

mas* a 15-foot pole, a 7 1/2-foot pole, 

a favorite pillow, two carrier pigeons, 

breath mints, a padlock* a first aid 

kit, a second aid kit, a laminated card 

naming several people to contact 

in the event of an emergency, a dog 

whistle, a canister of lamp oil, a por¬ 

nographic drawing of an elf maiden* 

and so forth. Simuhtionists, being 

more curious than gamists or narra- 

livisls, can sometimes be lured into 

traps, ambushes, and smatl obvious 

cages. For reasons unknown, all simu- 

Jationists have difficulty speaking in a 

normal fashion* Instead of saying “I 

see a chest,* for example, they might 

say, "Verily, a chest!" or"Arrr* there be 

a chest, says L" 

PimiOlOCK Of IHf PEHTURER 
Although it pains me to admit it* we 

kobolds have more in common with 

adventurers than we do with our crypt- 

mates. Have you noticed that ropers, 

darkraantks* and oozes don’t even 

have laundry? Adventurers, on the 

other hand, have two eyes, a nose* and 

lack tentacles—just like all of us (not 
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ECOLOGY 

Because of the numerous dead 

creatures left in the wake of advert- 

turing parties, scavenging vermin 

have experienced massive population 

surges in the crypt. This is becoming 

a problem, so if you see any vermin 

breeding, stomp your toot and scare 

them apart. Currently, 1 estimate 

no fewer than two hundred gnomes 

roaming our corridors, 

WEAPONS OF THE ADVENTURER 
When not plundering dungeons, 

adventurers live in taverns on the sur¬ 

face, where they spend their time cre¬ 

ating new. deadlier weapons to use in 

plundering dungeons. Over the years, 

the swords and arrows of adventurers 

have become so powerful that kobold 

warriors have started wearing armor 

to impress women rather than for any 

measurable protection. Concerned, 

our master armorer hammered 

together a special oaken shield thick 

enough to deflect at least one blow 

from their latest super-weapons. 

Unfortunately, at 23 inches thick. It 

proved too heavy to lift* 

At the rate things are going—the 

imagination of adventurers being 

outweighed only by theirbloodJusl— 

eventually an adventurer will arrive in 

our dungeon with a weapon so lethal 

that it kills any kobold approaching 

within 30 feel of it. At that moment, 

we will knowr the days of our tribe are 

truly numbered and without hope* 

Oh wait, never mind* An adventurer 

brandishing a dagger like that came 

through last week. 

TACTIC OF THE ADVENTURER 
Adventurers are resourceful* They 

flank, sneak attack, levitate their 

archers above the reach of our swords, 

throw glass flasks that release eight- 

headed hydras, cast so ideally-substi¬ 

tuted Ji re bolls. open massive gates into 

I he Lower Planes behind legions of 

kobolds then scare them into flight 

with symbols offear, and so on* Their 

most infuriating tactic* however, is not 

destructive: it is their application of 

resurrection magic on their dead. Seri¬ 

ously, that spell infuriates me* iVe seen 

it happen over and oven Wave after 

wave of kobold warriors stream at an 

adventuring party until finally we kill 

one of them, and then tomorrow l sec 

that same adventurer perched on the 
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NEW KOBOLD FEATS 
Kobolds might choose a variety of unique feats to aid them in surviving. Unfortu¬ 

nately, they're about as good at choosing feats as they are at surviving. A kobotd 

must have seen adventurers within the past five weeks to qualify for these restricted 

feats. Dreaming about seeing adventurers shouldn't count, but it does anyway. 

Bad Decision • 
You made a bad decision. 

Prerequisite: Kobo id. 

Benefit: Upon choosing this feat, the kobotd experiences an odd, nagging feeling 

that he did something really stupid. Wasteful, even. 

Dying Shriek 
You refuse to die quietly. 

Prerequisite: Kobo id. 

Benefit: Popular among kobotd prison guards, this feat allows a slaughtered kobo Id 

to scream a short phrase upon his sudden, unexpected death, Popular screams are, 

’The humans have escaped!" and "1 told you we should have killed them!" 

Special: A kobold fighter can select Dying Sh dek as a... nevemu nd. There are no 

kobold fighters. 

Elf 
Better to die as an elf than as a kobold. 

Prerequisite: Kobold, 

Benefit Upon selecting this feat, the kobold spontaneously polymorphs into an elf 

and is immediately killed by nearby kobcfckThis feat can only be selected by mistake. 

Volunteer 

You have a death wish.,, in addition to being a kobold. 

Prerequisite: Kobold, 

Benefit: A kobold with this feat boldly volunteers for any mission involving 

adventurers. Typical missions are. “Sneak into the adventurer's camp and strangle 

their guard dogs," and “Sneak into the adventurers' camp and smear their wizard 

with grease so he will be afraid to throw jiretails tomorrow." If a kobold survives 

five years with this feat, his chieftain attempts to memorize his name. 

statue of the king, pry ing Lhe rubies 

out of its eye sockets. 

The chief once asked me what kobold 

warriors can do to counter the tactics of 

adventurers. Ml I could come up with 

was, "Kill Lhemselves to deprive the 

adventurers of the pleasure." Lucky for 

me his royal pompousness thought I 

was joking. 

Mi POME STUFF 
Adventurers are a curse upon dungeon 

dwellers and we must recommit our¬ 

selves daily to their swift and merci¬ 

less destruction before they succeed in 

eradicating us completely. But lets not 

go overboard. Adventurers arc respon¬ 

sible for several good tilings, too. 

For starters, they cull from the 

tribe our weak, our sick, and our not- 

exactiy-sick-but-taking-vitamin-B- 

just-in-case. As a shaman dedicated 

to keeping the tribe healthy, this cer¬ 

tainly lightens my workload. 

Furthermore, because so many war¬ 

riors have died in countless battles 

over Lhe past few months, the lady 

kobolds now outnumber the males 

eleven to one. As tragic as this is from 

a military perspective, one carit help 

bul notice that even the shortest, ugli¬ 

est kobold warrior now enjoys at least 

five adoring wives... and most have far 

more! Myself 1 have attracted thirty- 

one, 1 would be the happiest kobold in 

Lhe tribe were it not for that spiked pit 

accident a few years back. 

One would also be crazy to overlook 

the benefit of magic items. Adven¬ 

turers bring these wonders into our 

shadowy world, not the other way 

around. The same goes for gold. We 

all hate adventurers, but whose coins 

do we use when we want to purchase 

sausages from the iliithids? Not kuo- 

toa clamshells, that's for sure. 

Lastly, I must mention our generous 

pension plan. I feel morbid saying it, but 

it remains well-fimded only because so 

few kobolds live long enough to collect 

If you are wondering why iVe men¬ 

tioned benefits derived from our enemy, 

1 donT know. 1 might have a lever. Or 

maybe fm looking for the silver lining 

in a dark, imposing cloud that hates us 

and wants to blast us with sonically- 

substituted, empowered lightning feoffs. 

FINAL TflOUCHTC 
Speaking as a fellow kobold Ill be as 

direct as possible. The odds of you dying 

by adventurer are high. So high, in fact, 

that if you accidentally drank a quart of 

poison it would only reduce your chance 

of dying at the hands of an adventurer 

by five percent. Despair not, though, and 

more importantly, complain not, as the 

king says any dissent undermines the 

wrar effort and gives him a headache. So 

sharpen your gnome-sticker and never 

forget: We kobolds have battled adven¬ 

turers since before the dawn of rime! We 

are due for a win. 

When you finally meet your foe, roar 

like a descending dragon and attack 

him with all the fury of our entire 

remaining population. If all goes well, 

you might qualify for a medal. If all 

doesn't go well, you'll likely find your¬ 

self dying on the cold stone floor, one 

of many kobolds whose broken bodies 

form a pathetic bleeding ring around 

a defiant scimitar-whirling cyclone of 

death. When that time comes, do not 

ponder the hopelessness of calling 

out for medical aid, buL instead die 

in peace, comforted by the knowledge 

that I, Mokumok the Shaman, will 

record your death for posterity and the 

chief as always, appreciates your sacri¬ 

fice—probably. w 
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by jrmny WflJfetfr - Cluui Dutac with I'DOty arid Jim Zuhfcaridi 

SURVIVING THE AGE<4fOF WORMS 

Adventure Path 

Forgotten magic 

While the pages of Dungeon magazine pres¬ 

ent everything a DM needs to run the Age of 

Worms Adventure Path, every month Dragon 

gives the players of that—or any other campaign—tools to 

enhance their gaming ejfperience. 

Tn past ages, the Order of the Storm was a powerful 

cabal of druids and mages, dedicated to the preservation 

of the world and the destruction of undead. The forces 

of Kyuss and their draconic allies destroyed this sacred 

order centuries ago. stamping it out so thoroughly that 

memory of it has faded away. Foreseeing their imminent 

demise, these powerful spelkasters found a way to ensure 

that the knowledge they possessed concerning Kyuss and 

his allies would be preserved, safe both from the prying 

eyes of the curious and the shrouding mists of time. 

During the course of the Age of Worms Adventure Path, 

the PCs discover the deserted paradise of this long-forgot¬ 

ten order and have a chance to learn some of its secrets. 

While the knowledge they gain is itself invaluable, sortie 

PCs might want something of more intrinsic value. 

While they were renowned for both the power of their 

spells and the wisdom of their sages, the Order of the 

Storm also counted some of the most gifted artificers the 

world has ever seen among their numbers. When they 

disappeared, they took their secrets with them, and many 

powerful magic items vanished from the world, never to be 

seen again. Until now. 

Because of the Order of the Storm's intimate knowl¬ 

edge of both dragons and the undead, most of its power¬ 

ful creations either utilized the resources these monsters 

provided or were designed to aid in their destruction. Here 

is a selection of such items, now available for the PCs to 

create or commission, 

AMULFT OF LIGHT 
Long ago, these simple sunburst pendants were given to 

the order's front-line soldiers to aid in the destruction 

of their undead foes and to prevent their comrades from 

rising as undead even as they fell. Each of these pendants 

radiates a continual consecrate effect, as the spell. 

Moderate evocation; CL 5th; Craft Wondrous Item, corcse- 

rmfe: Price 25,000 gp; Weight 1 lb. 

RRFATJ1DRINKFR SWORD 
This +3 ^reafrword possesses an inordinate amount of 

ornamentation. The blade itself is serrated, and numerous 

hooks, spikes, loops, and crossguards project irregularly 

from its surface. The grip contains an intricate wire han¬ 

dle, which flows over the hands of the wieldier and binds 

the sword to his flesh while he wields it. The sword grants 

its user a +8 circumstance bonus on checks made to resist 

disarming. The wielder is also immune to any energy dam¬ 

age resulting from breath weapons, in addition, once the 

sword has protected its wielder from a breath weapon, he 

can choose to store the energy of the breath weapon within 

the sword or have it dissipate harmlessly. If he chooses to 

store the energy, he is no longer protected from any future 

breath weapons as long as the energy remains stored, but 

if he successfully hits an opponent with the hreafhdnnkr 

sword while it retains this stored power he may choose to 
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release it. If he does, Ills target suffers 

the breath weapon's effects in addi¬ 

tion to the attack's normal damage 

(dealing the same damage with the 

usual Reflex save for half). The sword 

may retain its stored energy no longer 

than one day, after which it dissipates 

harmlessly. The sword offers no pro¬ 

tection against breath weapons that 

do not deal energy damage. 

Strong abjuration and evocation; 

CL 14th: Craft Magic Arms and Armor, 

protection from energy, Spell turning; 

Price 50,350 gp; Weight 4 lb. 

CLOAK OF THF 
5QRCFRFR-KI NO 
Like the ripples of sunlight off a poo) 

of water, the brilliant colors of this 

full-length cloak seem to dance and 

swirl as its wearer moves. Woven from 

hundreds of tiny scales taken from 

each of the five chromatic dragons, 

this cloak has the ability to imbue the 

wearer with some of their power. 

The doflfc of the sorcerer-king grants 

its wearer a +6 enhancement bonus 

to Charisma. In addition, it allows 

the wearer to take on the aspect of 

each of the chromatic dragons once 

per day, gaining some of the abilities 

of that dragon. Activating an aspect 

is a standard action for the wearer, 

and each aspect lasts for 1 minute. 

No other aspect may be assumed 

for the duration of the effect. The 

following describes the aspects and 

their effects. 

Black; The cloak becomes jet black 

and drinks in the surrounding light 

like a bottomless pit. The wearers 

features shift subtly, his skin and hair 

take on a grayish cast and his eyes 

become an acidic shade of green. 

The weareT gains acid resistance 30 

and may cast darkness once as a spell- 

like ability while the aspect lasts 

(CL 18th). In addition, any sorcerer 

spell he casts with the add or water 

descriptor is automatically extended 

and empowered, as the metamagic 

feats, with no adjustment to the 

spell's level or casting time. 

Blue; The cloak becomes dark blue 

and faint sparks of electricity dance 

ovct it. The wearer's features shift 

subtly, his skin and hair take on a 

bluish cast and his eyes fade to pure 

white. The wearer gains electricity 

resistance 30 and may cast ventrilo¬ 

quism once as a spell-like ability while 

the aspect lasts (CL iSth). In addi¬ 

tion. any sorcerer spell he casts with 

the electricity or earth descriptor is 

automatically extended and empow¬ 

ered, as the metamagic feats, with 

no adjustment to the spell's level or 

casting time. 

Green: The cloak becomes deep, for¬ 

est green, and seems to fade into natu¬ 

ral vegetation. The wearer's features 

shift subtly, his skin and hair take on 

a greenish cast and his eyes become 

a sickly shade of yellow. The wearer 

gains acid resistance 30 and may cast 

suggestion once as a spell-like ability 

while the aspect lasts (CL 18th), In addi¬ 

tion, any sorcerer spell he casts with 

the acid or air descriptor is automati¬ 

cally extended and empowered, as the 

meUmagic feats, with no adjustment 

to the spell's level or casting time. 

Red: The cloak becomes bright red 

and seems to smoke and smolder, 
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The wearer’s features shift subtly, 

his skin and hair lake on a reddish 

cast, and his eyes glow with a golden 

light. The wearer gains fire resistance 

30 and may cast locate object once as a 

spell-like ability while the aspect lasts 

(CL 18th). In addition, any sorcerer 

spell he casts with the lire descrip¬ 

tor is automatically extended and 

empowered, as 1 he metamagic feats, 

with no adjustment to the spells 

level or casting time. 

While; The cloak becomes snow 

white and a chill hangs over it. The 

wearer's features shift subtly,his skin 

and hair fade to a bleached white, 

and his eyes darken to pure black. 

The wearer gains cold resistance 30 

and may cast/oj cloud once as a spell¬ 

like ability while the aspect lasts (CL 

18th). In addition, any sorcerer spell 

he casts with the cold descriptor is 

automatically extended and empow¬ 

ered, as the metamagic feats, with 

no adjustment to the spells level or 

casting time. 

Strong abjuration and transmuta¬ 

tion; CL tSth; Craft Wondrous Item, 

eagieV splendor, resist energy, creator 

must be a sorcerer; Price 102,000 gp, 

Weight 2 lb. 

CORDORFAL 
LOOFSTONF 
This powerful ward resembles noth¬ 

ing more than an unremarkable 1- 

lnch-diameter sphere of polished 

steel The lodestone s power, how¬ 

ever, is a great blessing to those who 

battle incorporeal undead and crea¬ 

tures who can travel ethereally. The 

lodestone strengthens the boundary 

between the Ethereal Plane and the 

Material Plane, preventing any incor¬ 

poreal undead from manifesting 

within a 20-fbot radius. It also pre¬ 

vents any travel lo and from Lhe Ethe¬ 

real Plane within that radius, negating 

the effects of spells such as id ink, ethe¬ 

real jaunt, and eth frailness. Because the 

lodestone is so tightly bound to the 

Material Plane, it may not be taken to 

another plane. Any time its possessor 

is transported across planes, the lode¬ 

stone remains behind. 

ip 
Strong abjuration; CL 15th; Craft 

Wondrous Item, dimc?mo™l lock; Price 

39-oco gp; Weight 1 lb. 

DOOMSLAYFR bow 
Possibly the Order of the Storm’s dead¬ 

liest achievement, the means of eraf trig 

these bows remained a closely guarded 

secret for millennia* Crafted from ordi¬ 

nary yew and trimmed with dragon bone, 

there is little about this nondescript 

bow that reveals its undeniable power. 

A *2 composite /omjfronJ (+5 Strength)* 

this bow allows the widder to find the 

weak spots in his enemy’s hide, allowing 

him to ignore any natural armor bonus 

(including any enhancement bonuses to 

that natural armor) for one attack three 

times per day. The wielder must declare 

that he is using this ability (a free action) 

before the attack roll is made. 

Strong divination; CL iGth; Craft 

Magic Arms 2nd Armor, true strike; 

Price 50,900 gp; Weight 3 lb* 

DRAGONBANF 
SCFpTFR 
Crafted from adamantine and stud¬ 

ded with precious and semi-precious 

sLones* this scepter grants the ability 

to penetrate the arcane defenses of the 

most powerful dragons* The widder 

receives a +4 bonus on caster level 

checks to overcome the spell resistance 

of dragons. 

Moderate (no school); CL 10th; 

Craft Rod, Greater Spell Penetration; 

Price 5,500 gp* 

FLIXIR OF 
DRACONIC FSSFNCF 
This elixir comes in five varieties, one 

for each of the five chromatic dragons. 

Made from the blood of true drag¬ 

ons and enhanced by magic* the elixir 

grants powers of its associated creature 

to whomever drinks it Thick scales of 

the appropriate color cover the drinker's 

skin, granting him a +4 enhancement 

bonus to his existing natural armor 

bonus. Meanwhile, his physique grows 

in power to match his draconic form* 

He gains a +8 enhancement bonus to 

Strength, a +4 enhancement bonus to 

Constitution, a +2 enhancement bonus 

to intelligence, and a +2 enhancement 

bonus to Charisma* His face extends into 

a fierce snout, while his fingers twurt into 

sharp daws* giving him 2 claws and a bite 

he can use as natural attacks (damage is 

based on size, see the Dragon Essence 

fable). Powerful wings burst from his 

shoulders* giving him a fly speed of 60 

feet (average). He gains a breath weapon 

of the appropriate type (see the Dragon 

Essence table) usable once every id4 

rounds, dealing 6d6 points of damage. 

A DC 14 Reflex save halves this damage. 

The drinker also gains complete immu¬ 

nity to the energy type associated with 

Ins breath weapon. These effects remain 

for 10 minutes. 

Moderate transmutation; CL nth; 

Craft Wondrous Item, polymorph; Price 

6*550 gp; Weight 1 lb. 

JHYLACTFRY OF 
DROTFCTION FROM 
?VIL 

This phylactery continuously grants the 

wearer the effects of the protection Jrom 

evil spell. While this type of protection 

is the most common version of this 

item, phylacteries for the other protec¬ 

tion from alignment spells also exist* 

Moderate abjuration; CL 7th; Craft 

Wondrous Item, rrngk circle against evil; 

Price 30*000 gp; Weight 1/2 lb* 

QUICKSILVER 
CLOAK 
This shimmering silver cloak seems 

to be spun from quicksilver. Its form 

constantly ripples and flows around 

the wearer and light dances across its 

surface. It grants the wearer complete 

immunity to paralysis and a +10 com¬ 

petence bonus on Escape Artist checks. 

Moderate abjuration; CL 7th; CraH 

Wondrous Item, jrcedom of movement 

Price 25,000 gp; Weight 2 lb. 

RING OF DFATH 
WARD 
This ring continuously grants its 

wrearer the protection of the death 

ward spell. 

Moderate abjuration; CL 7th; Forge 

Ring, death ward; Price 60.000 gp; I 

Weight —■. 
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DRAGON FSSFNCF 
Size Bite Claws 

| Fire 1 — | 

Diminutive Id2 1 

Tiny Id 3 ld2 P 
Small IdA Id3 

| Medium ld6 2d4 [ 

Large _Ids id6 

i Huge 2d6 IdS 

Green 30-foot cone of corrosive (add) gas 

SHIFLO OF THF SUN 
This +2 heavy steel shield has a highly polished concave reflec¬ 

tive surface that contains a large golden gem at its center. 

Twice per dayr on command, the gem can ignite a brilliant 

beam of sunlight, blinding the living and destroying the 

undrad. This effect is equivalent to a sunbeam spell (caster 

level 13th). 

Strong evocation; CL 13th; Craft Magic Arms ami Armor, 

sunbeam; Price 74,170 gp; Weight 15 Ik 

SHROUD OF UNDFATH 
This mantle h made from plain gray silk, embroidered 

with delicate white tracings of powerful runes of death and 

warding Worn over normal clothing or armor, it continu¬ 

ously gives the wearer the benefits of the bide Jrom uutfouf 

spell (Will save DC 15). 

Faint abjuration; CL 3rd; Craft Wondrous Item, hide from 

undead; Price 7,500 gp; Weight 1 lb, 

SHULL OF DRAGON FOR M 
Crafted from the skulls of the mightiest dragons, magically 

resided to fit over a humanoid-sized head, these items are 

among the most sought-after of the order's creations—for 

who has not wished to be a dragon? This item comes in five 

varieties, each crafted from the skull of a different-colored 

chromatic dragon. Once per day. the wearer may transform 

into a juvenile dragon of the appropriate kind. This effect 

lasts for 1 hour, although it may be dismissed at any time as 

a standard action. The effect functions as the polymorph spell 

(caster level 17th, without the HD restriction), except that the 

wearer gains the breath weapon of the dragon he becomes, 

as well as its sensory abilities (darkvision, keen senses, blind- 

sense, and so on). 

Strong transmutation; CL 17th: Craft Wondrous Item, 

dkipecJuinge: Price S6,ooo gp; Weight 4 lb. ^ 
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BAZAAR OF THE BIZARRE by John JL Ling, Jr. « iJJustmfed by Tom Fowler 

The most recent 

great war brought 

incredible chal¬ 

lenges. Many pious 

clerics of Pelor strove 

to heal everyone fighting 

for the cause of good. At 

times, the war made this task 

nigh impossible. The sheer 

volume of injuries and casualties, 

coupled with the dangers inherent to the 

battlefield* meant the clerics of the Shining One 

quickly became overwhelmed. Many injured soldiers 

died awaiting treatment. 

Simple items, such as wands and potions of curative 

magic, proved useful but insufficient A young half-ore 

named Tholveg, originally a warrior on the front lines 

of the war, saw this growing problem firsthand. Tired of 

the constant destruction wrought by war, she returned 

to a Pelorian temple-hospital and became a member of 

the clergy there. She spent months in quiet contempla¬ 

tion* tending to the injured and dying, until she received 

a vision. Sharing her vision with her superiors, Tholveg 

divided her time between tending patients and research¬ 

ing new ways to improve the care provided by other cler¬ 

ics. After the war, her legend says, Pelor himself appeared 

before Tholveg and took her from the material world. 

Regardless of the truth of the legend surrounding her 

fate, the research conducted by Tholveg and her followers 

has proven invaluable in the years since. In an effort to 

spread care to as many suffering beings as possible, the 

church of Pelor has allowed its many clerics to share these 

items (and the knowledge of making them) with clerics of 

other good and neutral deities. The following items always 

appear in the best- 

stocked hospitals 

and temples of 

Pelor, and most 

clerics devoted 

to healing at least 

know of their exis¬ 

tence. Thanks to the 

openness of Pel oris clergy 

many adventurers have made 

excellent use of these items, 

AMULET OF PRESERVflTIOM 
Death is imminent. Unavoidable, In war, the tragedy of 

the death of one person becomes subsumed by the trag¬ 

edy of the deaths of many. When faced with such widc- 

scak mortality, maintaining some semblance of sanitary 

conditions becomes paramount, 

Securing an amulet of preservation around a corpses 

neck halts the decaying process for as long as it remains 

on the corpse. In addition, the amulet of preservation pre¬ 

vents the deceased wearer from rising as the spawn of 

certain undead (like ghouls, shadows, and vampires), and 

days spent under the influence of the amulet do not count 

against the time limit of a raise dead spell. Though devel¬ 

oped by clerks of Pelor, the clergy of Wee fas has found 

the greatest use for these items. 

Faint necromancy; CL 3rd; Craft Wondrous Items, $entk 

repose; Price 6,000 gp; Weight 1 lb. 

BOLT OF HEflUHC 
After spending several years at the war's front, Tholveg 

developed a keen sense of irony. One of her first 

creations as a cleric of Pelor came from her frustrations 
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i n e 

used 

up to three 

times per day* 

Faint enchantment; CL 3rd; Craft 

when attempting to bring injured 

companions to healers on the 

battlefield. Painted bright 

red and affixed with 

blunt, cushioned tipt a 

boh of healing allows a ^ 

crossbow wielder to 

provide succor to 

her allies instead 

of suffering to 

her enemies. 

When one of these 

+r crossbow bolts strikes 

a target, it explodes in 

a flash of positive energy. A 

successful hit from a boh 0/ healing 

deals no damage* but instead cures 

its target of id8+s points of damage. 

Against undead and other creatures 

harmed by positive energy, the boll 

inflicts idS+5 points of damage 

instead. An undead creature struck 

by a bolt of heating can apply spell 

resistance and can make a DC 11 Will 

save to Lake half damage. Making a 

successful critical hit with a holt of 

hailing has no additional effect: the 

bolt still cures idS+s points of damage 

regardless of how well it strikes. 

Faint conjuration; CL 5th; Craft 

Magic Arms and Armor, cure light 

wounds; Price 132 gp; Weight — 

(AIMING STONE 
Pain, fear, insanity, and shock can 

cause a normally complacent and 

rational person to pose a danger to 

himself and others when brought 

into a hospital or healing tent* Heal¬ 

ers and clerics find it difficult to 

administer treatment to a flailing 

patient, and helpful orderlies aren't 

always nearby to hold one down* 

Thus came eolmiruj stones. Since their 

introduction, calming stones have also 

become popular as decor in chambers 

set aside for diplomacy and political 

discourse. 

When a user touches the stone 

and utters the command word, this 

1-foot-diameter smooth rock emits 

a light, melodic tune that creates the 

effect of a culm emotions spell for up 

to 10 minutes. Repeating the com¬ 

mand word ends the effect* A calming 

Wondrous Item, calm emotions, ghost 

sound; Price 10,800 gp; Weight 25 lb, 

DETOXIFICATION ORB 
While not nearly as dangerous or 

feared on the battlefield as in the 

intrigue-ridden halls of court, 

poison can nonetheless bring down 

even the heartiest warrior. Since the 

creation of detoxification orbs, royals, 

nobles, and wealthy merchants 

alike have sought to acquire them 

en masse. 

A crystal orb roughly 6 to 8 inches 

in diameter, a detoxification orb works 

when it is placed against the skin of 

a poisoned creature and tapped 

twice. In a flash of light the orb 

draws out any poisons in the crea¬ 

ture’s system, filling the other* 

wise clear sphere with a green mist. 

This effect duplicates the neutral¬ 

ize poison spell, except its duration 

is instantaneous and thus does not 

provide any further protection. 

After 1 round the mist dis¬ 

sipates within the oTb. 

A detoxification orb 

crumbles to dust 

after to uses* 

As a standard 

action, the user of 

the defoxi/kah'on orb 

can make a Craft 

(poisonmaking) check 

to identify a poison 

drawn out with it (the DC 

equals the poison's Fortitude 

save DC). 

Faint conjuration; CL 5th; Craft 

Wondrous Item, neutralize poison; 

Price 3,000 gp; Weight 2 lb. 

GEM OF POISON DETECTION 
Defense is harder than offense, and 

this is most true when it comes to 

poison. For centuries, those who 

attacked with poison could use their 

weapon of choice at will, having little 

fear of discovery. With the recent 

development of a cheap and reliable 

means of locating poisons and toxins, 

however, it is the attacker who must 

now innovate. 

This magical gem appears as a 

finely cut emerald. Placing the gem 

against a creature's bare skin and 

speaking the first command word 

detects whether or not the creature 

is poisoned. When placed within 1 

foot of food or drink and Lhe second 

command word is spoken it detects 

poison present. Pointing the gem at 

a creature within 30 feet with whom 

you have line of effect and speaking 

the third command word detects 

whether that creature has a poison 

attack or is using poison on one of its 

weapons. If the gem of poison detection 

detects poison in any of those three 

ways it turns black and cold. 

Even if the gem of poison detection is 

somehow disenchanted it remains a 

gem worth 100 gp. 

Faint divination; CL 1st; Craft 

Wondrous Item, detect poison; Price 

1,100 gp; Weight —% 
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MASK 
Those who spend their lives tending 

to the sick risk illness themselves. 

These masks help protect healers so 

they may continue their good works. 

Made from strong burlap and 

treated with special chemicals as well 

as magical enhancements# a character 

wears a heeler's mast over his mouth 

and nose, taking up the necklace slot. 

A heater's mask casts remove disease 

on its wearer when first donned. 

A healer's mask can only cast remove 

disease once; if removed and donned 

again it provides only the +2 bonus 

on saves. For one month after the 

mask casts remove disease it provides 

a *2 bonus on all saves made to 

resist or overcome diseases (natural 

or magical) to anyone wearing the 

mask when such a save must be 

made. At the end of that month the 

healer's mask becomes a non magical 

burlap mask. Any creature may 

gain the saving throw bonus, bul 

only the first creature to put on 

the mask gains the benefit of the 

remove disease, 

Faint abjuration: CL 1st; Craft 

Wondrous Hems, remove disease, 

resistance; Price 3,125 gp: Weight —. 

MEDIC HUT 
These upright white hats made of a 

heavy cloth bear Pelor's holy symbol 

Healers of all faiths who spend 

time on battlefields cherish these 

items. Veterans generally don't 

bother directly attacking those 

wearing medic fiats, as the hats 

provide their wearers with 

a powerful ward that guards 

them against direct assault. 

Whenever a medic hot wearer 

casts a spell of the conjuration 

(healing) subschool she is pro¬ 

tected as by the sanctuary spell (DC 11) 

for 1 round per level of healing spell 

cast (a o-Ievel spell grants no sanctu¬ 

ary effect). The duration of the sane- 

luaiy effect overlaps with multiple 

healing spells so that only the high¬ 

est-level or most recent spell affects 

it. For example, a cleric who casts heal 

is protect ed for 6 rounds. If she casts 

heal again on the next round the dura¬ 

tion of her sanctuary effect lasts for 6 

rounds beginning that round. Those 

who succeed on the Will save to attack 

the wearer of a medic hat are im mune 

to its effects for one day. 

Faint abjuration; CL 1st; Craft 

Wondrous Items, sanefumy; Price 

8tooo gp; Weight —. 

ROD OF DIMHHHTMENT 
A foot-long ivory rod with i-inch 

bands of ebony at either end, a rod 

of disenchantment is the bane of those 

who rely on magical effects to bolster 

their abilities. To those afflicted with 

detrimental magic, it is a blessing. 

When touched to a creature 

(a melee touch attack) and the 

command word is uttered, several 

effects occur simultaneously and 

instantaneously: 

- All enchantments on the creature 

cease functioning. 

* All transmutation effects on the 

creature end, 

* All curses (as from bestow curse) on 

the creature are removed. 

* All cursed items in the creature's 

possession cease functioning and 

drop to the ground. 

All effects function as per break 

enchantment at caster level 16, 

After discharging, a rod of 

disenchantment loses its magical 

properties for 12 hours until it 

recharges (it still detects as magical, 

however). The rod creates the 

following effects: 

Moderate abjuration: CL 16th; 

Craft Rod, break enchantment, greater 

dispel magic; Price 50,000 gp; Weight 

lib. 

MEG S F1HHL PRAYER 
According to the legend surrounding 

Tholveg, the first appearance of this 

item came when Pelor took her from 

the material world. Supposedly, 

those who witnessed the event found 

a handful of these items near the 

location of her disappearance, 

Pelor's holy symbol is clearly 

visible within the center of this 

1-inch-diameter fragile clear crystal 

marble. To use this item, the user 

must shatter the item upon the 

ground (as a standard act ion that does 

not provoke an attack of opportunity) 

and loudiyexdaim,'4May Pelor’s grace 

protect me." 

When activating the item, the 

user must immediately choose one 

of four effects: cure serious wounds, 

remove blmdriess/dea/ness, remove 

curse, or remove disease. All effects 

target the item's user and are cast at 

15th level. 

Strong conjuration and 

abjuration: CL 15th; Craft 

Wondrous Item, cure serious 

mmnds, remove bIii»daess/dea/Hess, 

remove corse, remove disease; Price 

3,000 gp; Weight —, 

in memory of Jessica Marshall 
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Spells of Monstrous Deities 
by Eric Cagle • illustrated by Warren Mahy Just as the deities of civilized races gran! boons to 

their worshipers, the deities of monstrous human¬ 

oids* giants, and aberrations also imbue their faithful 

with unique powers, To the outside observer, the spells 

granted by these bizarre deities are just as strange and, 

in some cases, repulsive as those who utilize them. For 

the faithful however, these spells represent special accep¬ 

tance and blessings from their patrons. 

Described here are several spells that monstrous dei¬ 

ties grani their clerics. In rare cases, creatures not part 

of a deity's favored race but who prove themselves to be 

devout worshipers, can gain access to these spells, 

BLACK STENCH OF LAOGZED 
Conjuration (Creation) 

Level: Or 4. Soi/Wiz 5 

Components: V, ST M/DF 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range: Personal 

Effect: Cloud spreads in a 20-ft. radius from you, 20 ft high 

Duration: 1 round/level 

Saving Throw: Fortitude half (see text) 

Spell Resistance: No 

You produce a cloud of utterly black, acidic, and horrific- 

s melting gas centered on you, a breath of foul air belched 

by the stinking god l^aogzed himself Living creatures In the 

doud become nauseated, and take id6 points of acid damage 

per two caster levels per round (maximum 5d6), A successful 

Fortitude save negates the nausea and halves the damage. In 

addition, this gas obscures all sight, including darkvision, 

beyond 5 feet. A creature 5 feet away has concealment 

(attacks have a zo% miss chance). Creatures farther away 

have total concealment (50% miss chance, and the attacker 

cannot use sight to locate the target; creatures that rely on 

the scent ability cannot locate the caster while this spell 

is in effect). While you are immune to the stench and acid 

damage of your own spell, you are affected by this spell's 

darkness. Holding one's breath does not help to avoid the 

effects of this spell. 
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Magic of Monstrous Deities 
The deities of monstrous races bestow spells on their clerics just as other deities 

do. The minds of monsters operate in different ways than most humanoids, and 

the rites, rituals, and spells of their clerics might seem extremely bizarre or dis¬ 

gusting to others. The spells granted by monster deities should reflect the men¬ 

tality, phys reality, abilities, and needs of the race they represent. For example, few 

spells granted by the beholder goddess, the Great Mother, have material compo¬ 

nents, d ue to her follower's lack of limbs to manipulate them. 

The following is a list of the monster deities presented in this article. For a more 

comprehensive list see page 124 of Complete Divine. 

Marne _Portfolio_Alignment Domains 

1 Blibdoolpoolp kuo-toas CE Destruction, Evil, Water 

Jatlanis cloud giants, storm 

giants, stone giants, 

NG Good, Healing* Strength, Sun 

llsenstne mind flayers LE Evil, Knowledge, Law, Magic 

Laogzed troglodytes CE Chaos, Death, Destruction, Evil 

Luthic ores NE Earth, Evil, Healing 

A moderate wind (ii+ mph) dis¬ 

perses this gas in 4 rounds. A strong 

or greater wind (24+ mph), such as 

from a rjusl of wind spell, disperses 

this gas in 1 round. A ji rebuff, flame 

strike, or similar spell bums away the 

gas in its area of effect, A waif of fire 

bums away the gas in the area into 

which it deals damage. 

This spell does not function under¬ 

water. For the duration of this spell 

any stench or scent-based ability you or 

creatures in the area of effect possess is 

overwhelmed and does not function. 

Arcane Material Component: A piece 

of a troglodyte's tail, 

BRAIN SLAVE OF 
ILSENSINE 

Conjuration (Summoning) 

Level: Clr 6, Sor/Wiz 6 

Components: V, S, M/DF 

Casting Time: 1 round 

Range: Close (25 ft, + s ft./2 levels) 

Effect: One or more summoned 

disembodied brains 

Duration: 1 round/level (D) 

Saving Throw: Will negates (see text) 

Spell Resistance: No 

A glowing, floating green brain with 

two tentacles, similar in appearance to 

a miniature avatar of Ilscnsine, appears 

and circles about you. At any time during 

this spell's duration you can command 

this brain to attack a Small. Medium, 

or Large creature in order to extract 

its brain. The brain slave gets two 

attacks made at your base attack 

bonus, and has a +6 grapple bonus. If it 

hits with either of its attacks, it causes no 

damage but can immediately attempt to 

start a grapple as a free action without 

provoking an attack of opportunity, ff 

it wins the grapple, it establishes a hold 

and attaches the tentacle to its oppo¬ 

nent's head. If neither tentacle is able to 

grapple the brain slave vanishes. 

If the bra in slave of Ihensinz begins its 

turn with one of its tentacles attached, it 

can try to attach the other with a single 

grapple check (without making an attack 

roll). The opponent can escape with a 

single successful opposed grapple check 

or an Escape Artist check, but the brain 

slave gets a +2 circumstance bonus on its 

opposed check. Completely detaching a 

brain slave causes it to vanish, 

A brain slave of flsensine that begins its 

turn with both tentacles attached and 

that makes a success fill grapple check 

automatically extracts the opponent's 

brain, instantly killing the target. This 

power is useless against constructs, 

elemental, oozes, plants, undead, or 

creatures of greater than Large size. It 

is not instantly fatal to foes with mul¬ 

tiple heads. 

You can summon an additional brain 

slave of Hsensme per z caster levels. 

Arcane MaimoJ Component: 

small portion of brain from a 

humanoid or monstrous humanoid. 

Transmutation 

Level: Clr 5 

Components: V, S 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range: Personal 

Target: You 

Duration: 1 min./level 

The nails on your hands grow long, 

extremely tough, and turn a deep pur¬ 

ple, similar to those of the ore goddess, 

Luthic. Your nails also exude a thick, 

blackT viscous poison. These nails act as 

natural weapons that deal id6 points of 

damage and have a threat range of 19- 

20. You are considered armed while this 

spell is in effect. If you are Small, your 

nails deal id4 points of damage. If you 

are Large, they deal idS points of dam¬ 

age. Add your Strength modifier to your 

attacks with these nails. Attacks with 

your transformed hands do not hinder 

your manual dexterity or spellcasting* 

although the nails do replace any slam 

or claw attack you might possess for the 

duration of the spell, 

In addition* any creature that takes 

damage from your nails risks being poi¬ 

soned. Injury: Fortitude resists; initial 

and secondary damage id4 Dexterity, 

Transmutation 

Level: Clr 4, Drd 5 

Components: V, S, DF 

Casting Time: l standard action 

Range: Touch 

Effect: Creature touched 

Duration: 1 round/5 levels 

Saving Throw: Will negates (harmless) 

Spell Resistance; Yes 

The affected creature gains the ability to 

throw massive rocks. Upon casting this 

spell a giant stone materializes in one of 

the target's empty hands (the spell fails 

if the target does not have an empty 

hand). Although this rock would prob¬ 

ably be too heavy to heft under normal 

conditions, the target can fling this pro¬ 

jectile as a giant one size category larger 

NAILS OF LUTHIC 

A THROWING ARM 
-OF IALLANIS 
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than himself, The rock has a range 

increment and deals damage as noted 

on the following chart. The rock created 

by this speli cannot be used in any other 

way than to make a ranged attack* 

For every round this spell lasts a new 

rock materializes in one of the target's 

empty hands, which he is then capable 

of throwing on his next turn (up to a 

maximum of 4 rocks). 

If the target already possesses the 

rock throwing ability, he gains a +4 

bonus on attacks made using the rocks 

created by this spell in addition to any 

racial bonuses to rock throwing, 

Creatures of Small size or smaller 

are beneath Iallanis’s notice and gain 

no benefit from this spell. 

Rock 

Target Size Range Damage 

TOUCH OF 
BLIBDOOLPOOLP 

Transmutation 

Level: Clr 3, Drd 3 

Components: V, S, DF 

Casting Time: i standard action 

Range: Personal 

Target: You 

Duration: 1 min./level 

Your liand turns into an enormous lob¬ 

sterlike claw. This daw gives you a natural 

attack with reach and deals bludgeoning 

damage as indicated on the following 

chart. If you attack only with the claw, 

making it your primary attack, the claw 

adds i-j/z times your Strength modifier 

to damage. The daw can also be used as 

a secondary attack in conjunction with 

a manufactured weapon. Such second¬ 

ary attacks do not interfere with your 

primary attack as attacking with an off¬ 

hand weapon would, but you take the 

usual -5 penalty and add only half of your 

Strength modifier to damage. Regardless 

of how you use the daw. you are consid¬ 

ered armed while this spell is in effect 

If you hit with this claw attack, you 

can attempt a grapple check against 

your opponent without provoking 

an attack of opportunity and as if 

you were one size category larger. If 

you succeed at the grapple attempt, 

the daw establishes a hold and deals 

additional damage, as described on 

the following table, each round with 

a successful grapple check. The daw’s 

size bonus applies on all disarm, 

grapple, and trip attempts made with 

the claw. 

A creature that already possesses 

a claw attack may use its own daw 

damage or that granted by the spell, 

whichever is greater. You cannot hold 

any objects in your transformed hand 

or cast spells with somatic components 

while your hand is in this shape. ^ 

Size 

Size Damage Reach Bonus 

Fine 1 0 ft. -12 

Diminutive I Oft. -*8 

Small 

Medium 

Large 

ld4 5 ft. +0 

ld6 10 ft. +4 

ld8 15 ft. +8 

2d 6 20 ft. + 12 

Gargantuan 2d8 40 ft. +16 

Colossal 4d6 60 ft, +20 
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New Spells of Monstrous Deities 
In order for a creature that is not of the deity's chosen to 

team these spells, the creature must find a spellcaster willing 

to part with such sacred information, few deities approve of 

betraying their secrets to infidels of other races and might pun¬ 

ish the offending magic-user in unspeakable ways—unless, of 

Cleric Spells 
jrd-Level Cleric Spell 

Touch of Bllbdooipoolp: Transforms one of your hands into 

an overs lied daw. 

4th-Level Cleric Spells 

Black Stench of Laogzed: Creates a doud of opaque, acidic, nau¬ 

seating gas. 

Throwing Arm of to Nanis; Target can throw rocks as a giant 

one size category larger. 

jth-level Cleric Spell 

Nods ofluthic Your hands grow nails that exude poison. 

6th- Level Cleric Spell 

Brom Stove o/flsensine: Summons disembodied brains that 

can extract an opponent's brain. 

course, disseminating these spells is part of some grand master 

plan. Alternatively, one might simply seek the favor of the 

monstrous deity who bestows the spell he desires, per¬ 

forming rites and supplicating himself in exchange for the 

power of an alien faith. 

Druid Spells 
jrd-Levd Druid Spell 

Touch of Blibdoolpooip: Transforms one of your hands into 

an oversized claw. 

5th-Level Druid Spell 

Throwing Arm of ialbms: Target can throw rocks as a giant 

one size category larger, 

Sorcerer/Wizard Spells 
5th-Level Sorcerer/Wizard Spell 

Stock Stench ofiaogzed: Creates a doud of opaque, acidic, 

nauseating gas. 

6th-Level Sorcerer/Wrzard Spell 

Brain Stoyc of ihensine: Summons disembodied brains that 

can extract an opponent's brain. 
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SAGE ADVICE 

byAmJy Coffins* illustrated by Nildds Janssen 

OFFICIAL ANSWERS 
TO YOUR QUESTIONS 
This month, the Sage goes on the offensive with a series of questions related to combat. Send 

the Sage your questions at sageadvice@paizo.com. 

Docs darkvision allow a character to 

read and write in the dark? Can he 

see his reflection in a mirror? 

Darkvision is described as the 

"ability to see with no light source 

at alf' (Dungeon Master^ Guide, 

page 292}. This suggests that a char¬ 

acter with darkvision can read, write, 

and otherwise perform a normal 

range of actions despite being in 

complete darkness. 

The simplest answer to the mir¬ 

ror question is yes. To avoid delving 

too deeply into real-world physics— 

something it's best to resist, partic¬ 

ularly in fantasy gaming—it's easi¬ 

est to treat darkvision as allowing a 

character to perceive anything that a 

normal person could see with light. 

If my character permanently changes 

type, docs he change his base attack 

bonus or saving throws based on the 

new type? 

A PC's base attack bonus and base 

save bonuses aren't based on his type, 

they're based on his class. A 10th- 

level aasimar wizard doesn't have the 

attack and save bonuses of a 10-HD 

outsider, she has the attack and save 

bonuses of a 9th-level wizard. 

A PC with racial Hit Dice (such as 

a centaur) gains base attack and save 

bonuses from his racial HD as well 

as any class levels he has. If such a 

character's type changes, his base 

attack and saves change only if the 

source of the change indicates that 

they change. Some templates (such 

as the vampire template) stipulate 

that base attack and saves remain the 

same regardless of the change. 

Are monsters' ability scores adjusted 

as they age (like PC races)? 

The rules include no informa¬ 

tion on age categories for creatures 

other than the PC races listed in 

various books, so the Sage concludes 

that ability score adjustments by age 

(such as those described on Table 6-5: 

Aging Effects, in the Player's Hand* 

book) apply only to those races for 

which they’re listed. 

If a DM wanted to create age 

categories for other creatures, the 

Sage advises using existing numbers 

as a guideline. 

Does a human who becomes an 

undead apply the ability score adjust¬ 

ments as he ages? 

The Sage recommends that aging 

effects not be applied to a PC who 

becomes undead. 

It seems unreasonable that an 

undead's physical ability scores 

should change based on the original 

race's lifespan (why should a dwarf 

vampire stay strong longer than a 

half-ore vampire?}. 

Similarly, applying adjustments to 

mental ability scores seems to cre¬ 

ate more problems than it's worth. 

Should a skeleton that's been dead 

for zoo years be wiser than one that 

was just created? 

That said, if a DM wanted to apply 

aging effects to ability scores for 

undead PCs, it's not terribly unbal* 

anting. He should just be prepared 

to answer a lot of corner-case ques¬ 

tions—questions about weird rule 

interactions lhat can't all be covered 

in rulebooks—and most DMs will 

find it more hassle than it’s wrorth* 

Does a character who has been swal¬ 

lowed whole treat the swallowing 

monster as flat-footed? 

The Sage thinks that's a reasonable 

interpretation. The ‘swallow whole" 

entry on page 315 of the Monster Manual 

indicates that the AC of the interior of a 

swallowing creature has "no modifiers 

for... Dexterity "While this Isn't neces¬ 

sarily quite the same as saying that the 

monster is denied its Dexterity bonus 

to AC, it's pretty dose. 

In addition, it certainly seems 

true that the swallowed character 

has total concealment from (he,, is 

"invisible to”) the swallowing crea¬ 

ture, which would allow the charac¬ 

ter to treat the creature as flat-footed 

against his attacks. 

Put together, this means that let¬ 

ting the rogue get gulped might 

make an effective way to defeat a swal¬ 

lowing monster... assuming the bite 

and ongoing damage doesn't kill her. 
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Do characters receive experience for killing a summoned 

monster? What about undead created with animate dead or 

an outsider called with planar ally? 

As a general rule, any creature whose presence on the bat¬ 

tlefield is a direct result of another creature using one of 

its special abilities (such as summoning) during the battle 

doesn't grant XP to characters defeating it. This is because 

the monster is counted as part of the challenge provided 

by the summoning monster. A pit fiend's Challenge Rating 

(and thus the XP reward granted for defeating him) already 

takes into account the fact that he can summon allies; with¬ 

out that ability, he'd be worth less XP. 

However, there are plenty of situations where a DM 

should make exceptions to this general rule. Any time that 

a creature can bring an ally into play without reducing the 

resources it otherwise brings to the fight (or well outside 

of combat) you should strongly consider awarding XP for 

defeating that ally. 

Let's look at a few examples to see how this might work 

in play. 

Example 1; Over the course of many days, a powerful 

necromancer stocks his lair with undead created via 

spells. When the PCs fight the necromancer and these 

undead minions, the necromancer has his full array of 

spells, so the act of creating these undead hasn't reduced 

the challenge he provides. Thus, the Sage recommends 

awarding full XP for defeating the undead. 

Example 2: The same necromancer is on the run, know¬ 

ing the PCs aren’t far behind. He spends some of his pre¬ 

cious daily allotment of spells to animate a few zombies, 

only minutes before the PCs bust down his door and attack. 

That's a lot more like summoning, since the creation of 

the undead represents a direct drain on the necromancer's 

immediately available resources. Still, he doesn't have to 

spend any rounds of combat casting the spells, so it's not 

quite the same. The Sage recommends awarding one-half 

XP for defeating the undead. 

Example 31 An evil cleric uses lesser piarcor ally to 

call a succubus to serve him as a spy for 7 days, and 

sends her up against the PCs (without being present 

himself). The Sage recommends awarding full XP for defeat¬ 

ing the succubus. If the PCs then track down and defeat 

the evil cleric before he’s able to prepare spells again, it's 

tempting to reduce the XP award for the cleric by a little 

bit (since he's down one 4th-level spell), but it's probably 

not worth the effort. 

When in doubt, err on the side of awarding XP. The 

DM shouldn't be looking for opportunities to deny 

the PCs fairly earned XP—if they bested the chal¬ 

lenge, they should reap the reward. 

If a character levels up after taking Intelligence dam¬ 

age docs the number of skill points he receives for 

the new' level depend on his normal Intelligence 

score or his damaged score? What if he takes ability 
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drain instead of damage? What hap¬ 

pens to his existing skill ranks? 

As noted on page 38 of the Player's 

Handbook, only permanent changes 

to Intelligence affect the number of 

skill points you gain when taking a 

new level* A character with Intel* 

ligence damage gains skill points 

based on his normal (undamaged) 

Intelligence score, while a character 

with Intelligence drain gains skill 

points based on the adjusted score. 

Either way, this has no effect on 

his existing skill ranks. Permanent 

changes to intelligence don’t retro¬ 

actively change your number of skill 

ranks from previous levels* 

How do you determine the starting 

gold for a ist-level monster class char¬ 

acter (such as from Savage Species)? 

The easiest method is simply to 

assign standard starting gold for any 

character who doesn't have a value 

already listed. The Sage recommends 

4d4 x 10 gp (or 100 gp average). 

If you want some variety between 

the monster-class characters in your 

game, try assigning a starting gold 

value for a Placer's Handbook class 

that's similar to the monster in flavor. 

An ogre or minotaur, for instance, is 

pretty similar to a barbarian (4d4 x 10 

gp), but a mind flayer is more like a 

sorcerer (jd4 x 10 gp). Ultimately, it 

doesn’t matter much—the difference 

between the various values in the 

Player j Handbook disappear within a 

couple of adventures when compared 

to the character's overall wealth. 

If my character's familiar dies (and 

my character loses experience points 

for it) but a cleric resurreds the famil¬ 

iar docs my character get back the XP 

he lost? 

Nope. On the bright side, you do 

get your beloved Fluffy back. 

When a character dies and comes 

back to life a level lower, are there 

any guidelines as to which level he 

must Lose? Does it have to be the 

last level he gained? When he gains 

a level again later, can he choose a 

different class than he did origi¬ 

nally? What about a rst-levcl char¬ 

acter (who instead loses a point of 

Constitution)? Can he begin with a 

new class completely? 

The rules are silent on this issue, 

but it seems most logical if the ch tr¬ 

ader loses the class level he gained 

most recently. The same is true of 

any feats, skill ranks, or ability score 

adjustments gained due to the now- 

lost level* The character is under 

no obligation to make the same 

select!on(s) when he next gains a 

level with XP. 

A character who regains a lost 

level from restoration or a simi¬ 

lar effect must regain the same 

class level (and other abili¬ 

ties) that he lost. In other words, 

you can't use level drain and restora¬ 

tion to rebuild your character, 

A ist-level character doesn’t lose 

a class level, so he can't change his 

existing class level. 

ERRATA 
The Sage would like to correct one of his 

recent answers regarding shea thing tveap- 

ons. Whiie the primary answer was cor¬ 

rect, the Sage wandered a bif afield and in 

doing so, got himself turned around. let 

this be a lesson to all lvould-hefreejuent- 

question-answerers to be careful when 

your answers begin straying into topics 

not actually part of the question1 

I 

< 

And now, 
Him 

HSJiE 
UlTtlUlf 

presents: 

Does Quick Draw (Player's Hand* 

book, page 98) allow you to sheathe a 

weapon as a free action? 

No. Quick Draw clearly states that 

it allows you to “draw a weapon as 

a free action*" Nowhere does it sug¬ 

gest anything about sheathing a 

weapon more quickly than normal (a 

move action). 

You may be confusing Quick Draw 

with the ability of any character with- 

a base attack bonus of+1 or better to 

draw or sheathe a weapon as a free 

action as part of movement {Player's 

Handbook, page 142)* While these 

functions are similar and overlap to 

some extent, they are different. ^ 

.: MDIMO 
'-IfeUdWI} 
w tBUDEEfc13 

rhank you. 
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by Kylt Stanley Hunter ■ illustrated by Kyle Stanley Hunter CLASS ACTS 

The Art of Kuji-in 
Hs cons animate opportunists and 

masters of hidden knowledge* 

ninjas frequently make use of the 

subtle spiritual energy that permeates 

all things: fei. Through this force, ninjas 

are formidable even when naked and 

imprisoned. Unlike monks, who strive 

to be one with this energy and immerse 

themselves in its How, ninjas take a more 

pragmatic and aggressive approach, 

seeking to shape it to their needs. This 

can lie done with the mystic art of fcujf- 

in. The ninja is able to rapidly expend 

his fei for a number of fantastic effects 

by executing ancient formulae 

composed of the eighty-one 

mystical ninja hand signs. 

These formulae are 

known asjutsu. 

Ninjas who specialize In fcu/i-in focus 

on survival, endurance, and the martial 

arts, rather than the usual stealth and 

trickery associated with their kin. They 

often take levels in fighter to capitalize 

on the additional feats. Like monks, 

ku/i-m specialists spend many hours 

in meditation, often under the most 

grueling conditions. They temper the 

steel of their souls, practicing their 

jutsu for days on end under waterfalls 

or in withering heal. Even these ninjas 

are only able to master precious few 

of these mystical techniques, so they 

cultivate fearsome reputations as 

deadly specialists. Teams of low-level 

ninjas often deploy with a single frwji* 

in master, whose chosen technique 

can bolster the abilities of the entire 

team. For example, one ninja who can 

execute the Hidden Kingdom Jutsu 

can confuse an entire palace guard, 

rendering them easy targets Tot his 

silent comrades. 

To learn ku/i-m, the ninja must take 

id feats. All hi feats require Jo power, 

and unless otherwise noted, cost one 

of the ninja’s daily hi power uses. Using 

a fei feat is a swift action that does not 

provoke an attack of opportunity. 

Additionally, in order to use a juteu 

the ninja must have both hands free 

and empty. In some cases, a ninja may 

expend a daily use of his hi powrer as a 

free action to maintain a jufsu's ability 

he is already using without reforming 

the jusfo's gestures, The DC to save 

against a ninja's jlifsu equals 10 + l/z 

his ninja levels + his Wisdom modifier, 

and his caster level equals his ninja 

level. Unless otherwise noted, a jutsu* 

effect is an extraordinary ability, even 

if it is based on a spell. 

Hidden Kingdom 
Jutsu [Ki] 
Your fei can roil from you like a 

shadowy mist, perplexing your 
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pursuers and immersing them in a 

dreamlike landscape- 

prerequisite: Ghost strike ability. 

Benefit: You can spend one daily 

use of your lei power to create an 

effect similar to the spell haHurfnatoi^ 

terrain, with the following modifica¬ 

tions. The effect's range is a 40*foot 

radius emanating from your and the 

duration is 1 round. You can expend 

additional uses of your ki power to 

maintain the effect for 2 additional 

rounds per use spent, 

Jutsu Focus [General] 
Your jutsu are especially formidable. 

Prerequisite: At least two In feats. 

Benefit: The DC of any save made 

to resist any of your jutm increases 

by +2. In addition, if a jutsu allows 

you to expend additional uses 

of your ki power to increase its 

effectiveness you may automatically 

treat that jutsu as if you had spent 

one additional daily use of your ki 

power for free. You may spend actual 

daily uses of your ki power on top of 

this virtual daily use. 

Rabbit Prince 
Jutsu [Ki] 
You can suppress your ki to focus on 

your smallness in comparison to the 

vastness of the cosmos. Your steps 

become light and time loosens its 

hold on you. 

Prerequisite: Ghost step (invisible) 

ability. 

Benefit: You can spend one daily 

use of your ki power to move as if 

under the effects of an expeditious 

retreat spell for 1 round. In addition, 

when under the effect of the Rabbit 

Prince Jutsu your jump distance is 

not limited by your height. 

Ringing Fist Jutsu [Ki] 
You can vibrate your hands to disrupt 

material harmonics. 

Prerequisite: Ki dodge ability. 

Benefit: You can spend one 

daily use of your ki power to cause 

your hands to vibrate intensely for 

the remainder of your turn. Any 

successful unarmed attack you make 

that round against an object also 

causes that object to be affected as 

though by a knock spell or a targeted 

shatter spell. You choose which effect 

to create at the time of your attack. 

River Eel Jutsu [Ki] 
A vibrating, shimmering field of ki 

surrounds you and allows you to 

move with little friction. 

Prerequisite: Ki dodge ability. 

Benefit: You can spend one daily use 

of your fei power to move as if under 

the effects of a freedom of movement 

spell for 1 round. 

Shadow Puppet 
Jutsu [Ki] 
The symbols and gestures ofthis jutsu 

seem so complex and speedy that 

they bewilder the viewer. In fact, you 

are subtly infiltrating his mind with 

your ki. 

Prerequisite: Ki dodge ability. 

Benefit: You can spend one daily 

use of your fei power to distract a 

single creature within 30 feet that 

can see you and that fails a Will save. 

A distracted creature is flat-footed 

until the beginning of its next turn. 

This is a mind-affecting effect. 

Thousand Faces 
Jutsu [Ki] 
You recall and mimic the subtle fei 

frequencies of others, obscuring your 

true spirit and clouding the minds of 

those who view you. 

Prerequisite: Ghost step (invisible) 

ability. 

Benefit: You can spend one daily 

use of your ki power to change your 

form for 1 minute, as the spell alter 

self, except the new form must be of 

your same size and type. You gain 

none of the movement or combat 

benefits of the new form. Any wings, 

fins, or other body parts that grant 

an actual creature of the chosen kind 

an alternative form of movement are 

merely decorative and nonfunctional 

on you. 

You can spend two daily uses of 

your ki power to assume the form of 

a specific creature of your type for 

I minute. Anyone who knows the 

specific creature you are emulating 

gains a bonus on her Spot check 

to see through your disguise as 

described on page 73 of the Player's 

Handbook. 

Wind Oxen Jutsu [Ki] 
You can drive back an opponent with 

the force of your ki. 

Prerequisite: Ghost strike ability. 

Benefit: You can spend one daily 

use of your ki power to perform a 

bull rush attack on an adjacent target 

(see Player's Handbook, page 154). You 

do not, however, need to actually 

touch the target, nor do you provoke 

an attack of opportunity. You make a 

special bull rush check with a bonus 

equal to your Wisdom modifier + 

one-half your ninja class level. You 

may expend additional daily uses of 

your ki power to gain a cumulative 

+4 bonus on your check per daily use 

spent. You cannot move along with 

the target if you win the opposed 

check, but the target is still driven 

back an additional 5 feet for each 5 

points by which your check exceeds 

your target's. 

Other Ninja Tricks 
Along with rogues and scouts, ninjas 

excel at the use of traps in their lairs 

and when attempting to capture 

(or at least slow down) someone on 

the move. After years of practice 

and honing their techniques, ninjas 

invented ways of swiftly creating 

simple traps under pressure. 

Guerilla Trapsmith 
[General] 
You are adept at rigging small, impro¬ 

vised traps. 

Benefit: You gain a +2 bonus on 

Craft (trapmaking) checks. The DCs 

to find and remove your traps are 

increased by +2. In addition, you 

can create a booby trap (CR i/2) in 

5 rounds. 

Normal: The time to create a 

booby trap is a full minute. See page 

41 of the Dungeon Master's Guide 

II for details on booby traps. ^ 
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CLASS ACTS fey Christopher Wissd * illustrated by Peter Bergting 

Subtle Spells 

^\ne rdies on silence and stealth; 

I I the other lives by wit and trickery, 

wF While they represent two distinct 

perspectives concerning the use 

and utility of arcane spells, both the 

assassin and the bard nonetheless 

rely on their magic. Whereas the bard 

receives nominally more support in 

his speHoisting than the assassin, they 

both face relatively limited spellcasting 

choices. To that end we present these 

two lists in the vein of the cleric, 

druid, and ranger spell-by-school 

lists presented in Diucon #340 and 

#341, respectively. 

Assassin Spells 
A popular prestige class for NPCs 

and PCs of questionable morality, an 

assassin relies mostly on his death 

attack and sneak attack abilities. To set 

himself up for such attacks, however, 

he sometimes must turn to magical 

means of escaping detection. While 

his spellcasting ability is roughly on 

par with that of a paladin or ranger, 

the assassin might still need to know 

which school his spells belong to. 

This quick reference lists every assas in 

spell from the Dungeon Master's 

Guide, broken down by school 

1st-Level Assassin 
Spells 
Conj Obscuring mist 

Oiv Defect poison, true strike 

Ench Sleep 

Ulus Disguise self, ghost sound 

Trans FetffherJuJI, jump 
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2nd-Level Assassin 
Spells 
Abjur Undetectable alignment 

Evoc Darkness 

III us Illusory script, invisibility 

Trans Alter self cat's .grace, fox's 

earwig pass ivilhowt (race, 

spider climb 

3rd-Level Assassin 
Spells 
Abjur Magic circle against good, 

nondefertion 

Encb Deep slumber 

Evoc Deeper da rifness 

Illus Misdirection 

Necro False life 

4th-Level Assassin 
Spells 
Abjur Freedom of movement 

Conj Dimension door 

Div Clairuudirnce/clairvqynnef, 

locate creature 

Encb Modijjy memoiy 

Illus Greater invisibility 

Necro Poison 

Trans Glib ness 

Bard Spells 
Learning the intricate details of 

every spell might appeal to some 

bearded homebody locked away in 

his library tower, choking himself 

on the dust of crumbling tomes, but 

the free-wandering folk who travel 

the countryside playing for room 

and board have little time to concern 

themselves with such pedantry. Some 

bards, however, spend their time in 

colleges, focusing on the theory of 

their craft more than its application. 

From them conies a listing of bardic 

spells by school, aiding their brethren 

when selecting spells. 

This quick reference lists every bard 

spell from the Player's Handbook, broken 

down by school 

0-Level Bard Spells 
Abjur Resistance 

Conj Summon instrument 

Div Deled magic, know direction 

read magic 

Erach Daze, lullaby 

Evoc Dancing lights,fare, light 

Ulus Ghost sound 

Trans Mage band, mending, message, 

open/close 

Univ Prestidigitation 

Ist-Level Bard Spells 
Abjur Alarm, obscure object, remove 

Jear, undetectable alignment 

Conj Cure light wounds, grease, 

summon monster lt unseen 

servant 

Div Comprehend languages, defect 

secret doors, idenfijjy 

Encb Charm person, hypnotism, 

lesser conjusion, sleep, Tasha's 

hideous laughter 

Illus Disguise self magic mouth, 

Nysful's magic aura, silent 

image, ventriloquism 

Necro Cause Jear 

Trans Animate rope, erase, expeditious 

rrtreafJeafheTjdli 

2nd-Level Bard Spells 
Conj Cure moderate wounds, delay 

poison, gli tterd us f, s u m man 

monster II, summon swarm 

Div Delect thoughts, locate object, 

tongues 

Encb Animal messenger, animal 

trance, calm emotions, daze 

monster, enthrall, heroism, hold 

person, rage, suggestion 

Evoc Darkness, shatter, sound burst 

Illus Blur, hypnotic pa I tern, invisi¬ 

bility, minor image, mirror 

image, misdirection, silence 

Necro B li ndness/dea/hess, scare 

Trans Alter self cat's grace, eagle's 

splendor, Jbx’s cunning, 

pyrotechnics, whispering wind 

3rd-Level Bard Spells 
Abjur Dispel magic, remove curse 

Conj Cure serious wounds, phantom 

steed, sepia snake sigif summon 

monster Iff 

Div Cla i raudience/da irvoya nee, 

saying, see in visibility, speak 

with animals 

Encb Charm monster, confusion, 
crushing despair, deep slumber, 

good hope, lesser geas 

Evoc Daylight, Leomund’s tiny but 

Ulus Displacement, iliusory script, 

invisibility sphere, major image 

Necro Fear 

Trans Blink, gaseousjbrm, glibness, 

baste, sculpt sound, secret 

page, slow 

4th-Level Bard Spells 
Abjur Break enchantment, jreedom 

of movement, repel vermin 

Conj Cure critical wounds, dimension 

door, Leomund's secure shelter, 

neutralize poison, summon 

monster IV 

Div Detect scrying, legend lore, locate 

creature, speak with plants 

Encb Dominate person, hold monster, 

modijfy memory 

Evoc Shout 

Illus; Greater invisibility, haUuemaroiy 

terrain, rainbow pattern, shadow 

conjuration, zone of silence 

5th-Level Bard Spells 
Abjur Greater dispel magic 

Conj Mass cure light wounds, summon 

monster V 

Encb Greater heroism, mass sugges¬ 

tion, mind Jog, song of discord 

Illus Dream, Jalse vision, mirage 

arcana, mislead, nightmare, 

persistent image, seeming, 

shadow evocation, shadow walk 

6th-Level Bard Spells 
Conj Heroes feast, mass cure moderate 

wounds, summon monster VI 

Div Analyze dweomer,Jind the path, 

greater scrying 

Encb Geas/quesl, mass charm monster. 

Otto's irresistible dance 

Evoc Greater shout, sympathetic 

vibration 

Illus Permanent image, programmed 

image, project image, veil 

Necro Eyebite 

Trans An i ma te objects, muss cat *s grace, 

mass eagles splendor, muss 

fox’s cunning 
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CLASS ACTS by Witliam L Oiristensm * illustrated by Peter Bergting 

The Wild Hunt 
(eltic lore tells of the Wild Hunt, a ghostly 

phenomenon that manifests at night 

to terrorize those unfortunate enough 

lo find themselves in its path. A horrible 

warrior wielding spear or bow leads the 

hunt and kills all that he encounters. This 

dark huntsman, the Master of the Hunt, 

leads roughly two-dozen monstrous hounds 

known as the Cow Annum (pronounced coon 

AWNoon). He guides these “death dogs"—or 

"hounds of heir—in search of prey. Those who 

escape the hunter's wrath once the hounds catch hts 

scent are few, although such folk are not unheard of Most 

people learn of the hunt only from the mouths of these 

lucky survivors, but many a traveler about after dark has 

heard the baying of these horrible hounds echoing in the 

distance—a sound reputed to turn the blood of even the 

bravest adventurers cold. 

There exist those who worship this dark hunting 

party, paying homage to the merciless Master of the Hunt. 

Although mostly neutral, some beings of evil alignment 

worship the huntsman as well. Druids make up the majority of 

those who worship lhe Master of the Hunt, but clerics account 

for the most zealous followers. 

Master of the Hunt 
Lesser God (Neutral) 

The Master of the Hunt's features aTe veiled by black 

leather armor, an ebon skull mask, and an antlered crown. 

His eyes glow a ghostly green and his skin is jet black. He 

revels in visiting the Material Plane and hunting whatever 

or whomever mighl be lurking about. He does not discrimi¬ 

nate when choosing his victims (be they humanoid, animal, 

or less natural creatures), and seems to have no other motive 

than to hunt and enjoy his hunt. Although neutral, he leans 

slightly toward evil. 

Portfolio: Hunting, beasts, niglit. 

Domain: Animal, Hunt, Strength, Night, 

Cleric Training: Becoming a cleric of the Master of the Hunt 

is fraught with peril. Initiates are taught lo track piey and hunt 

with the spear and the bow, but they are also expected Lo learn the 

methods of flight their prey use when being hunted. Thus, the 

initiate's final test is to act as the prey of his fellow huntsmen. He 

is given an hour before dusk to flee through the woods, carrying 

nothing but the clothes on his back. If he can elude the hunters 

and their hounds until dawm, he is welcomed into the order. If 

caught, he dies. 

Quests: The Master of the Hunt makes no distinction among 

those he hunts, but his followers are often more discriminating. 
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Sects typically have a particularly hated enemy (usually 

a creature intruding upon their territory, often ores or 

other humanoids) that they track and destroy during 

massive hunting expeditions. A sect attempts to drive its 

chosen enemy from its lands, mercilessly hunting them 

down to the last. 

Prayers: Prayers to the Master of the Hunt often begin 

with the phrase,'"Great and terrible horned lord," but vary 

greatly thereafter depending upon the alignment of the 

supplicant and his needs. 

Temples: Temples to the Master of the Hunt are located 

deep in the woods and resemble grand hunting lodges 

decorated with antlers and trophy heads of the beasts his 

worshipers have acquired over the years. Rangers, druids, 

and other woodsfolk frequent these areas, and temples are 

typically built a single day apart, making them popular 

waypoints on long journeys or hunts. 

Rites: Followers of the Master of the Hunt participate 

in large organized hunts on nights leading into the 

equinoxes and solstices. During these hunts they dress in 

dark leather armor and adorn themselves with black skull 

masks and crowns of antlers in honor of their deity. They 

hunt from dusk to dawn, culling whatever creatures their 

hounds catch scent of 

Herald and Allies: When the Master of the Hunt needs 

to intervene in mortal affairs, he sends his herald, a 

zoth-level ranger known as Herne the Hunter, who rides 

a nightmare and wears a black skull mask and a crown 

of antlers. The Master of the Hunt counts as his allies 

nightmares, Nessian warhounds (of neutral or neutral 

evil alignment), and Cauchemar nightmares. 

Relics: Relics include bracers of archery (lesser and 

greater versions), eyes of ike eagle, of night, and 

slaying arrows. 

New Rules 
The Master of the Hunt and those who worship him might 

make use of a variety of new rules. 

Hunt Domain 
Core Deities: Ehlonna, Obad-Hai, Llerg 

Forgotten Realms Deities: Fihstraee, Malar 

Eberrgn Deity: Balinor 

Granted Power: You gain Track as a bonus feat. 

Hunt Domain Spells 

1 H ide from A n i mats 

2 Bear's Endurance 

3 Snare 

4 Locate Creature 

5 Commune with Nature 

6 Find the Path 

7 Control Weather 

8 Discern Location 

9 Foresight 

Night Domain 
Core Deity: Celestian 

Forgotten Realms Deities: Eilislraee, Selune, Shar 

Fberron Deities: The Keeper, The Shadow 

G ranted Power: You gain low-light vision. If you already have 

low-light vision you gain darkvision with a range of 30 ft. 

Night Domain Spells 

1 Sleep 

2 Deeper Darkness 

3 Deep Slumber 

4 Phantom Steed 

5 Nightmare 

6 ShadowWalk 

7 Waves of Exh a u st i o n 

8 Sh ad ow Evocati on, G reater 

9 Shade 

Frenzied Hunt [General] 
You can channel the divine to send yourself into a powerful 

but dangerous alternative state of being. 

Prerequisite: Base attack bonus +6, ability to turn or 

rebuke undead, must have either witnessed the Wild Hunt 

taking place or have been hunted by the Master of the 

Hunt's followers. 

Benefit: You can spend a turn or rebuke attempt as a free 

action to enter into a wild state of frenzy. Your base attack 

bonus becomes equal to your character level (which might 

grant you extra attacks), you gain a +4 enhancement bonus to 

Dexterity, and a +4 enhancement bonus on all Listen and Spot 

checks. Due to the focused bloodJust of the frenzy you can 

only use physical attacks, favoring ranged (or thrown) attacks 

when possible. You cannot cast spells or take any other action 

that requires concentration as long as the frenzy lasts. 

Much like the Master of the Hunt, when in this alternative 

state of mind you seek only to kill prey. You consider any 

non-allied creatures within your line of sight as prey. Once 

a creature you designate as prey falls you stop attacking and 

move on to another creature. Despite the bloodlust you can 

always differentiate between friend and foe. 

To determine the number of rounds the frenzy lasts, roll 

a turning check (idzo + Gha modifier) and consult Table 

$-9: Turning Undead on page 159 of the Player's Handbook 

The duration oft he frenzy equals the maximum Hit Dice of 

undead you could affect with that turning check. If you down 

all available prey before the frenzy ends you immediately 

begin a hunt, searching for more prey. During this time you 

go to any length to find another suitable creature to hunt, 

even if it means risking life and limb. You may attempt to end 

the frenzy early by succeeding at a Will save (DC 15 + rounds 

remaining of the frenzy). You can attempt this Will save once 

per round. At the end of the frenzy you lose all of its benefits 

and become fatigued for a number of minutes equal to the 

number of rounds you spent in the frenzied state. ^ 
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IBAL HALFUNGS 

Tribal halfllngs, those who take 

halfling barbarian substitution 

levels, are just as dangerous as 

any other barbarian, but for different 

reasons. These small warriors can 

take advantage of their size and slip 

into areas inaccessible to larger races. 

When it comes time to stand tall 

in battle, however, these barbarians 

prove as tough in combat as any of the 

bigger races. 

A substitution level is a level of a 

given class that you take instead of the 

level described for the standard class. 

Selecting a substitution level is not the 

same as multiclassing*—you remain 

with the class for which the substitution 

level is taken. The class features of the 

substitution level simply replace those 

of the standard level. 

Only a member of the appropriate 

race can Lake a racial substitution level 

You can select each substitution 

level only at a specific class level When 

you take a substitution level for your 

class at a given level, you give up the 

class features gained from the stan¬ 

dard class at that level, and you get the 

substitution level's features instead. 

You can't go hack and gain the class 

features for the level you swapped 

out—when you take your next level in 

the standard class, you gain the next 

higher level as if you had gained the 

previous level normally. 

Halfling Barbarian 
Substitution Levels 
Haliimgs who come from tribal 

or barbaric cultures gain access to 

new abilities. 

Class Skills 
Halfling barbarian substitution levels 

have the class skills of the standard 

barbarian class. 

Skill Points at Each Level: 4 + Intel¬ 

ligence modifier. 

Class Features 
All of the following are features 

of the halfling barbarian's racial 

substitution levels. 

Halfling Rage (Ex): Halfling 

barbarians learn to minimize the 

impact of their size while in combat. 

Whenever a halfling barbarian 

rages, treat him as a Medium 

creature whenever doing so would 

be beneficial, such as while in a 

grapple. While raging, the halfling's 

size actually increases slightly, and 

he therefore loses his +t she bonus 

to AC and on attacks. Otherwise* this 

ability is exactly like the standard 

rage ability. 

Whenever the halfling barbarian 

gains additional uses of the rage 

ability, he instead gains additional 

uses ofthis ability. Feats that alter the 

rage ability, such as Extended Rage 

or Instantaneous Rage from Compare 

Warrior* instead alter the halfling 

rage ability. 

This class feature replaces the 

standard barbarian's rage ability. 

Intimidating Presence (Ex): A 

halfling barbarian who takes the 
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3rd-level racial substitution level 

gains ritualistic scarring and tribal 

tattoos that make him a frightening 

sight to behold. Beginning at this 

level, the haifling barbarian gains 

a +1 bonus cm Intimidate checks* If 

you are also using the scarification 

rules presented in the “Ritual 

Markings” article in Dsacojv #340, 

markings from this ability count as 

traditional scarring. 

This class feature replaces the 

standard barbarian's trap sense 

ability. Whenever the haifling 

barbarian would otherwise gain an 

additional +1 to his trap sense ability, 

he instead gains an additional +1 

bonus on Intimidate checks* If 

the haifling barbarian gains the 

trap sense ability from another 

class (such as rogue), that ability 

functions normally* 

Bigger Than Life (Ex): A haifling 

barbarian who lakes the gth-level 

racial substitution level makes 

Intimidate checks as if he were size 

Medium. If the haifling barbarian is 

under an effect that actually makes 

his size Medium (such as an enlarge 

person spell), this ability has no 

further impact, but he retains his 

bonus on Intimidate checks from 

the intimidating presence ability. 

This class feature replaces the 

standard barbarian's improved 

uncanny dodge ability. 

Substitution Levels 
In Action 
First introduced in the Planar 

Handbook, substitution levels 

appeared in numerous books 

thereafter, never with a thorough 

explanation of their use. In order 

to remove some of their mystery, 

the following (using the haifling 

barbarian levels of this article) 

provides an extended example of 

their use, 

Howard thinks making a haifling 

barbarian would be a fun choice and 

thinks the haifling barbarian racial 

substitution levels make a good 

alternative to the standard class* 

He decides his haifling barbarian, 

Fenrin, is a nimble warrior, so at 1st 

level he chooses the first available 

haifling barbarian substitution level 

instead of a level of the standard 

barbarian. Using Fenrihs lithe form 

to best advantage, Howard chooses 

Weapon Finesse as his halfling's 

ist-Ieve! feat. Howard chooses the 

light pick, in large part because the 

high critical multiplier represents 

a brutal weapon that can still 

be finessed. 

At 2nd level, Howard advances 

Fenrin, giving him a second 

level in barbarian. At 3rd level, 

Howard has to choose between the 

standard barbarian level presented 

in the Player's Handbook and the 

substitution level* While Howard 

would like the bonus on Fenrm’s 

Intimidate skill, he decides he would 

rather add the standard class’s 3rd 

level. Note that Howard could have 

made the opposite choices, giving 

Fenrin the standard barbarian level 

at 1st and the substitution level 

at 3rd, 

Howard continues to level Fenrin 

in the barbarian class, and at 5th level 

he once again must decide between 

the standard class and the racial 

substitution level. Howard is willing 

to give up improved uncanny dodge 

for the removal of the -4 penalty 

Fenrin encounters when attempting 

to intimidate Medium or laTger foes. 

At 5th level Fenrin appears as shown 

in the following stat block* 

If Howard decided to add a level 

of fighter to Fenrin to make him a 

barbarian 4/fighter 1, Fenrin would 

not qualify to take the 5th-level 

haifling barbarian substitution 

level, even though he is a 5th-level 

character. At 6th level, Howard could 

then have Fenrin take a 5th level of 

barbarian, giving him the ability 

to take the final haifling barbarian 

substitution level, 2 

Fenrin CR 5 

Male haifling barbarian 5 

NG Small humanoid 

In it +3; Senses Listen +9, Spot +2 

Languages Common, Haifling 

AC 19, touch 15, f at footed 15 

hP4S(5HD) 

Fort +9, Ref+8, Will +3; +2 vs fear 

Spd 30 feet (6 squares) 

Melee +1 light pick +12 (Ld3+2/x4) 

Ranged sling +11 (ld3+l) 

Base Atk +5; Grp +1 

Special Atk haifling rage 2/day 

Combat Gear pot1on of cure moderate 

wounds 

Abilities Str 12, Dex 18, Con 14, Int 10, Wis 

8, Cha 12 

SQ bigger than life, fast movement, illit¬ 

eracy, trap sense+1 

Feats Weapon Finesse, Weapon Focus 

(light pick) 

Skills Climb +8, Hide +8, Intimidate +9, 

Jump +5, Listen +9, Move Silently +6, 

Spot 2, Survival +7 

Possessions +2 light pick, sling, 20 +1 sling 

stones, 10 sling stones, +1 hide armor, 

riook of resistance +2, backpack, bedroll, 

flint and steel, trail rations (3 days), 

waterskin, whetstone, 9 gp 

Haifling Rage (Ex); When raging, Fenrin's 

stats change as follows; 

AC 17, touch 1 3t flat footed 13 

hp 52 

Fort+11, Will+5 

Melee +1 fight pick +12 (ld3+4/x4) 

Ranged sling +11 (ld3+3) 

Grp +3 

Abilities Str 16, Con 18 

Skills Climb +5, jump +7 

HALFLING BARBARIAN RACIAL SUBSTITUTION LEVELS 

Base 

Level 

Attack 

Bonus 

Fort 

Save 

Ref 

Save 

Will 

Save Special 

1st +1 +2 +0 +0 Fast movement, illiteracy, haifling 

rage 1/day 

3rd +3 + 3 +1 +1 intimidating presence +1 

Sth +5 44 +1 +1 Bigger than life 
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COMICS 

AFTER omm MORE UGHTNW6. 

r THEOER6Y 1 
THATW0R34FTO> 

HERE WAS RUN 
i OUT C£NTURt£S i 

V A60, > 

SO THIS 
600 WANTS 
TO MAKE A 
COMEBACK? 

r HE CANT ^ 
Hapiri-nwrs 
WHY WE NEED 

TO GET TO HtS 
. TEMPLE! ^ 

^ PLUS, HE ^ 
SOUNDS LIKE HE’S A LITTLE 
^ OFF HtS ROCKER 

^ £MW ^ 
or we «rr urn big- 
^NpSEMW! 

^ MOT I 
REALLY I HEAR HE’S ) 

sEE%Z4l 
r~f SODS^ 

1 ( JffTKP WHERE, 
l TOSOMEPUCE 

r THERE’S x 
ONLY ONE 

PLACEUKE 
THAT £ CAN 

, THINK OF, 

SAY EVERYONE? 

^ HIS IDOLS ^ 
are vrav imisa 
^ mi ^ 

AMEN, 
BROTHER 

by Aaron Williams 
UHtfui.nodiuick.com 

Ygu can't deny latter; mhen it romeiH it plops im in your 
fawritt chair and stays as Ion? as it wants. -Stephen Kin? 

l PONT KNOW ^ 
PIFFANC IF A GOD 

WANTS HIS OLD TEMPLE 
flXDlUtt WOULD l£ BUM 
UP HALF THE COWffRY- 

SJPf KEEPING PEOPLE 
k. AWAV? ^ 

/ you \ ^^ 
WANT TO 

KASOiWTU K 1 MEMORIZED N 
THEM PONT/ SPELESFROMTHE 
' VOU? 7 KAOC-TAMO SECTION 

OF MV SPELLBOOK 
■ 111 FORNOTIMM . 
Hr V GUESS. 4 

ITS THAT T'fWLyoM 
THREAT AGAIN 

THINK STIL Jj^TAKE^ 
UWK7WS llUSTOYOUR 

k. TIME? JML OflEFI . 

^ HUMANS DRIVE US FROM 
OUR HOMELAND SO WE TAKE TEMPLE' ^ 
NOT GIVE IT BACK NO MATTER HOW 

MUCH YOU GOO UUOH AND y 
^ THftOtf SKV-RK! ^ 

y ICAN6ET ^ 
THE 600 TO STOP 

IF YOU JUST GfVE ME YOUR 
, HOMETFORA 
K SECOND. ^ 
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COMICS 

t BEG 
YOUR 

PARDON? 
^ YOU CAN'T JUST TAKE^ 
SOMEONE S INTELLECTUAL 

PROPERTY AND USE IT 
V WILLY-NILLYi > 

l CAME 
/ UP WITH 

HIM. 1 CREATED 
HIS BACKGROUND 

. HIS GLUIRK&! HIS 
V HABITS! > THERE ARE ^ 

STATE AND FEDERAL 
LAWS GOVERNING 

V THAT! ^ 

NEW PLAN. 
SINCE IGOR WON'T 

BE HERE NEXT WEEK 
HIS CHARACTER 1$ 

HIT BY A METEOR. 
AND DIES / SORRY 

f 1 THINK 
/ YOU LL FIND 
' THAI S NOT 

COVERED BY 
THE FAIR USE 
CONTRACTL 

TOOK THE 
U9ERTY OF 

ORA WIN & UP. 
EITHER 
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| YOU UWETHICAU* SEARCHED1 

my Pockets !■ i*ll have 

You KMOM I BROUGHT 
| these DIAMONDS with he 
into the Dungeon! 
AND You CAH*T PROVE 
I DIDN’T!* HAH!!! 

ip 
' i 

DONATO? ■ SOMETHING ■ I KNOW 

EXTREMELY I WH AT YoykE 

SERIOUS! I TALKING 
what JUST ■ WHEN kev-1 A&out!! 
HAPPENED? 
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COMICS 

The 

Y Uh, the one ^ 
that just spewed 

like a gazillion 
, gallons of acid 

you. 

Trap? What 
trap? 

Y I don't > 
remember any 
L. trap. J 

'rYou don't—™ 
Roy, you're still 
standing in add 

v right now! ^ 

Well you'd 
think I'd remember 
when you went blind, 
l but apparently 

I don’t 

being just^ 
a little paranoid 
^ here? 

r I think 
I would remember 
if I had gotten hit 

by a trap. 

You didn't 
see that?!? 

daley, I'm 
W going to indulge your ^ 
* silly little paranoid rogue " 
fantasies any longer There 

were NO traps in this 
l hallway. Whatever you j 
i&k saw was just in your A 

deluded mmd ^f. M 

Woh\ Waitni 
r I get itl Only' 
rogues can find 

traps with a 
. Search DC . 
Bl over 20! ■ 

^^Well, true]^ 
~ but I don't see 
how that matters, 
since we haven't 

l seen any traps 
^^today. 

^OK, I'm sorry, 
but this has gone 
.on long enough^ 

See what? 

|r you're ready to stop ^ 
r being childish and start 
discussing traps in a mature 

l manner , I need you to 
^Search that door overJ 
UKrnere for me 

r I’m glad we^ 
understand each 
V other, v 

OrdertStick by fiizdi Burlew 
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